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Liber Azerate

Liber Azerate provides insight into MLOs magic system that is eclectic in that it brings together and 

create a synthesis between the dark traditions that their shapes are quite different, but whose inner 

secret essence perfectly correspond with each other.

MLO thus create new ports to the Acausal planet by according to the anti-cosmic 

impulse true will transmute old stagnant forms new potent weapon in the battle for the 

future eon.

These spiritual, philosophical and magical shapes are just tools and external tools used within 

the Order to focus, channel and excite the Acausal essence is the chaos that is beyond all causal 

forms. These forms (e mythologies, ideologies, rituals, symbols) is within MLO charged with 

completely different meaning than what normally is associated with and is designed in such a 

way so that they shall form an antithesis to the existing forms of Exoteric pro-cosmic and 

non-dynamic "satanism".

This is because of the black lodge eoniska strategy part is to create a dynamic form of militant 

neo-Gnosticism, with satanic overtones. MLO has therefore now decided to make some previously 

completely esoteric writings available to outsiders in order to spread some force charged ideas and 

terms that will help in the foreseeable future spread a darker and more essen filled form of Satanism.

Liber Azerate is the first of eleven books that will serve the above purpose. Only wrapped in 

Satan's darkness, we can find our inner Luciferianska light!

Incipit Chaos!
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Traditional Anti-cosmic Satanism

1. Kaosofi

2. Litany to Chao Sophia

3. Eonisk black magic

4. The satanic Creed

5. The pentagram or the ten angles seal

6. The satanistic tradition four primary festivals

7. The four black thrones and the four towers chaos

8. The five magical weapons

9. The satanistic alchemy five steps

10.Tetraedern

11.De kliffotic spheres

12.De secondary Qliphoth

13.De eleven angles

14.Det chained beast

15.Taniniver

16.Asmodeus sword and Ornias

17.Mörk sex magick

18.Sju force centers

19.Drakens name / Forces words

20.De satanic formulas

21.Pentagramritual

22.Den large opening ritual

23.Självinitiering

24.Aurisk purification ritual

25.Astaroths invokationsritual

26.Tanin'iver Liftoach Nia

27.Baphomets invocation

28.Hekates invocation

29.Lykanias invocation

30.Lykantropisk self glorification

31.Den kliffotic Fair

32.Invokation 333

33.Liliths invocation

34.Soraths invocation

35.Liliths evokations ritual

36.Den black eternal flame ritual
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Kaosofi

Chaos is the pandimensional plan has endless time and rumdimensioner, unlike the cosmos, 

consisting of only three spatial dimensions and one time dimension.

In comparison with the cosmos linear dimension of time chaos is timeless, so that it is not limited to a 

one-dimensional time.

Cosmos is causal, ie bound by the law of cause and effect, while chaos is completely akausalt 

(beyond the causal) and free of all restrictions.

Chaos is the eternal future and therefore an active and dynamic and ever. Chaos was, 

Chaos is and Chaos becomes everything and nothing at the same time.

Thus chaos is the only true freedom and out-essence beyond all forms.

All opportunities are unlimited chaos and among these there was also the possibility of the 

cosmos' emergence.

The part of the chaos surrounding the cosmos is anti-cosmic, because it their pandimensional and 

amorphous nature is the antithesis to the cosmic shaped, limited and causal structure.

Therefore experienced the chaos that penetrates into the cosmos as destructive, destructive and disintegrating.

For it dissolves the cosmos limited structures and forms, and instead establishes the formless and limitless 

akausalitet, which is the origin of everything and end.

Chaos is more or less present in all that exists, from the largest to the smallest.

Chaos exists in all universes.

It is in the absolute nothing that man can not possibly imagine. Chaos is alldimensionellt 

and zero-dimensional at the same time. It is temporal and timeless, spatial and rumlöst. It 

is all things rise, from there, everything has been created. Everything is out there and 

that's all, while there is none.

Chaos is its own cause and his own works, as in his unlimited potential to create and destroy.

Chaos is the zeroth dimension, which is the rumtidlösa ur-essence. The zero dimension, which in 

itself carries all manifested and unmanifested dimensions.
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Chaos is the eternal development and lawless becoming, which cosmos with its stagnant forms want to 

limit.

Chaos' lawlessness is to not be bound by the laws of causality and the cosmos parent / limited 

structure.

Therefore, the lawlessness, the chaos-gnostic perspective, the ultimate freedom beyond form the 

shackles.

Evolution is chaos' way to accelerate all things return to chaos, while stagnation is cosmos manner to 

maintain its shape restricted, team and structure.

The black flame / Acausal the fire, which is the "spiritual" essence behind or beyond the conscious 

human causal form, is our link to the essence, which is chaos.

Our self (ego) is shaped by the cosmos' limitations, while our self, which is the whole of our 

Acausal prime existence is beyond our human forms and limitations, and is identical to the 

latent dark force that we call the inner black flame.

The self is the focal point of the self, which has been fixed (wired) self in the cosmos. The self is our 

subconscious that is in the light, while the self / spirit / the internal chaos of the fire is beyond the 

unconscious port.

Self is therefore the dark and hidden essence that links us with the original chaos.

By looking into the abyss of the self, we find the gates of chaos. By opening the unconscious gateway to the 

Acausal Self (Azoth), we can increase the self consciousness of our existence and align the focal point is the 

ego, against the internal chaos fire and create a synthesis between the self and the self.

This in turn means increased supply of the Acausal flows to the conscious (Atazoth) and the opening 

of the dragon's eyes, and the liberation of the pandimensional self.

The satanic pentagram spirit tip symbolizes self, which has been displaced and suppressed by the 

four shaped elements that symbolize the self (ego). By returning the four elements to Acausal's 

consuming fires, self returns into the self and self again becomes free and with an eternal chaos.
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This return to the Acausal origin may be initiated only by true self-awareness 

(gnosis) achieved by tangibly experience the inner pandimensional and Acausal 

force.

O, is a symbol of the zeroth dimensional Chaos, while the one responsible for the shaping and 

contractile force that created the cosmos.

All numbers from one to ten, representing different stages of the causal development, culminating in tian, 

which is the completion of the cosmic.

Tian symbolizes law, order, form, and the closed circle, holding the parts of the original chaos 

captured within.

Tian also symbolize the ego and förträngandet the Acausal self. Eleven which is chaos' speech, therefore 

symbolizes that which is beyond thiane (cosmos) and impunity, freedom, amorphousness and breaking of the 

closed circle.

Eleven is the gate to the initial chaos and the road to the essence transcending the form.

Therefore symbolizes the line-up the anti-cosmic evolution completion and realization 

of the hidden, dark and Acausal potential.

The Broken pentagram symbolizes therefore, with its eleven angles and its dark portal, road and gateway 

to the Acausal freedom, which is to be found beyond the cosmos' limitations.

The dragon is the oldest symbol of chaos.

The pre-cosmic chaos (the original chaos) represented by the dragon Tiamat, while the 

post-cosmic chaos (the angry chaos) is represented by the black dragon, Hubur.

By identifying and bringing up the black dragon, which is the black Acausal fire, opens the 

magician chaos' withering eye and destroys the illusion that it is finite cosmos.

Hell Chaos! Hell 

Kaosofia!
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Litany to Chao Sophia

Shouting to you me, O my nameless mother, with your silent voice from beyond that formed barriers 

and the dragon invisible wings, lifting up my imprisoned spirit!

Embrace me with that shape dissolve devouring flames and making me forever one with yourself!

My desires are merely forms, my hatred illusion and my love just a dream. You and only you are 

the essence gangsters confirms my inner divine flame!

I call on you with my silence that tears apart the shackles of my thoughts and with my eyes closed, I 

admire your invisible beauty!

All words detract from your power, all feelings lead me away from your path and all thoughts deny your truth!

Therefore, I throw myself fearlessly into the unknown darkness and let your formless flame that burns 

inside of me, flare up and bring me to the beyond that is your immortal empire!

You are all that is, you're everything that I want to be!

Your silence sounded like thunder, and have brought my spirit black flame to life. Your absence has 

opened my eyes to the meaningless qualifier that is all life.

You are one, you're all, you're nobody and only in you I can find eternal peace!

You are all that is, you're everything that I want to be!

You are the chaos that is beyond anything! You 

are the chaos that all will be!

You are Chao Sophia, the insight and wisdom that will make the spirit free! You are the 

one who was and is and forever will remain!
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Eonisk Black Magic

A "eon" is in the esoteric doctrine known as a spiritual power / energy for a period of at least two 

thousand years pervades, alter and control the causal plane.

Each eon has its spring, summer, autumn and winter period.

During the spring period, eon, which in many ways is a living and organic force, as the youngest and has just 

undergone eonskifte and therefore increases continuously in power and strength.

During the summer period, eon strongest and transforms everything that can not withstand the 

forces to forms that are in harmony with its own energies. During the autumn period is eon in its 

declining phase and slowly begins to lose control of their own creation.

Finally begins the winter period of the waning eon and this means war, resistance, dissolution 

and annihilation of the ruling eonens prevailing order. This in turn leads to eonskifte and a 

new birth eons.

Each eon has its own magic, religious, philosophical, political, artistic and "moral" form, at any 

eonskifte repressed and driven out to make room for the new eonens forms.

It is through these forms every eon manifests its cosmic essence of the causal plane, thus affecting and 

vampyriserar human consciousness. Within Chaos-Gnosticism considered eons, which is usually 

described as seven in number, being different aspects of the Demiurge and usually symbolized by the 

seven planetary spheres. These seven eons known as "archons" which means "rulers" and usually 

attributed to function through the seven circles surrounding the creation, keeping the spirit of man 

imprisoned in the cosmic prison.

To transcend the simple eons rule, must magician strengthen their internal black kaoseld and 

the opening of the dragon's eyes learn to see through arkonernas (eons) illusory forms.

These seven archons is the same as the seven primary cosmic gods worshiped in the former Sumeria, 

where they are described as enemies of-the essence and the Acausal origin, Tiamat.

These eons also mentioned in the ancient Sanskrit texts and also where the world was said to be under seven 

eoners illusory and false government.

The essence of all these mentioned religious forms have in common is that they all claim that 

for these seven eons out of the original chaos, everything (ie all forms) dissolved and return to 

the zero dimension formless chaos. This high-resolution, which in Sanskrit is called 

"Mahapralaya", called in the MLO for "Day of Wrath".
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This day of wrath in turn leads to the initiation of chaos' timeless and pandimensional "eon", which 

exoterically known as "the dark endless eon." MLO aims, through its anti-cosmic work to contribute 

to the current eonens annihilation and accelerate the start of Mahapralaya / day of wrath. The 

eoniska black magic is one of satanistens powerful weapons, in accordance with his strong will can 

create global change.

In order to exercise this most esoteric form of magic, the magician must first obtain the anti-cosmic eonisk 

gnosis.

Anti-cosmic eonisk Gnosis is the practical realization of the Satanist by recreating and 

manipulating old religious, magical, philosophical and political forms, can modify, reroute, 

refine and darken the spiritual energies that control the current eon, and even the energies in 

the future will shape the next eon. This may inter alia by remaking the old spiritual system, in 

order to, for example, by glorifierandet and glorification of the forces that were previously 

feared and hated in the system, to change its whole spiritual nature, thus turning it into a 

weapon to be used the dissolution of the bright / astringent / cosmic energies that the system 

initially was intended to channel.

To do this, satanist first find all the most significant weaknesses of the belief system / the 

shape that he wants to resist, and then use these "cracks" in its intentional förvränglig and 

recanalization of the energies of the eoniskt perspective is interesting for the dark alchemical 

work. A proven method is such that logically produce the forces within that belief system is 

usually regarded as evil, destructive, immoral and terrible, which swell willing, creative and 

beautiful, and instead turn the forces within the system represents the current cosmic order, 

the law and the "goodness" (ie the majority because of their apathy has been accepted as 

"good") to the representative of tyranny, weakness and "evil".

This can not be done by just swapping between "bright" and "dark" power of the name, but must be 

done through the highlighting of the weaknesses of the current belief system.

There was, for example, is not difficult to make Christianity Satan as a strong-willed, proud, brave, powerful 

and admirable freedom fighter and rebel and instead emphasize all the features of the creator god who 

makes him a pathetic, cruel, stupid and weak demiurge.

In this way, satanist choose to believe the new form that he himself helped create, just to 

discourage, disrupt, distort and destroy the eoniska energies such as Christianity channels 

in the current eon.
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Faith thus becomes a tool for channeling of spiritual and eonisk energy and depending on what kind of 

energy satanist want to channel, he can smoothly change belief systems (shape) as long as he 

maintains his satanic will (essence) and allow themselves to be guided of the black flame gnosis.

Another important part of the eoniska work, which is to contribute to the acceleration and the 

initiation of chaos' eternal Eon, is the creation of new spiritual forms that must be in harmony with 

the dark and chaotic energies satanist want to channel. Unlike the bright religions totally aces loose 

and stagnant forms must satanist create magical, religious, philosophical, and sometimes political 

forms that must be created in accordance with the satanic will and so dynamic, revolutionary, 

evolutionary, dark, aces full, liberating and chaos-making . This may in particular be done through 

the creation of a synthesis between the former eoners dark traditions Satanist finds relevant to the 

anti-cosmic eoniska strategy.

Or you can satanist try to create a completely new and unique belief system, which has so few 

obvious links to past spiritual forms as possible. An example of this is MLOs formless magic, wordless 

invocations and soundless formulas.

But most importantly, as I said, the will behind the creation of the form that gives the shape its strength 

and essence.

The stronger the desire Satanist is, the stronger the mold capacity to channel the 

desired dark, eoniska, energies.

A Satanists strong and conscious will therefore weigh much heavier than the weak and spineless masses.

Therefore, it is possible for the minority who belongs to the satanic elite to counter the current eonens 

energies and "shaping", channel and act as a vibrant port for the energies that bring forth the future 

endless eon. As a drop poison can poison several hundred liters of water, also a belief system / a 

religious form or a magic / philosophical form which is the antithesis to the existing order spiritual 

shapes, change, poisoning and improve the energies that creates and destroys eons.

Satanism anti-cosmic alchemy has as one of its goals the basis of the eoniska strategy to create 

the spiritual forms that must be potent and essen filled enough to produce the drop of the 

anti-cosmic poison that will kill the seventh arkonen (eon) and initiate the purifying large 

resolution.

Other methods are to use the Acausal eoniska energies is to create physical "ports" 

or focal points to contribute to koncentrerandet,
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strengthening and spread of the sinister energies satanist want to channel into the causal plane.

These physical ports can be everything from the ritual sites of satanists have been widely used 

for many years to an individual or a group of people by acting as a focal point for the anti-cosmic 

rites can be converted into natural and living ports to the pandimensional, Acausal chaos .

The rituals / forms that are used to create and open these physical ports must be in harmony 

with the dark eon and it / it / they would act as the physical port must be receptive to the chaotic 

energies and may not be bound by the old cosmic eons shackles.

For example, Adolf Hitler, without himself being aware of it, the focus point for many satanic and 

black magic arrange who used him to bring change, war, development and chaos into this world. If 

Hitler had been aware of this and has been willing to contribute to the darkening of the soul of the 

world, in order to contribute to the acceleration of eonskiftet, had our causal world today been 

completely different.

But Hitler was not receptive to the energies channeled through him, and the result was hubris and 

madness, and finally the Third Reich. Hitler was under the dark forces acting also explains why the 

kabbalautövande enemies of the satanic orders were persecuted and exterminated under his rule.

Therefore it is of great interest to the anti-cosmic Satanists finding strategically selected 

politicians from a eoniskt perspective seems to be suitable candidates, and then use them as 

focal point for the anti-cosmic rites which aims to open physical ports into chaos.

In Hitler's case it was his personality and mental abilities that made him a suitable candidate, and 

not the political shape of him was advocated. The swastika was the symbol of the Third Reich was a 

satanic symbol, in the form in which it usually appeared, it was left-handed and motsolsroterande 

solkorset, which stands for the dissolution of creation and the return to chaos. This symbol has 

really nothing with the National Socialist political shape to do, but was used by the black magician 

who was in contact with Hitler in order to gain greater control over him and the German people.

To create and upload to force new and potent eoniska symbols are an important part of the 

satanic work and facilitates controlling and directing the dark Acausal energies.

An example of one of the upcoming dark eonens most potent symbols, which are cultivated in the MLO, 

is "The Broken Pentagram", which, with its eleven angles both symbolizes and acts as a portal to the 

angry chaos dimensions.
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The Broken pentagram, or "the eleven angles seal" as this symbol is also called, is a perfect example of 

how the Satanist by an inspired and thoughtful way to change a well-known magical symbol can change 

the whole meaning of the symbol and channel completely different energy than the as a symbol 

originally represented.

This also leads to disruptive behavior, the conversion and omdirigerandet of the power flows symbol from 

the beginning was intended to channel.

Therefore Satanist use the upcoming endless eonens symbols both in their magical work and the 

adornment of its temples, instead of just embrace old extinct archetypes that may not be in 

harmony with the current eoniska work.

Even music can play a role in the eoniska work if satanist using their tones and songs can 

convey the thoughts and feelings that are in harmony with the dark eon and properly represent 

the new forms that the satanic energies need to able to operate within the causal plane.

Satanist can so that the dark seed in the listeners subconscious / unconscious and thus make them 

more susceptible to the anti-cosmic powers discordant energies.

"Only in the fertile soil can germinate seeds of knowledge and chaos flourish." Therefore, the Satanist 

carefully and based eonisk strategy, selecting the individual or individuals who he using the Acausal 

energies to influence. Those who are not in harmony with chaos, destruction of chaos.

Therefore, the powerful blessings be turned into a curse for the weak.

All forms are illusions, although illusions may be used to deliver and realize the black 

flames full potential if they are used as tools for channeling and transcenderandet to the 

zero dimensional chaos and uressens.

Eonisk black magic is one of the highest forms of transcendental magic. "Dies irae, Dies bad, 

heald Cosmos Infavilla! Vocamus Tea Aeshma Diva! "
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The Satanic Creed

I recognize Satan, the angry god of chaos, as my king and father, and submit myself only 

his team, which is total lawlessness.

I believe in the truth, that which is beyond all forms and on a word that will destroy the lie: that 

word is wisdom.

I believe in the struggle and its goals, which are eonskifte and is therefore ready to sacrifice my 

enemies, and, if necessary, my own blood, to speed up the opening of the new age.

I believe in courage, strength and power and therefore rejects compassion, mercy and cowardice, for these things 

are old eonens shackles that keep the poor in prison.

I believe in discipline and loyalty. For if the goal is chaos, must first order prevail in their own words.

I believe in the endless dark eonens formula, "Chao ordo ab" and look forward to the 

dissolution of the current cosmic order.

I think the essence without form and power without end and is thus willing to sacrifice everything on the altar of 

freedom bloodstained.

I believe in chaos, everything's beginning and end, and recognizes its avenger and messengers, Satan, my 

inner-power external aspect.

I praise because Satan with all my soul and body, and very much looking forward to the war and 

the victory to come.

Hail Satan! Hail Victory! Hell Chaos!
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The pentagram or the ten angles Seal

The pentagram is a map and description of the cosmos' structure and origin and a universal symbol 

of Gnosis, power and magic. Over the years, thousands of theories of a pentagram true meaning 

set forth, but this text is not to treat "hylikernas" (the non-enlightened) theories of the power symbol, 

but aims to present the basics of MLOs insight into the ten angles Seal's true meaning.

In the more esoteric plane may pentagram described as a symbol of the five elements (which is 

low, fire, air, water, soil) but at a more esoteric level is pentagram for the formless black flame 

or chaos, the spiritual, the mental, the astral and the physical. In order to study and understand 

the essence of a pentagram shape contains, we must first establish the right to turn the 

pentagram is it's the tip downward. It is only because of the lack of gnosis as the "right path" 

slaves of the past millennia persisted in turning the pentagram so that's lace aimlessly pointing 

to the sky and then have the audacity to call the pentagram in its original form for the "inverted 

pentagram "!

The oldest engravings of the pentagram which archaeologists have found, including the ancient Sumeria and 

Egypt are on the right way round, "black magic" pentagram there's tip pointing down. Another essential 

gnosis of the pentagram is how the five "elements" should be placed on the pentagram to five points. This is 

shown in the figure below:
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The five elements forming the pentagram can be divided into two categories. One category pure 

form without essence, to which the end / the black and flame belongs to the second category 

belongs the in itself solve the essences and shaped elements which are fire, air, water and soil. The 

shaped elements created from the formless spirit in the following order: first created the fire of the 

spirit, then created the air out of the fire, out of the air created the water and the water was created 

at last the earth. For every emanation from the spirit thinned the formless essence and 

substance-filled so that the last emanation, the earth, was the total absence of the spirit, and have 

no essence. Thus came the four "shaped" elements, like the demiurge has worn out and separated 

from the spirit, press and imprisoning the formless's black flames.

The pentagram in itself reveals their ten angles how the cosmic barriers are placed and how many steps 

must be taken to transcenderandet of the shaped elements and the liberation of the spirit will be made 

possible. For the held captive by Tian (10) shall be freed of eleven (11).

Anyone who has insight into the ten angles Seal's true meaning also understand the liberating 

power of The Broken pentagram Eleven Angles.

Demiurge existence and the orderly universe fragile balance hangs on the five elements and ten angles 

placement. Therefore, we can, by breaking the ten angles seal, disrupt the cosmic balance and channel 

into chaos' energies through the eleven angles when created. (Gnosis of the eleven angles treated in 

other separate MLO publications.)

Though the spirit is suppressed by the four elements including symbolizes all the material and shaped to have 

the spirit, nonetheless, still the power to control and change the other four. For only the spirit is eternal and 

immortal, while everything is shaped is doomed to eventually be absorbed and consumed by the spirit 

formless flames.

By bringing up the Spirit black flames within ourselves, we can awaken within us the power to control or 

resolve everything and everyone around us. In order to fully merge with the spirit and freed from the 

shaped cosmos all shackles, we must transcend the physical and spiritual obstacles demiurge, by 

separating the elements from each other, has put in our way. We are enlightened by the light of Lucifer is 

the microcosm and consists of the five elements of the cosmos consists of. We have our physical body 

that correspond to the elements of earth, we have our astral body which corresponds to the water element, 

we have our mental body corresponds
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with atmospheric elements, we have our spiritual body that corresponds to the fire element, and finally 

we have our secret, formless, interior driving essence that is the black flame that corresponds to the 

fifth element, which is the spirit.

Our principal weapons of the altar, corresponds follows with a pentagram five elements that are 

both within and outside ourselves.

• The black altar light = The Black Flame / Spirit / Chaos.

• The dagger = Fire / the spiritual plane.

• The rod = air / the mental plane.

• The cup = water / the astral plane.

• Pentagram disk = Earth / the physical plane.

By having knowledge of the above, the magical weapons properly used to transform, manage or 

resolve various parts of the four different planes, to enhance and liberate the fifth plane's essence. 

(For more information see separate MLO written called "The five principal weapons.")

The pentagram is also in the alchemy of the search for the mysterious fifth element, as in the tradition, 

among other things called for the "Quinta Essentia" (quintessence) or "The Philosopher's Stone".

'Philosopher Stone, "or" The Black Diamond "as it is also sometimes been called, is 

attributed in alchemical tradition have the ability to transform matter and to provide 

the" gold "from the other base metals. With this course, it is aimed that the black 

flame (the spirit) can control, direct, and transforming the four second elements and 

to convert all the formed shape to its original relaxed state. But for this to be 

possible, the first "philosopher's stone" found, ie the black flame must be identified, 

brought to life and strengthened to such a degree that it can have the power to 

re-absorb the four other shaped elements and thus restore nothingness entire 

purity. The above is the true meaning behind the legend of the search for the Holy 

Grail. Road to the Black Grail,

To see the path that light bringer light up, we must first open the blind eyes of the dragon, and 

this can only be achieved by obtaining chaos-gnosis (Chao Sophia).
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Pentagram association with the dark gods and the "four black thrones" is as follows:

"Eldspetsen" corresponds to the southern throne and Lucifer, who is the bringer of spiritual enlightenment.

"Air-tip" corresponds to the eastern throne and Beelzebuth, who is the bringer of mental 

liberation.

"Water-tip" corresponds to the western throne, and Leviathan, which is the bearer of the astral 

formlessness.

"Earth spike" corresponds to the northern throne and Belial, who is the bringer of war power and 

destroyer of the physical shackles.

"Low head" corresponds to the inner and throne with both the inner and outer chaos fire and 

the black dragon, which is destroyer of all cosmic illusions and the original chaos descrambler.

To be able to call upon and invoke or open the doors that lead to the forces and the 

dimensions of the pentagram represent, must pentagram first activated properly. Whether 

pentagram carved into a talisman painted with paint or blood, carved into the "astral" using 

one of the magical weapons or just visualized it must be activated as described below.

To activate the "Earth pentagram" and open the gateway to the northern throne and the physical plane must 

pentagram carved in the following manner:

"Earth invokeringspentagram"

To activate the "Water pentagram" and open the gateway to the western throne and the astral plane 

must pentagram activated and inscribed as follows:
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"Water invokeringspentagram"

To activate the "Air pentagram" and open the gateway to the eastern throne and the mental plane 

must pentagram activated and inscribed as follows:

"Air invokeringspentagram"

To activate the "Fire pentagram" and open the gateway to the southern throne and the spiritual plane 

must pentagram activated and inscribed as follows:

"Fire invokeringspentagram"
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To activate the "Spirit pentagram" and open the gate to the inner throne and the formless dragon, 

which is the black flame, the pentagram is activated and inscribed as follows:

"Ghost invokeringspentagram"
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The Satanic Tradition four primary feasts

Walpurgiznatt - 30.e April - Chaosifertornets gate opens - The rituals begin in Lilith and 

Leviathan's name.

The central rites this night is initieringsritualer, sex magick, invokeringen of the dark goddess, and 

spills of blood in order to strengthen the dark power of the manifestation of the conscious / physical 

plane.

Summer Solstice - June 21.a - Nihilifertornets gate opens - The rituals begin in Beelzebuths name.

The central rites that night's purification rituals, power rituals and formless mental rituals that aims 

to calm the senses and open the unconscious ports Acausal and evolution generating energies.

All Souls Night (Samhain) - 31.a October - Lucifer tower gate opens - The rituals begin in 

Satan / Lucifer's name.

The central rites of this night is the anti-cosmic, chaos-gnostic, destructive and aims to channel 

the energies of Elvas into the cosmos, to darken the soul of the world and speed up the opening 

of the Dark Endless eon. Blood spilled this night in Azerates name and the dark gods honor and 

the inner fiery gates of chaos is opened.

Winter Solstice - 22.e December - Mortifertornets gate opens - The rituals begin in Belial's name.

The central rites this night is evokationsritualer, invokeringsritualer, necromantic 

rituals and curses and death rituals.

During this night can satanist affect their enemies dreams and using the wrathful dark 

forces drive them to madness.
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The four black thrones and the four chaos towers

Lucifer - The southern throne master.

Lucifer is angry chaos emperor and the inner black eternal flame and outer aspect.

Lucifer is chaos fire proud bringer of light which, with its darkness light burns away all illusory forms and 

highlights the underlying and hidden essence. Lucifer is the bringer of gnosis, development and power and 

destroyer of stagnation, weakness, and simple-mindedness.

Lucifer is Satan's most benevolent aspect, which with its light illuminates the powerful way and show them 

the way to freedom and divine power beyond the limits of creation. But he is also the one with their fires 

and their brilliant dark light is blinding, deceiving and burn to ashes the weak and unworthy.

Lucifer is angry chaos burning eye that sees through the Demiurge lies and which, with its 

black Acausal fire destroys the cosmic illusion that prevents the elect eternal and unlimited 

potential!

Lucifer is also the ruler of the southern chaos tower whose port as the Satanic tradition opens 

in "All Souls Night" on 31 October.

Satanist turns to Lucifer tower during the rites which have the purpose of bringing wisdom, truth 

and illumination by the channeling of the purifying Luciferianska black fire and the opening of 

internal burning ports.

Lucifer Tower energies can also be used in the rituals that are intended to fill the magician with the 

physical and mental strength, and give him spiritual power and the ability to dominate, manipulate and 

control their entire environment. Lucifer tower is the archetypal representation of the prometheanska / 

Satanic thirst for forbidden knowledge, and therefore has the ability to with their invisible light guide 

satanist deeper into the left road mysteries and reveal to him the dreaded taxes that are to be found in 

the narrowing of the self beyond the darkness. It is only by uniting their inner black flame with the 

outer kaoseld, as Lucifer Tower represents, as satanist can ensure a akausal form of existence after 

death, and a place among those dark gods!

The rituals that aims to channel the energies of Lucifer, the tower should begin with the following tribute:

"Vedar-Gal Tiekals Somdus Azerate! Lylusay 

Tateros Volt Sids Lucifer!
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The destroyer of all forms, the blind sword, Azerates name, I NN salute the Luciferianska tower!

In Azerates name I salute Lucifer power tower, with its black bonfires light up the knowledge 

and wisdom path and that obscures and destroys it Demiurgiska and astringent false light!

I praise chaos' south towers representing truth, enlightenment and immortality akausal!

I kneel in Azerates name for Lucifer tower, whose satanic power gets chaos fire that burns in the 

depths of my soul will burn stronger than ever and burn away the dirt to weaken my spirit and 

prevents my anti-cosmic future! I salute the Azerates name Lucifer Tower, the symbol of light 

spend the supremacy, which, with its power purifying flames gives me courage, strength and 

spiritual strength so that I best to serve the dark gods and my own true desire!

Hail Lucifer! Hell 

Azerate! "

Lucifer seal:
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Beelzebuth - The eastern throne master.

Beelzebuth is the bringer of evolution storm winds, which breaks in half those who do not bow to the dark 

will of the gods.

Beelzebuth is also "förhindraren" (ieGhagiel) with its disintegrating force constant work 

against the cosmic astringent impulse and break against the prevailing order laws and 

stagnant structure.

Beelzebuth, also called the Lord of the Flies, is the force that destroys and devours old eoners forms, 

leaving behind the pure emptiness that is the absence of the shaped elements.

Beelzebuth the dark mental plane's master and the anti-cosmic ideas of the world ruler.

Faced Beelzebuths Faith rips of emptiness winds down all the aces loose shapes and elevates the 

aces full, the pandimensional beyond, that is chaos.

Beelzebuth is also the ruler of the eastern chaos tower whose port as the Satanic tradition 

opened during the summer solstice, June 21. Satanist turns to Nihilifertornet, which Beelzebuths 

tower in the esoteric tradition is called, in the magical work such aims to help the magician in a 

meditative level, experience the relentless power and beauty that can be found in "Nihils" 

immaculate purity.

Nihilifertornets forces can also be used for the dissolution of the learned values, moral barriers and 

the creation of indifference to human desires. Nihilifertornets energies channeled by satanist to kill 

their own causal ego in order to, in accordance with the Acausal self's true will create a stronger 

awareness and a more satanic personality.

Nihilifertornet is Chaosifertornets shade and represents the endless emptiness, silence, emptiness and 

chaos most negative form of the anti-existence.

The rituals that aims to channel Nihilifertornets energies should begin with the following tribute:

"Vedar-Gal Tiekals Somdus Azerate! Vibarlal 

Dendas Tnasod Beelzebuth!

In the ruthless and omnipotent chaos lord Azerates name, I NN salute the Nihiliferianska tower!

In Azerates name, I salute Nihilifers black tower, whose power dissolves all things to nothing, leaving 

the original emptiness behind!
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I praise the Eastern chaos tower, which gives me the power to dissolve and destroy all my 

non-self-created values!

I kneel before Nihilifers tower, whose power open my eyes and let me view the truth, the power and 

the glory that is to be found in the eternally dark and pure emptiness!

I salute the Azerates name Nihilifertornet, the symbol of nothingness omnipotence, which, with its 

destructive power flows will give me the strength to destroy my ego, which is the Demiurge shaped 

self, in order to give me the opportunity to create myself a stronger, freer and more demonic 

personality! Hell Nihilifer! Hell Azerate! "

Beelzebuths seal:
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Belial - The northern throne master.

Belial is the bloodiest and most feared of all the dark lords and it is written that it is he who in the final 

war (ie the day of wrath) to lead the anti-cosmic legions to the total victory that will dissolve the 

cosmos into black ash. Belial is förintarnas God and wars of kings, who spread hate, fear and death 

among the weak and that gives the strong, carrying on the internal chaos flame, power, victory in 

battle, and protection against stagneringens bright and astringent energies. Belial is the unknown god 

of violence, wars and bloody revolutions spend the evolution, leading creation back to the chaos that it 

originates from. Belial is also Noxifer which brings darkness to the blind who are not illuminated by 

Lucifer's light and who have submitted to the Demiurge cosmic tyranny.

Belial is also the ruler of the northern chaos tower whose port as the Satanic tradition opened 

the "winter solstice", on 22 December. Satanist turns to Mortifertornet, as Belial tower in the 

esoteric tradition is called, in the darkest rituals related to the spreading of hatred, pain, wars 

and death to do.

Besides channeling Mortifers energies to eliminate the unworthy who are stupid enough to stand in 

the way of satanistens anti-cosmic prospective, uses black magician of Mortifertornets power flows for 

the rituals that are intended to spend the winter phase of the current eon, and thus accelerate the 

start of Vredens Day (IU Mahapralaya).

Mortifertornets forces can also be used to create global change by the start of the war or 

to kill the magician's own weaknesses in the way of his self-created and framviljade 

satanic fate.

Mortifertornet Lucifer tower shadow, for it is written that it is the most informed that casts the 

darkest shadow, therefore represents Mortifertornet the angry chaos most destructive aspect.

The rituals that aims to channel Mortifertornets energies should begin with the following 

tribute:

"Vedar-Gal Tiekals Somdus Azerate! 

Aggileath Tidehmus Tlyfos Belial!

In the Kaotiske avenger, the eleven-headed black dragon, Azerates name, I NN salute the 

Mortiferianska tower!

In Azerates name, I salute death black tower, whose dark energy fills the Holocaust gods of the 

ancient hatred against all that the Demiurge created!
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In Azerates name I praise the northern chaos tower, which gives power to my darkest and most 

destructive rites and that gives me the ability to with my will power invoking the deadly powers of my 

protection, and destroy all my unworthy enemies!

I kneel in Azerates name before Mortifers tower, whose sinister force flows are the source of hatred, war, 

evil and death and whose black aura slowly strangling the Demiurge and his creation to death!

I salute the Azerates name Mortifertornet, the symbol of the deadly power that gives me the 

power to destroy all the poor who stand in my way and the strength to kill the cosmic illusion 

that confuses my senses and attack my spirit! Hell Mortifer! Hell Azerate! "

Belial seal:
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Leviathan - the western throne master.

The terrible dragon Leviathan are the angry and the tempestuous chaos oceans master and 

dissolving Acausal power's chief representative.

Leviathan can be likened to the resurrected Ouroboros, who has let go of its own tail, thus 

breaking the closed circle and converted tian to the line-up. Leviathan is identical with the force 

of Sanskrit texts called "Tad Ekam" and identified as dark and unformed chaos dragon.

Leviathan is the essence beyond the manifested limited forms and is the antithesis of all order, form, 

team and structure.

Leviathan is the eternal paradox be dets God and bringer of chaos and featureless from the essence.

Leviathan is bottomless chaos sea master, that at the opening of the eleven dark ports 

shall flood and submerge creation with the angry chaos bitter water and thus restore the 

original, pandimensional non Procedure.

Leviathan, whose feminine aspect sometimes associated with Taninsam Lilith is also the ruler of 

the western chaos tower whose port as the Satanic tradition opens the "walpurgisnatten", on 30 

April.

Satanist turns to Chaosifertornet that Leviathan's tower in the esoteric tradition is called, in 

the chaos magic rites which aims to open the dark doors and channeling it akausalas 

discordant energies in the causal plane. Chaosifertornets forces also used in the black 

magical work that aims to create change, confusion, madness and panic.

Chaosifers energies also play a central role in the rites which aims to bring the inner and outer 

dormant drakkraften, which gives the magician the ability to transcend the cosmos limitations and 

become one with the dynamic and constantly aspiring chaos.

Chaosifertornet is kaosgnostikerns focal point and source of the self nameless, formless and 

non-created dark potential, which is the black flame inner essence. The rituals that aims to channel 

Chaosifertornets energies should begin with the following tribute:

"Vedar-Gal Tiekals Somdus Azerate! 

Desurpur Kajp Gidupp Leviathan!

In the evil dark lord, and the restorer of the eternal chaos, Azerates name, I NN salute the 

Chaosiferianska tower!
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In Azerates name I praise the magnificent and terrifying chaos tower whose anti-cosmic darkness is a 

monument to the chaos that was once and will again have to be!

At that kill the dragon to be resurrected and make the eleven to one and convert all forms of nothing, I 

salute chaos' western tower representing the original Acausal omnipotence!

I kneel in Azerates name before Chaosifers tower, whose living darkness gives me the power to 

summon the ancient forces of chaos and open the gates to the dark dimension, which is the 

anti-cosmic gods residence!

I salute the Azerates name Chaosifertornet, the symbol of the pure, all-powerful and pandimensional 

ur-essence, which will give me the ability to be after my causal form's death unite and merge with the 

elvas power flows, which is the killing drakmoderns Spilled Blood! Hell Chaosifer! Hell Azerate! "

Leviathan's seal:
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The five magical weapons

1. The black altar light / The central ritual fire

Associations: The black flame, the internal chaos fire, chaos-gnosis anti cosmic wisdom, 

the black light, Kingus blood, Chaos pneumatic (Spirit), the ahrimaniska shade, Tohu, 

Bohu, Chasek, Azerate (the angry chaos discordant force flows).

2. The dagger

Associations: Lucifer will's Triumph, royal power, vitality, supremacy, warrior power, the insert 

(burn) away in order to enhance, the phallus, Sets iron dagger, Lucifer / Satan erect phallus, 

concentration, male sexual power, vägöppnaren, destruction of illusions war, victory, control, 

management, cruelty, Surt's flames, the destruction of the weaknesses of man, immortality, 

Thaumiel, Ghagiel, Satariel.

3. The rod

Associations: Beelzebuth, masculine force, control of energies, scepter, stormbringare, 

Beelzebuths phallus, Samaels scepter, telepathy, clairvoyance, metamorphosis, alchemy, male 

creative power, wisdom, Nihilifertornet, Sets scepter (Djam rod), the channeling of sinister 

energies, Gha 'Aghsheblah, Golachab, Thagirion.

4. The beaker

Associations: Leviathan, Lilith's womb, Mare Tenebrositatis (dunk lets sea / the unconscious), 

Chaosifertornet, the gateway to the Sitra Ahra, control of dreams / nightmares, divination, chaos 

sea / Nun, astral travel, Leviathan's open mouth, female domination, formlessness, the soul , the 

black Grail, Sanguis Draconis / dragon's blood, A'arab Zaraq, Samael, Gamaliel.

5. The disk pentagram

Associations: Belial, feminine destructive force, man as a god, goddess dark aspects, worldly 

power, material wealth, Belial shield, Sets desert, the anti-cosmic fertility, Mortifertornet, 

Nahemoth, Naamah, Lilith.
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Other characteristics that can be attributed to the above four magic weapons are:

Dagger - Penetrates, separates, subjects, open, destroy, dominate, dissolves.

Rod - Dictates, transmit, alter, renew, dissolves, proclaims.

Beaker - Receives creates, concentrates, amplifies energies, channeling essence, pulling together, create.

Penta Klet - Reflects, manifersterar shelters, hides, coagulates, constricts.
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The Satanic alchemy five steps

1 ° - Tani Sams circuit - belial - nigredo (darkening) - physical Alchemy. 2 ° - Baphomets circuit - 

Leviathan - Albedo (purification / catharsis) - astral Alchemy. 3 ° - Kaosulvens circuit - Beelzebuth - 

Xanthosis (gilding) - mental Alchemy. 4 ° - Vampirias circuit - Lucifer - Rubedo (compensating) - 

spiritual Alchemy. 5 ° - Azerates circuit - Chaos - Atazoth (akausal existence) - transcendence.

1. nigredo - Initiation to the left path, representerandet of the sinister, the darkening of the ego, the 

awakening of hidden potential spread of radical and revolutionary ideas in accordance with the 

satanic strategy, and the generation of change and development at the personal level.

2. Albedo - Control of all the emotions, the opening of the internal fire doors, sexmagiska work, 

initiation of framviljad anti-cosmic evolution, emotional hardening, astral purification, the self 

awakening and catharsis.

3. Xanthosis - ascent to the dark world of ideas, mental elevation, the channeling of the 

essence beyond the causal forms, mental domination, transmuterandet of the collective 

satanic archetypes in accordance with the Acausal the self will.

4. Rubedo - True understanding of the self supremacy, the creation of new ports to the 

pandimensional, deification of the inner black flame, the mastery of formless magic, full control of 

the "Azoths networks" and the receipt of chaos-gnosis (ie Chao Sophia).

5. Atazoth - The production of the philosophers stone, assuring and the Acausal power flows, the 

opening of the blind dragon's eyes, unlike the compound (IE Noxul), the contacting of the outer 

chaos fire into macrocosm, the opening of the dark ports, anti-cosmic transcendence, return to 

chaos (reinchaos) and akausal existence.
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tetrahedron

Tetrahedron symbolize and represent our causal, time and rumbundna, shaped the world and its four 

power points are, among other things, height, width and depth, forming the three spatial dimensions 

plus the fourth dimension is the time dimension. The tetrahedron is also pentagramments four "formed 

elements" which are fire, air, water and soil and the cosmic planes of (and sometimes their anti cosmic / 

kliffotic equivalents) which is the spiritual plane, the mental plane, the astral plane and the physical 

plane.

The fifth element or the Acausal fifth dimension as in the dark tradition called "black flame", 

"formless pearl" or "Kingus blood", are beyond the four shaped elements dimensions and it is 

when taken in connection with the other four elements, as converted to the tetrahedron 

pentagram. (See the following)

Picture 1:
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Figure 2:

Note that the image is two "spirit" either above or below the other four elements, but it is placed 

beyond them.

Therefore, using the magician of the tetrahedron in the rituals which he wants to separate the four outer 

elemnten from his inner black flame (spirit), thus symbolizing that he is the force or carry within 

themselves the force that is beyond the shaped world, but yet by being quintessential has the power to 

control, transform and destroy everything in shape.

So during the rituals tetrahedron used, activated magician "inner formless low", which in turn 

controls all the molded dimensions, elements and planets.

During these rituals can tetrahedron visualized, painted with paint or blood, sculpted in clay 

or otherwise created as a two or three dimensional image.

The magician can then use the tetrahedron as the focal point for mental rituals, meditations and other 

rites which he would act as the fifth element. He can, for example place one of his own blood stained seal 

that symbolizes the change that he wants to create on the physical, astral, mental or spiritual plane, 

inside, underneath or on tetrahedron (depending on how the tetrahedron is built) and then turn in the 

following order of the earth, water air and fire invokeringspentagram, the tetrahedron.
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The magician will then activate the "spirit invokeringspentagram" by the ritual dagger touching the groin, 

left shoulder, right chest, left chest, right shoulder and finally again the groin, and visualize the black 

flaming pentagram, which raises the black dragon's power within him.

Then, the magician target the dark, sinister and Acausal forces, as is his will to power, the 

tetrahedron and seal and intensely visualize the changes that he wants to create with the help of his 

spirit, the power of at least 15 minutes, and then burn, with the black altar light flame, seal and 

unleashes the dark energies that the ritual once bound to it.

In this way, the magician, a pentagram fifth element, and his will is manifested at all levels.

Look beyond the form and find the essence!

Hell Chao Sophia!
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The Qliphotic spheres

To evoke, invoke and channel the different Qliphotic spheres anti-cosmic and dark energies 

using black magician of, depending on which of the Qliphotic qualities he wants to channel 

and use the name of the dark realm as a power word, as in ritual again be vibrated eleven 

times.

This should only be done after becoming burned incense and invocations and prayers directed to the god 

or goddess who rules over the current Qliphotic sphere and after becoming victims donated to the 

associated dark gods. The kliffotic energies are then controlled and directed by means of a strong will, 

visualization, the induction of the right state of mind, the use of the dark tradition symbols and sigiller, 

crystals, talisman, images and spoken expressions of will.

By channeling the kliffotisk energy into the cosmos and create the changes that are dark and satanic 

in nature, follows the black magician his inner kaosflammas true will and thus also Satan's will.

Athah Gibor Leohlam Satan!

1st

* Sphere: Sphere: Neptune and Sphere: Sphere: Neptune and Pluto.

* Name: Name: Thaumiel.Name: Name: Thaumiel.

* Gods: Gods: Moloch and Satan.Gods: Gods: Moloch and Satan.

* Associated dark port: Associated dark port: Tehom.dark port: Tehom.

* Properties: Properties: Anti-cosmic evolution, the angry chaos, bottomless black flame, chaos' fires, Properties: Properties: Anti-cosmic evolution, the angry chaos, bottomless black flame, chaos' fires, 

darkness wisdom, the black light, the destruction of the cosmic shackles, transcenderandet of cosmos, 

destruction of Demiurgus, power to the strong, death to the weak, raising of the subconscious slumbering 

power, the spread of fanaticism, the rebirth of the chaos, nuclear, world war, sadism, chaos-gnosis, the 

annihilation of the angels of light, and the initiation of the anti-cosmic invasion and Dark Endless eon.

* Thaumiels seal: Thaumiels seal:
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2nd

* Sphere: Sphere: Uranus.Sphere: Sphere: Uranus.

* Name: Name: Ghagiel.Name: Name: Ghagiel.

* God God: Beelzebuth.God God: Beelzebuth.

* Associated dark port: Associated dark port: Tehom.dark port: Tehom.

* Properties / Associations: Properties / Associations: Förintandet av gammal ordning, kreativt kaos, Properties / Associations: Properties / Associations: Förintandet av gammal ordning, kreativt kaos, 

rebelliskhet, brytandet av lagen, spridandet av kaos, motarbetandet av demiurgen, laglöshet, spridandet av 

anti-moral, styrandet av massorna, hjärntvätt, upprorsmakeri, frihet och vansinne.

* Ghagiels sigill: Ghagiels sigill:

3.

* Sfär: Sfär: Saturnus.Sfär: Sfär: Saturnus.

* Namn: Namn: Satariel.Namn: Namn: Satariel.

* Gud: Gud: Lucifuge Rofocale.Gud: Gud: Lucifuge Rofocale.

* Associerad mörk port: Associerad mörk port: Tehom.mörk port: Tehom.

* Egenskaper: Egenskaper: Fördrivandet av det kosmiska ljuset, makt genom förtryck, död, skräck, fördold Egenskaper: Egenskaper: Fördrivandet av det kosmiska ljuset, makt genom förtryck, död, skräck, fördold 

gnosis, spridandet av mörker, förmörkandet av den egna anden, splittring, ondska, kyla, den röda jakten, 

smärta och förgiftandet av ”världssjälen” samt mord genom magi.

* Satariels sigill: Satariels sigill:
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4.

* Sfär: Sfär: Jupiter.Sfär: Sfär: Jupiter.

* Namn: Namn: Gha’aghsheblah.Namn: Namn: Gha’aghsheblah.

* Gud: Gud: Astaroth.Gud: Gud: Astaroth.

* Associerad mörk port: Associerad mörk port: Abaddon.port: Abaddon.

* Egenskaper: Egenskaper: Misanthropy, satanic aristocracy, intelligence, philosophy, wisdom, wealth, Egenskaper: Egenskaper: Misanthropy, satanic aristocracy, intelligence, philosophy, wisdom, wealth, 

bloody and deadly lust, manipulation, spreading the suicide, luck, honor and the finding of new allies and 

channeling of the sinister energies and the opening of förintarens eye.

* Gha'agsheblahs seal: Gha'agsheblahs seal:

5th

* Sphere: Sphere: March.Sphere: March.

* Name: Name: Golachab.Name: Name: Golachab.

* God God: Asmodeus.God God: Asmodeus.

* Associated dark port: Associated dark port: Titahion.port: Titahion.

* Properties: Properties: Warrior Power, mode, power requests, destructive libido, curse and Properties: Properties: Warrior Power, mode, power requests, destructive libido, curse and 

extermination rituals, starting of war, discord and bloodletting, anger, destruction by fire, the 

reinforcement of the internal chaos fire, the opening of new dark ports by using blood rituals, coat art, 

more male and annihilation of enemies.

* Golachabs seal: Golachabs seal:
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6th

* Sphere: Sphere: Black Sphere: Sphere: Black sun.

* Name: Name: ThagirionName: Name: Thagirion

* God / Goddess, God / Goddess: Belfegor.Goddess: Belfegor.

* Associated dark port: Associated dark port: Bar Associated dark port: Associated dark port: Bar Shacheth.

* Properties: Properties: Royal power, control over others, the will to power, arrogance, vitality, spirit Properties: Properties: Royal power, control over others, the will to power, arrogance, vitality, spirit 

awakening, leadership, murder, the awakening of the Beast 666, visions, wealth, and the expulsion of 

weakness, the liberation of the chained beast and deification of the spirit.

* Thagirions seal: Thagirions seal:

7th

* Sphere: Sphere: Venus.Sphere: Sphere: Venus.

* Name: Name: A'arab Zaraq.Name: Name: A'arab Zaraq.

* God God: Baal.God God: Baal.

* Associated dark port: Associated dark port: Tzelmoth.port: Tzelmoth.

* Properties: Properties: Arts, female domination, the spread of jealousy and envy, ecstatic rites, Properties: Properties: Arts, female domination, the spread of jealousy and envy, ecstatic rites, 

"love magic", war and death, dissolution of order, true freedom and the spread of discord.

* A'arab Zaraqs seal: A'arab Zaraqs seal:
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Eighth

* Sphere: Sphere: Mercurius.Sphere: Sphere: Mercurius.

* Name: Name: Samael.Name: Name: Samael.

* God God: Adramelek.God God: Adramelek.

* Associated dark port: Associated dark port: Shaari Moth.

* Properties: Properties: Pride, beauty, evil eye, black alchemy, black magic transmuteringar, spiritual Properties: Properties: Pride, beauty, evil eye, black alchemy, black magic transmuteringar, spiritual 

metamorphosis, clairvoyance, divination, eloquence, the revelation of the enemy's lies and the discovery of 

unknown dangers and enemies.

* Samaels seal: Samaels seal:

9th

* Sphere: Sphere: Black Moon, the anti-cosmic antithesis to our astral plane.Sphere: Sphere: Black Moon, the anti-cosmic antithesis to our astral plane.

* Name: Name: Gamaliel.Name: Name: Gamaliel.

* Goddess: Goddess: Lilith.Goddess: Goddess: Lilith.

* Associated dark port: Associated dark port: Gehinnom.port: Gehinnom.

* Properties: Properties: Bloody perversions, invocation of succubi and incubi, forbidden pleasures, Properties: Properties: Bloody perversions, invocation of succubi and incubi, forbidden pleasures, 

transformation of cosmic life force into pure chaos, energy, control of nightmares, necromancy, divination, 

hidden wisdom, lykantropi, telepathy, terror, black sex magick, vampirism and the enslavement of the dead 

shadows.

* Gamaliel seal: Gamaliel seal:
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10th

* Sphere: Sphere: Earth, the antithesis to our physical Sphere: Sphere: Earth, the antithesis to our physical world.

* Name: Name: Nahemoth.Name: Name: Nahemoth.

* Goddess: Goddess: Naamah.Goddess: Goddess: Naamah.

* Associated dark port: Associated dark port: Gehinnom.port: Gehinnom.

* Properties: Properties: Wealth, worldly power, enchantment, creating illusions, sexual power, the Properties: Properties: Wealth, worldly power, enchantment, creating illusions, sexual power, the 

cruelty, the awakening of ktoniska forces, black witchcraft and Talisman manic magic and curses and 

death magic.

* Nahemoths seal: Nahemoths seal:

1. Thaumiel = Gemini God

2. Ghagiel = Förhindraren

3. The Satariel = hid

4. Gha'agshe'blah = Slayer

5. The burner Golachab =

6. The Thagirion = struggling

7. A'arab'zaraq = Death raven

8. Samael = God married

9. The Gamaliel = obscene

10.Nahemoth / Naamah = The agreeable
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The Secondary Qliphoth

The secondary Qliphoth the demon powers who mastered the twenty-two dark paths or wormholes that 

binds together the ten primary Qliphoth Acausal dimensions. These demonic forces must be called by 

visualiserandet of their seals, and vibrerandet of their names, in connection with the spill of blood.

Mage uses the best of these kliffotic demons discordant energies during the rites that 

aims to open consciousness / dark omedvetandets of tunnels leading to Sitra Ahra (the 

other side).

The following are the names, characteristics and seals belonging to the secondary Qliphoth, which is the 

antimatter demons that haunt the paths that form the "death tree":

• The eleventh path - Amprodias.

Amprodias behärskar det transcenderande av det kosmiska begränsade intellektet, som av de icke upplysta 

kallas för vansinne och kan skänka magikern förmågan att se igenom ljusets illusioner och manifestera 

mörkrets sanning.

• Den tolfte stigen – Baratchial.

Baratchial behärskar alla anti-kosmiska vetenskaper och den svarta sexmagin, och kan initiera magikern i 

den kliffotiska magins mest fördolda mysterier.

• Den trettonde stigen – Gargophias.

Gargophias, som är en kvinnlig demon, behärskar clairvoyancens och divinationens mörkaste mysterier 

och kan lära magikern nekromantins och dödens förbjudna riter.
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• Den fjortonde stigen – Dagdagiel.

Dagdagiel, som är en kvinnlig demon, behärskar sexmagi, mörk kärleksmagi och kan initiera den vällustige 

i dessa konster, så länge som han/hon är beredd att betala det blodiga priset som Dagdagiel kräver.

• The fifteenth path - Hemethterith.

Hemethterith, which is a female demon, master the arts of astrology Qliphotic and the prohibited 

methods of creating demonic spirit children, through the exercise of bestial sex magick.

Even Bariron, a kliffotisk demo north whose name means "flock", inhabit and have as their domicile 

the fifteenth path, which they share with Hemethterith.

• The sixteenth path - Uriens.

Uriens mastered menstrual blood dark alchemical mysteries and has the ability to do the magician 

physically strong.

Even Adimiron, a kliffotisk demo north whose name means "bloody", are to be found in the 

sixteenth dark path.

• The seventeenth path - Zamradiel.

Zamradiel mastered astral of traveling arts and esoteric vampyrismens mysteries.

Even Tzelladimiron, a kliffotisk demo north whose name means "shifters", staying on the 

seventeenth path.
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• The eighteenth path - Characith.

Characith mastered the magic and the black häxkonstens mysteries. Even 

Shechechiriron, a kliffotisk demo north whose name means "black", inhabit this 

eighteenth path.

• The nineteenth path - Temphioth.

Temphioth master all infernal desires and has the ability to "tame the wild animals." Even 

Shelhabiron, a kliffotisk demo north whose name means "flaming", on this nineteenth path.

• The twentieth path - Yamatu.

Yamatu, whose number is 131, mastered immortal and invisible sake of magical arts. Even 

Tzephariron, a kliffotisk demo north whose name means "scratch area", in this twentieth dark path.

• The twenty-first path - Kurgasiax.

Kurgasiax mastered Succubus and Incubus mysteries, and has the capability to give magician worldly 

power.
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• The twenty-second path - Lafcursiax.

Lafcursiax, which is a female demon rule over Lamia Similar demons that rips the souls from 

their bodies and thereby kills them. She can also give the magician the ability to travel 

through the "chaos" abyss "and channel sinister, Acausal, power flows.

Even Obiriron, a kliffotisk demo north whose name means "muddy" (clay represent this dead 

human flesh) haunts this twenty-second path.

• The twenty-third path - Malkunofat.

Malkunofat can bestow riches and master dream dets mysteries.

• The twenty-fourth path - Niantiel.

Niantiel master nekromantins sexual magic (astral necrophilia) which can initiate magician in 

non-existence darkest mysteries.

Even Necheshetrion, a kliffotisk demo north whose name means "sinful snakes", on this 

twenty-fourth path.

• The twenty-fifth path - Saksaksalim.

Saksaksalim mastered the spiritual transmutationens arts and the dark mysteries of alchemy.

Even Nachashiron, a kliffotisk demo north whose name means "snakes" staying on this 

twenty-fifth path.
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• The twenty-sixth path - A'ano'nin.

A'ano'nin mastered the evil eye forces and control over all satyrs and "panic demons."

Even Dagdagirion, a kliffotisk demo north whose name means "fish like demons," are to be 

found in this twenty-sixth path.

• The twenty-seventh path - Parfaxitas.

Parfaxitas master port switch dets arts and lykantropins bloodiest mysteries.

• The twenty-eighth path - Tzuflifu.

Tzuflifu mastered chaos flash and antimatter mystery.

Even Behemiron, a kliffotisk demo north whose name means "bestial", staying in this 

twenty-eighth path.

• The twenty-ninth path - Qulielfi.

Qulielfi, which is a female demon, master the destructive and vampiric sex magick, and has the ability to 

send bloodthirsty Succubus and Incubus to the magician's enemies.

Even Nashimiron, a kliffotisk demo north whose name means "evil women" control over 

this twenty-ninth path.
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• The thirtieth path - Raflifu.

Raflifu mastered the alchemical production of gold, as well as have the ability to do the magician rich and 

powerful.

• The thirty-first path - Shalicu.

Shalicu mastered the black fire magic, which dissolves all forms and releases the formless essence.

• The thirty-second path - Thantifaxath.

Thantifaxath mastered dödsförbannelsernas evil magic and in accordance with the magician will 

spread death and bloodshed.
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The eleven angles

Up from the angry chaos dark rose Satan and the first emanation excreted out of his unborn 

spirit eternal darkness was his twin brother, Moloch.

When Moloch, the guardian of the abyss flame, opened its glowing black eyes, flowed the 

anti-cosmic power flow out of his eyes and created the third anti-cosmic god, Beelzebuth, and 

the first angle of the Broken pentagram.

From Beelzebuth, flies and decay lord, flowed the anti-cosmic power flow further and created 

the fourth anti-cosmic god, Lucifuge Rofocale, and the second and third angle of the Broken 

pentagram.

The anti-cosmic power flow surged on through Lucifuge Rofocale, the cosmic light slayer, 

and created the fifth anti-cosmic god, Astaroth.

From Astaroth, murderers and sadistic desire the Lord, flowed evil flow further and created 

the sixth anti-cosmic God, Asmodeus, and the fourth and fifth angle of the Broken 

pentagram.

From Asmodeus, vengeance and wrath, god, flooded the angry chaos dark energies further and 

created the seventh anti-cosmic god, Belfegor.

From Belfegor, the black sun king, rushed the angry sea of darkness ahead and created the 

eighth anti-cosmic god, Baal, and the sixth angle of the Broken pentagram.

From Baal, the mighty god of war, ran the eternal hatred power flow further and created the ninth 

anti-cosmic god, Adramelek, and the seventh angle of the Broken pentagram.

From Adramelek, the proud whose beauty is blinding the poor, ran the angry chaos poison 

further and created the tenth anti-cosmic goddess Lilith, and the eighth and ninth angle on the 

Broken pentagram.

From Lilith, the dark dimension of the empress and the angry chaos princess, flowed death dragon 

cold grain further and created the eleventh anti-cosmic demon, Princess Naamah, and the tenth 

angle of the Broken pentagram.
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From Naamah, the perversion pleasant mistress, flowed the anti-cosmic power flow back to our 

master, Satan, and thus created the eleventh angle of the Broken pentagram.

Therefore, Satan the ten anti-cosmic deity are and the eleven angles father and the 

eleventh and final angle ruler.

From the first angle, we call upon it being too consuming fire, flaming abyss hungry and angry 

chaos formless flames! We call upon Moloch!

From the second angle we invoke nothingness winds, death, wings and the screeching silence Herald! We 

call upon Beelzebuth!

From the third angle, we call upon the living darkness, terror spreader and the destroyer of the finite external 

light! We call upon Lucifuge Rofocale!

From the fourth angle we invoke blood spills successor, the transcendent madness and misantropins 

highest principle! We invoke Astaroth!
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From the fifth angle we invoke the dark passions fires, blind akosmiska hatred and the wrath 

gudamördande king! We invoke Asmodeus!

From the sixth angle we invoke the desire for limitless power, deification of the inner darkness and 

ascended apocalyptic beast! We call upon Belfegor!

From the seventh angle we invoke the War dets ecstasy, the stagnant structure of the resolution and the 

eternal conquest the lord! We call upon Baal!

From the eighth angle we invoke the anti-cosmic poison, the awakening of the Acausal self and the 

forbidden alchemy proud lord! We call upon Adramelek!

From the ninth angle we invoke the blackest desire the very essence, the demo Empire unborn drakmoder 

and nightmare-dimensional and the nightly terror beautiful princess!

We call upon Lilith!

From the tenth angle we invoke the deadly magic, the ktoniska Acausal power flows and 

the satanic spell the mistress! We call upon Naamah!

From the eleventh angle we invoke the formlöse that existed before the other angles, the cosmic 

order destroyer and angry darkness black heart! We call upon Satan!

From beyond the eleven angles and out of the Dark Portal, we call out the pandimensional chaos 

that will reshape the future eon, according to our satanic desire! We call upon the Chaos!
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The shackled beast

In all cultures dark esoteric traditions is the concept that the MLO is called "The shackled 

beast". This concept is a metaphor and symbol of the anti-cosmic impulse which is dormant and 

hidden in the depths of every human soul.

I den fornpersiska demonologin kallades denna mörka kraft för ”den trehövdade draken”, Azi-Dahak. 

Denne drake, som var Ahrimans mäktigaste avkomma, sades ha blivit fjättrad av de kosmiska gudarna 

under ett stort berg. För så stor var AziDahaks makt att de ljusa gudarna aldrig kunde döda honom. 

Azi-Dahak fortsatte att från den avgrund som han var fångad i, dvs. världssjälens mörkaste djup, attackera 

den kosmiska ordningen med sina mörka och anti-kosmiska impulser. Enligt legenden är det Azi-Dahak 

som vid det slutliga kriget skall resa sig upp ur avgrunden och slita av sina bojor, för att sedan tillsammans 

med Ahriman, Drugh, Aeshma-Diva och deras blodtörstiga legioner förinta demiurgen, Ahura-Mazda, och 

hans skapelse.

Similar story we can find in the Norse mythology, Fenrir takes AziDahaks role as the imprisoned 

anti-cosmic antagonist at the end will tear itself loose from the cosmic shackles that keep him 

shackled. The howling Fenris will then launch the "twilight of the gods", kill the god Odin and 

thus contribute to the destruction of the current cosmic order. Fenrir, which is one of Loki's 

offspring, is one of the strongest symbols of the terrible power that is imprisoned in the darkest 

parts of the human psyche, but is constantly fighting to take control of the people and convert 

her to the embodiment of the ancient chaos of the gods anger.

The same dark, wild and chaotic primordial force is also described in the Hellenic 

mythology, where it takes the role of the terrible Titan, Typhon. In this mythology, the 

dragon Typhon is described as one of the primeval chaos powers (also called 

"Teitaner" Teitans number is 666) that fights the Olympian gods and repeatedly beat 

them and force them to submit to his authority. In the end, succeed the supreme 

cosmic god, Zeus, to imprison Typhon under ground and place a volcano over its 

entrance, to thereby prevent Typhon from returning (compare this legend with the 

on-Azi Dahak). But Typhons power is so great that he is from the underworld (the 

unconscious) continues to fight the indignity gudaskaran and influence events on the 

physical plane.
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Even in the Jewish Kabbalah dark traditions can we find the legend of the chained beast that acts as 

the satanic force that threatens the Demiurge cosmic order. In the kabbalistic symbol called for "the 

Qliphotic tree", or "death tree", is that the sixth anti-cosmic emanation kliffa Thagirion deployed and 

it is in this dark anti-world of the beast 666 is waiting to take over control. The demon god / goddess 

who reigns in Thagirion, which is the black sun dimension, Belfegor. Belfegor is described as the 

black sun, whose Luciferianska light can make it dark, anti-cosmic seed (which is what is left of the 

chaos that man was created from) to strike out in bloom and thus return man to his origin, is chaos. 

Belfegor, appearing as a beautiful naked demon princess for men and a handsome demon prince 

for women, shows the beast true face of the elect and reward those who do not die of this terrible 

vision, by allowing them to become one with the anti-cosmic soldemonen Sorath, whose number is 

666, which is Thagirions prince. Sorath is the force in the Christian Bible described as anti-Christian 

and the beast 666. Those who raises the black sun / black chaos fire forces within himself becomes 

the Beast 666, which is the force inside the cosmos will open all ports to the wrathful the forces of 

chaos, waiting outside the cosmic barriers. The black sun is the part of the spirit that demiurge 

because of their stupid and selfish goals had to force it down into the abyss / the subconscious 

darkness, in order to be able to enslave the chaos of the fire in the flesh and the world of matter. But 

the black sun will rise in the elect as we briskly are approaching the black fire eon and the strong, 

who through the past eons have earned the primeval chaos wrath of the gods, will show demiurge 

and his dirty creature beast / beast's true face. In the dark gods' names to be the enemy of blood 

flow and the weak are sacrificed to the beast greater honor.

We can find yet another aspect of the chained beast in the Qliphotic Kabbalah, named Tanin'iver. 

This dark god, whose name means "blind dragon", can be described as the black kundalini and the 

demonic force that aims to reconcile the opposites, transcend dualism and thus establish the 

paradox chaos that will destroy the order. Tanin'iver which, in the dark tradition said to have 

become blinded by the unworthy Demiurge light and placed in a forced sleep, can be compared to 

the black flame in its passive form. It is only by channeling the anti-cosmic power flow into the spirit 

and act as a live portal to the Qliphotic dimensions that we can obtain the knowledge / gnosis of 

chaos, and our true origin, which will open Tanin'ivers eyes and activate it inner and outer chaos 

fire. When Tanin'ivers eyes open join Satan Taninsam Lilith and the eleven angles are united, for 

the Azerates name to open the macro-cosmic portal to the dark chaos dimensions. This will in turn 

initiate the anti-cosmic invasion
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och den totala förintelsen av den kosmiska ordningen på alla spirituella och materiella plan. När drakens 

ögon öppnas omvandlas de som har öppnat hans/hennes ögon till de fysiska manifesteringarna av Satans 

och Liliths mäktigaste avkommor, som med den uppväckta svarta kaoselden skall sätta kosmos i brand (för 

mer information, läs MLO text vid namn ”Tanin’iver”).

Att släppa loss vilddjuret, öppna drakens ögon och bli ett med den inre kaoselden/den Ahrimaniska 

Skuggan, är detsamma som att uppnå kaos-gnosis och är den antikosmiska transcendentala satanismens 

och MLOs högsta mål, som leder till satanistens eviga återförening med de uråldriga mörka kaosgudarna.
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Taniniver

De tre första makterna före Satan är kaos, tomhet och mörker.

Satan själv består av dessa tre makter och är själv helt formlös och utan någon som helst form av kropp, 

han har på så sätt själv inte möjligheten till att på egen hand påverka skeendet på det kosmiska planet.

För att frambringa fullbordandet av sina anti-kosmiska drömmar måste mästaren Satan använda sig av 

sin demoniska och mäktiga konkubin Liliths fruktsamma och kreativa sköte.

Furstinnan Lilith måste befruktas med vår herre Satans spirituella säd, som är det vredgade kaosets 

infernaliska hat gentemot Demiurgen och hans skapelse det ordnade världsalltet, denna sataniska säd 

vårdar Demonernas moder inuti sin mardrömmarnas grotta, som är hennes fertila sköte, ända tills tiden är 

inne för det anti-kosmiska fröet att slå ut i blom och då föder den blodtörstiga gudinnan Lilith fram ondskans 

avkommor, som tränger sig in i skapelsen i syfte att sprida disharmoniska och upplösande energier, för att 

på så sätt bidra till förintandet av kosmos. Men dessa avkommor som är skapade genom herre Satans och 

moder Liliths spirituella förening är blott anti-kosmiska energier som själva ej är kapabla till att oberoende 

av andra levande varelser existera på det materiella planet Malkuth, utan måste ta över och besätta andra 

levande varelsers själar för att kunna sprida sin kaotiska ondska!

But it is possible for the master Satan and Queen Lilith to unite in hellish ecstasy in such a way so 

that their offspring could take physical form in the material plane, this in turn would mean the end 

of all forms of cosmic life and themselves Demiurge annihilation!

But for it to be possible for our master Satan to fertilize Lilith in this most blessed way, needed 

Tani Iver the blind dragon's involvement in the creative process!

In order to give life to their most terrible child, whose very existence would be the end of all the 

cosmic and whose satanic power would restore the original chaos, our God, Satan, and the 

goddess Lilith copulate on Taninivers back!

For Taninivers lust is an endless ocean of fire and without the blind dragon fires are our 

masters kopulering with Lilith not prolific enough to give life to the destruction Demons will 

tear the Demiurge and his dirty creature. But the simple Demiurge has weakened Taninivers 

fertility, to thereby prevent Lilith from flooding creation with their black lustars offspring. We 

symbolize this by saying that the Demiurge plunged Tani Iver into eternal oblivion slumber 

and put out his fires by blinding his eyes!
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Thus was the dragon blinded by the cosmic light, but Tani Iver should wake up from their 

slumber and re-open their sparkling diamond eyes. With its Qliphotic fertility restored should 

Tani Iver again become the connecting link between Satan and Lilith necessary for them to 

create the demo gods with their physical bodies to be able to travel and move freely in "our" 

universe. These hellish demon child's destructive forces will be more powerful than anyone 

can even imagine, these "Final Holocaust Children" will be more powerful than all other gods 

and demons that ever existed and people, angels and gods will not be nothing more than prey 

for these anti-existence, evil messengers!

So when Tani Iver by re-open their eyes unites death dragon Satan with the poisonous snake 

Taninsam Lilith, their mighty offspring to impose the creator and his dirty Creation non-order 

and anti-life era, and thus initiate chaos eternal age in which the endless eons it violated the 

chaos will be restored to its full and original form!

One of the most important MLOs black magic works is:

"To revive Tani Iver can be described as the black anti-cosmic kundalini and so in 

Satan's name unite Gamaliel with Thaumiel, for the unholy association eclipsing his 

own soul, which in turn leads to darkening of the soul of the world!"

Athah Gibor Leohlam Satan!
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Asmodeus Swords and Ornias

According to the Qliphotic Kabbalah is the elder Lilith (Taninsam) our lord Satan's "wife," and the 

younger Lilith (Naamah) is the lord Asmodeus wife. After Demiurge desecration of the original 

chaos, exuded the angry chaos of the anti-cosmic emanations that came together to form the Death 

Tree, which is the antithesis of the cosmic tree of life.

These anti-sephirotiska emanations secreted from Tohu (chaos), Bohu (emptiness) 

and Chasek (dark) are:

The first kliffa are Satan and Moloch (twin gods), the other is Beelzebuth, the third is Lucifuge 

Rofocale, the fourth is Astaroth, the fifth is Asmodeus, the sixth is Belfegor, the seventh is Baal, the 

eighth is Adramelek, the ninth is Taninsam Lilith (the elder Lilith) and the tenth kliffa (the eleventh 

demonic force) is Naamah Lilith (the younger Lilith).

After the death, the tree had formed began these eleven chaos gods and goddesses to create the anti-cosmic 

demons who would come to form the eleven chaos gods ten demo sequence.

In this text we will focus on two of these horrible demons created by Satan and Lilith and 

Asmodeus and Naamahs unholy association. The first unholy association occurred when 

the ninth kliffa was manifested in the angry chaos darkness.

When Satan, Qliphoth supreme god, viewed this demonic force, as was the toxic dragon Lilith, he 

was full of hellish desires and became spellbound by the dark beauty that he found in the feminine 

reflection of his own anti-cosmic evil. Satan took therefore Lilith as his queen and was the first that 

penetrated her infernal lustars darkness.

This spiritual association that took place in the sixth anti-sephirotiska emanation, Belfegors kliffa, 

which is Thagirion, resulting in the mistress Lilith gave birth to her first son, named Ornias.

Ornias is Gamaliel prince also described as the force vampyriserar cosmos by stealing 

and channel the cosmic life force (Prana) back into the chaos that once descended from.

Thus helping Ornias to re-join the chaos whose domination before Demiurge nefarious deed was 

total.

Ornias is also the demon god that enslaves dead people's shadows and forcing them to serve as 

warriors of Lilith's vampiric Skugglegioner.
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Ornias are also bloody, sadistic and deadly desire the Lord, who with his armies Incubus spreads 

perversions and sexual insanity among women, and thus poisoning Malkuth with Gamaliel dark 

desires.

The kliffotiske black magician invokes Ornias exclusively for destructive purposes or MLOs 

"vampiric självinitierings ritual".

Ornias reigns over 397 vampiric Skugglegioner and control in Lilith's name over 480 of Gamaliel 

demonlegioner.

Ornias seal:

The other demonic offspring that we shall deal with in this text is the result of King Asmodeus and 

Naamahs unholy association.

This demon prince goes by many names, among other things Sorath, Sariel, Gurigur, Alefpene'ash and 

Harba Di Asmodi (Asmodeus sword), and rules over 80,000 of kliffa Golachabs pillaging and evil 

demons.

Alefpene’ash beskrivs som ”den vars ansikte står i brand” och som hans namn Harba Di Asmodeus, vilket 

betyder kung Asmodeus Svärd, antyder så är han Asmodeus (Aeshma-Divas) vrede personifierad och den 

kraft som förkroppsligar kliffan Golachabs mest destruktiva aspekter.

Alefpene’ash är den kliffotiska kraft som ständigt försöker att invadera Malkuth, genom att bryta igenom den 

mörka portal som leder till det materiella planet Assiah. Denna port är belägen i Naamahs kliffa, Nahemoth 

och Alefpene’ash som är Naamahs son, har även till sin hjälp 478 av Nahemoths demonlegioner som 

hjälper honom i hans kamp för att öppna vägen till det fysiska planet och möjliggöra den antikosmiska 

invasionen.

One of the forms that Alefpene'ash, Asmodeus Swords, adopted when he was in modern times has manifested 

itself on the physical plane is the pillar of fire (mushroom cloud) that occurs when a nuclear bomb is detonated.

Alefpene'ash is the force at the final war will burn the roots of the tree of life, and thus contribute 

to the overthrow of the cosmic order.
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The kliffotiske black magician invokes Alefpene'ash only during rituals whose purpose is to spread death and 

destruction on the physical plane.

Alefpene'ashs seal:
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dark sex magick

All practice of magic is all about according to their own will create internal or external changes, using the methods 

of the majority of mankind will always be esoteric. To simplify things, we can say that in order to create these 

changes requires first and foremost a true, strong and focused will. It is through this commitment that the magician 

must travel up and bring their own reservoir of vitality and occult energy, which is strongly linked to its own spirit. 

Depending on the will, which is the driving force in all magic, transformed life force nature, in such a way so that it 

has such qualities needed to meet the magician's will. For example, the life force (energy) generated during a 

curse ritual becomes lethal and destructive, fixed, in its initial form a positive and life-giving force. There is 

therefore the desire that gives essence life force shape (i.e., initial state). The occult power doctrine also teaches 

that equal energies attracted and drawn to each other and therefore it is possible to channel the flow of energy 

from external power sources, by first put himself in the emotional state and the state of mind whose energy 

corresponds to the external energy source. So, for example by producing destructive and hateful energy under a 

curse ritual, we also open internal and external ports to Acausal plane, from which we can channel and attract us 

more of the energy that is interesting for the actual ritual. The next step in the ritual is to compress and 

concentrate the collective energy and using visualization and mental force directing power to what is the goal of 

the ritual. The final step is to let go of the charged energy and let it flow freely and create changes in accordance 

with the will behind the ritual. This is a critical stage in the ritual and the ritual's success depends on how well the 

magician can let go of the will-charged magical energy. One way to do this is that the magician with his blood on a 

piece of paper paints a seal that represents the will and then loads the seal with the energies that he ritual once 

generates, to eventually burn the seal and thus unleash the framviljade power. The shape (seal) is destroyed and 

the essence (willpower) is released to reshape reality. This is a critical stage in the ritual and the ritual's success 

depends on how well the magician can let go of the will-charged magical energy. One way to do this is that the 

magician with his blood on a piece of paper paints a seal that represents the will and then loads the seal with the 

energies that he ritual once generates, to eventually burn the seal and thus unleash the framviljade power. The 

shape (seal) is destroyed and the essence (willpower) is released to reshape reality. This is a critical stage in the 

ritual and the ritual's success depends on how well the magician can let go of the will-charged magical energy. 

One way to do this is that the magician with his blood on a piece of paper paints a seal that represents the will and 

then loads the seal with the energies that he ritual once generates, to eventually burn the seal and thus unleash 

the framviljade power. The shape (seal) is destroyed and the essence (willpower) is released to reshape reality. to 

finally burn the seal and thus unleash the framviljade power. The shape (seal) is destroyed and the essence (willpower) is released to reshape reality. to finally burn the seal and thus unleash the framviljade power. The shape (seal) is destroyed and the essence (willpower) is released to reshape reality.

We have given very simple example, but all the magic, how low or how high it is, follow these principles. The 

will is the way to power, and power is the way of the manifestation of power. Therefore, one of the most 

important steps in all magic, in accordance with the desire to attract and self-generating power (energy), and 

this is what this text is about. For all the methods available to awaken the inner power, for magical purposes, 

sex magick one of the most effective and proven.
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Within sexmagin magician manipulates the energies generated and generated during physical or 

mental sexual stimulation and direct the sexual energy to create framviljade changes. Sex magick 

has over the past few millennia codified in such a way that it has become one of the most esoteric 

arts and writings have dealt with this subject has, through its symbolic language and authors' own 

hypocrisy concealed more than they revealed about this very powerful, magical arts. We have the 

purpose of this short text explaining the basics of sexual magic that follows the left-hand path 

(Vama Marg) and make available to readers some of the methods and principles MLO uses to 

control the sexual energy in their sexmagiska rites.

In order to practice sex magick must magician having knowledge of the sexual energy 

in the nature and how and why these energies can be used during sexual union 

between the pastor (the magician) and priestess (the female magician). The 

understanding of the difference between the male and the female sexual energy is an 

essential part of the sexmagiska work and this is because all sex magick draws its 

power from the polarity that occurs when the sexual opposites be reconciled. The 

male and female sexual energies are each other's opposites and this usually 

including symbolized by the male energy called alpha energy, plus energy, electrical 

energy, solar energy, in March of energy, fire, energy, Shakta / Shiva energy, and in 

the Qliphotic rites of Satan / Samael energy.

Andra symboler för den manliga sexuella energin är dolken och staven och för den kvinnliga sexuella energin 

är bägaren och pentaklet. Föreningen mellan dessa fyra sexuella element är symboliserad av det svarta 

altarljuset, som står för andens transcenderande av dualism och motsatsernas förening i kaos. Det är just på 

grund av de olikheter som finns i Alfa (manlig) och Omega (kvinnlig) energin som en stark polaritet uppstår 

när dessa energier kommer i kontakt med varandra. Detta brukar liknas vid två starka havsvågor som forsar 

emot och till slut kolliderar med varandra och när de under sin kollision förenas uppstår en malström, som är 

stark nog att suga in allt som finns i närheten. Samma sak händer när den kvinnliga och den manliga 

sexuella energin under den sexuella föreningen kolliderar med varandra. Det som då uppstår är en ”vortex” 

eller en energivirvel, som reser sig likt en pelare genom alla högre plan och kan till och med tränga sig in i 

andens plan, som är det högsta planet. En av de metoder som finns för att erhålla stor kraft under 

sexmagiska ritualer är att använda denna vortex till att dra ner (eller dra upp) energi från det astrala, mentala
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or spiritual plane, and then direct these energies, which transforms after magicians will, to that ritual 

goal. Sexmagikerna can thus by the polarity of their union creates, from external sources, 

channeling energies whose nature corresponds to their own wills magical energies. These energies 

then circulates between the priest and priestess in ritual once and constantly increasing in strength. 

The energies are then directed in the traditional way, such as visualizations, seal, ritual acts, the 

manipulation of physical objects or talking or / and mental formulas, the aim of the ritual and 

released during orgasm loose and allowed to gush freely and create the desired changes.

Of all the methods available to unleash magical energy orgasm is the most effective. In the above 

example, both the sexual polarity energies and the forces using vortex channeled to strengthening 

the ritual power. The vortex would cease to exist as soon as one of sexmagikerna reaches its climax. 

This is because in order to keep the vortex enabled, it is required that both magicians level of charge 

of sexual energy must be on top. Therefore, it is desirable to climax simultaneously during 

sexmagiska rituals. An example of how a sexmagisk ritual using the seal, visualizations and spoke 

formulas can be performed following below:

The ritual begins in the traditional way and the dark gods called. Black and red light comes on and 

myskrökelser burnt to the goddess Lilith's honor. Divine Light priestess fire, by performing 

cunnilingus and then join her in Lilith's name. Both parties are focused on offering each other as 

much pleasure as possible, so as to strengthen and concentrate the sexual energy the charge. The 

longer it takes before the priest and priestess reach sexual climax, which releases the energies 

that are uploaded and created during the ritual, the stronger the sexual energy force. When the 

priest or priestess then presents itself in the changed state of mind called sexual trance, begins his 

or her chanting the formula or phrase that represents their collective will. While the formula to be 

chanted even the seal that represents the goal of the ritual strongly visualized by the party that is in 

the sexual trance. The sexual trance arises at the moment when all thoughts melt away and pure 

enjoyment permeates sexmagikernas senses and totally possess their consciousness. That's 

when the layers between the various planes are the thinnest and vortex activated. The most 

desirable situation for both parties at the same time declared sexual trance while starting the 

chanting of the formula and visualiserandet of the seal. Unless the seal is used in the ritual, 

participants rather than seal strongly visualize the sequence of events corresponding to the 

fulfillment of the ritual goal. If the ritual order, for example, is to destroy the enemy,
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a formula that will proclaim to the enemy death. If a seal would not be used in the above 

case, the visualization instead consist of a detailed and realistic course of events, which 

will lead to the enemy die a painful death. The priest and priestess should in advance 

agree on what to visualize and then lead the visualization to its climax when they reach 

orgasm. At orgasm directed all the sexual energy, because of the high priest and priestess 

common will, to give strength and life to the essence visualization represented and on the 

astral plane bring forth the result which is the very purpose of the ritual. The stronger the 

"magic child" as a result of the ritual sexual union, the faster manifests the result that they 

have framviljat,

I den nämnda sexmagiska metoden agerar sigillet, visualiseringen eller formeln, beroende på vilken av dem 

som är den centrala fokuseringspunkten, som ett astralt ägg som befruktas av den viljeladdade sexuella 

energin. Om befruktningen sker korrekt kommer det önskade resultatet att få konkret liv som ett mycket 

potent ”viljans ande barn”. Allt som skapas på ett plan manifesterar sig också på alla andra existerande plan. 

Så som det är ovan, så är det också nedan. Därför måste varje förändring som till exempel med hjälp av den 

sexuella energin och visualiseringen skapas på det astrala planet också till slut manifestera sig på det fysiska 

planet.

Something else that is very important and essential for the practice of sexual magic is the legendary elixir. The 

elixir is the energy charged and alchemical processed male and female sexual fluids. These liquids arise as a 

result of the sexmagiska work, is filled and permeated by the energies used for the ritual. The elixir has countless 

uses. Among other things, a magical link to that ritual goal lubricated with the elixir, in order to strengthen the 

power of ritual. Or you can elixir used to provide power and life of talismans and amulets and strengthen the 

power of the already magical items, such as the principal magic weapons. Depending on the ritual that produced 

the elixir, the priest and priestess also choose to eat it; by first mixing it with the ritual of wine and then the powers 

names that were present during the ritual of drinking the elixir, thus canceling the magical power of themselves. 

This is done only if the ritual that produced the elixir was intended in any way to strengthen those who carried it 

out. The will and the feelings of the sexmagiska ritual helps create the elixir of color strongly on it and shape its 

properties. If the potion is made during a ritual that is destructive and aims to create such discord, war or 

bloodshed or killing an enemy, it is obviously not necessary to drink it. This is done only if the ritual that produced 

the elixir was intended in any way to strengthen those who carried it out. The will and the feelings of the 

sexmagiska ritual helps create the elixir of color strongly on it and shape its properties. If the potion is made during 

a ritual that is destructive and aims to create such discord, war or bloodshed or killing an enemy, it is obviously not 

necessary to drink it. This is done only if the ritual that produced the elixir was intended in any way to strengthen 

those who carried it out. The will and the feelings of the sexmagiska ritual helps create the elixir of color strongly on it and shape its properties. If the potion is made during a ritual that is destructive and aims to create such discord, war or bloodshed or killing an enemy, it is obviously not necessary to drink it.
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För under sådana omständigheter blir elixiret ett svartmagiskt gift, som endast kan användas i ”onda 

syften”.

Elixiret är även väldigt användbart inom ljusmagi, där magikerna ristar in deras gemensamma vilja, eller ett 

sigill som representerar detta, på ett svart ljus och sedan utför en sexmagisk ritual och med det elixir som 

ritualen producerar smörjer in stearinljuset och dedicerar det till ritualens mål. Magikerna tänder sedan ljuset 

och låter det brinna ut och på så sätt riktar all kraft som deras sexmagi har genererat, till att frambringa det 

resultat som är deras viljas mål. Elixiret är helt enkelt en förlängning och en kvardröjande effekt av de av 

den magiska viljan omformade sexuella energierna och dess olika användningsområden kan endast 

begränsas av magikernas fantasi.

Besides the mentioned form of elixir, there is another much darker and more powerful variant that is strongly 

linked to the dark goddess all forms. This higher form of elixir can only be prepared when the priestess is in its 

black Manes period, ie when she is menstruating. Mens Blood plays a central role in the black arts and is of even 

greater value in the dark sexual magic, where it acts as an amplifier for the sinister energies. For unlike the blood 

that carries the vitality and flowing in our veins, it's menstrual blood, also known as "the black moon of blood" and 

"death water", the power (energy) to sterilize, destroy, dissolve and kill. Menstrual blood was considered in older 

traditions to drive dogs mad and provide magician lykantropiska abilities and give her control of bloodthirsty 

wolves. This is interesting because it shows menstrual blood's strong connection to the moon's dark and sinister 

forces, as best represented by the black moon goddesses. This is because the menstrual blood always forces are 

strongest during the waning moon phases and is strongest during the new moon. It is during this period that the 

dark forces are strongest, and that is when it is best suited to perform the black rites which aims to channel the 

satanic goddesses energies. During these rituals through the channeling of the black feminine energy enhances 

the magical power, the priestess always have the dominant role. During the new moon night said the dark 

goddess go across the black night sky and let their menstrual blood raining down on Earth. That is why it is said 

that if a priest before bleeding during the new moon darkness of night becomes her black magic powers at its 

strongest, and that she is still in harmony with the dark mother's wrath. As long as a priest before menstruating, 

she can not get pregnant, but the stronger her ability to give birth to (create) spirit children on the astral plane. In 

this way, Eva's sexuality to Lilith and can be used to open the gates to the dark side. As long as a priest before 

menstruating, she can not get pregnant, but the stronger her ability to give birth to (create) spirit children on the 

astral plane. In this way, Eva's sexuality to Lilith and can be used to open the gates to the dark side. As long as a 

priest before menstruating, she can not get pregnant, but the stronger her ability to give birth to (create) spirit 

children on the astral plane. In this way, Eva's sexuality to Lilith and can be used to open the gates to the dark 

side.
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Mens Blood forces are therefore said in the Qliphotic Kabbalah be Samaels gift to the woman, 

which she can use to achieve power and freedom. Because of its strong association with 

dissolving, dark and deadly forces menstrual blood is a key to the anti-cosmic and kliffotic 

powers and can be used to establish contact with the angry chaos gods and demons. A symbolic 

act that occurs in many of the Order's rituals is that the magician lowers ritualdolkens leaves in 

the vinfyllda cup and thus converts the red wine in the cup of the elixir called dragon's blood. This 

conversion is done by the polarity between the dagger / fire / Lucifer and the cup / water / Lilith. It 

is these opposing forces sexual energies that converts contents of the beaker, symbolizing the 

dark goddess menstrual blood, the elixir called dragon's blood. Dragon's blood or "Tani Sam's 

poison", as this elixir called in the Qliphotic work, is a symbolic representation of the elixir that is 

produced when the priest and priestess performs its sexmagiska rituals during priestess 

menstrual period. The most potent and dark elixir called the forbidden alchemy for "red gold" and 

was said to have countless sinister qualities. Among other things, the red gold / dragon's blood 

used to expel unwanted light and astringent energies and used for the dissemination of dark and 

disintegrating energy flows. Dragon's blood may also be used for sexmagiska invocations to the 

dark gods. In these invocations channeled the dark power of the energies and pulled down 

through the vortex. As the ritual climax ingested dragon's blood of the participants,

Dragon's blood has too many necromantic properties, then it is a synthesis between the woman's death-and 

the man livskapande energies. Therefore, the dragon's blood is also linked to the power flow 353 and the 

undead powers. One way to perform sexual necromancy is to place eleven torches or black light around the 

grave of the person who magicians would come in contact with and then inside the eleven flames circle 

begin the sexmagiska ritual. Ritual purpose is to give life to the dead man's shadow and that using vortex 

pull the shade up from its grave. Invocations can during this ritual is recited for the dead and seal that 

symbolizes the will behind the ritual should activation of the vortex strongly visualized. The vortex is directed 

downward in this ritual and the sexual climax draws magicians with their strong wills of the deceased shade 

up from its grave. Potion mixed with red wine and poured as a victim on the ground in front of the undead 

shadow that constantly strongly visualized by both participants. Dragon's Blood (elixir) reinforces the shade, 

while it binds the shadow of magicians will. The shadow can then be linked to a talisman or a piece of rock 

crystal or it can be questioned about the things magicians want knowledge
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if. The shadow can also be used as a "zombie astral" and sent into other people's dreams and drive 

them to madness. When all the dead shadows belong to the dark goddess, in her issues as Lilith, 

Hecate, Kali, Whole, Persephone and Ereshkigal, the magicians before the necromantic ritual first be 

given an appropriate blood sacrifice to one of dödsgudinnans different aspects.

In addition to the above uses of dragon's blood, this dark elixir also be used to open the inner 

gates of the Sitra Ahra and Tani Sam married burn off all the cosmic illusion and contribute to 

obtaining kaosgnosis. For one of the reasons that sex magick is so useful is that during the 

sexual trance, when the vortex is on and the interior doors is ajar, is the larger part of 

sexmagikernas consciousness on the higher planes. It is therefore relatively easy for these 

rites establish contact with and receive information from the spiritual forces that are beyond 

the material plane. As previously mentioned, it is the dark goddesses such Lilith, Naamah, 

Mahalath Igrath, Hecate, Lykania, Persephone, Full, Ereshkigal, Kali, Baphomet, Sekhmet and 

Vamphyria the powers that are most effective and appropriate to work with the dark 

sexmagiska rituals. But other spirits that are very important in sexmagin the Succubus and 

Incubus. These demons belonging to the black lunar sphere is both vampiric and sexual in 

nature and are considered within the Order to be spiritual channels, which aims to channel the 

sexual energy and vitality of the cosmos back into chaos / Qliphoth. Succubus, feminine 

demonälskarinnor and Incubus are male demon lovers can be found in all cultures dark 

traditions and usually as the ancient legends give people different banned gifts in exchange for 

sexual energies as they take part in at the sexmagiska rites of attending. But if these demons 

do not feel sexmagikerna is in harmony with the black moon,

An example of these sexual demons are reproduced in the "Book of Enoch," which tells of an 

angelic words called "guardians" and how these angels are so attracted to human women 

beauty violating Demiurge all laws and leave their seats in heaven and lowering themselves into 

the physical plane, to find an outlet for their sexual desires. The result of the Nephilim, that 

these "fallen" angels called, and women's sexual union was that a race of supermen created. 

Nephilim, whose leader's name was Samyaza, transferred their divine and because of their 

rebellious acts darkened spirits into their children. These daimoniska children came to be called 

"Geburim" and the demigods as they were, they came to control creation. Nephilim angels / 

demons taught men in exchange for their sexual energies,
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astrologi, astronomi, alkemi, krigskonst, sexmagi, vapensmide, skrivandets konst, månens mysterier och 

gnosis om kosmos och kaos. På så sätt blev dessa Nephilims evolutionens och civilisationens demoniska 

fäder. Men demiurgen som ville hålla både människor och änglar som sina slavar, fylldes av både skräck och 

vrede inför detta brytande av hans kosmiska lagar. Han kallade på sin viljelösa och förslavade änglaskara, 

som leddes av den ovärdige Mikael och skickade dessa till att döda den nya rasen av övermänniskor, som 

inom sig själva bar på den svarta flamman. Han beordrade även sina lydiga slavar till att döda Nephilim 

änglarna och slakta alla som ej underkastade sig demiurgens lagar. Men fast jorden färgades röd av blod, 

vägrade alla, förutom den svage Noa och hans fru, att ge upp sin nyvunna makt och frihet. Därför valde den 

enfaldige skaparen att dränka allt levande, förutom Noa och hans fru som båda kröp för demiurgen, i det 

som kom att kallas för syndafloden. De Nephilim änglar som ej blev dödade, lyckades att sluta sig samman 

med Satans legioner utanför kosmos barriärer och svor att hämnas sina bröders, fruars och avkommors 

spillda blod. På så sätt blev Nephilim anti-kosmiska/kliffotiska makter, som kom att tillhöra Naamahs mörka 

kliffa, Nahemoth. Demiurgen byggde upp sin skapelse på nytt och med hjälp av Noa och hans fru befolkade 

han världen åter igen med viljelösa människor. Men Geburims, människogudarnas mörka andar hemsökte 

demiurgens skapelse, i form av de svarta flammor som liv efter liv reinkarnerades i de starkaste bland 

människorna.

There is much esoteric knowledge to be found in the story of the Nephilim and the anti-cosmic sexmagikern 

should actively work with the Nephilim forces during their sexmagiska rites. In particular, the "guards 

generation" is invoked in order to strengthen Samyazas gift, which is the inner black flame. Guardians genus 

consists of five main groups that are Nephilim, Raphaim, Anakim, Amalekites and Geburim.

Nephilim, which means "the voluptuous", consists of daemons in return for sexual energy brings forbidden 

knowledge / gnosis.
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Raphaim, which means "giants", consists of demons that can bring spiritual and temporal power.

Anakim, which means "anarchists", made up of demons who spread chaos and division.

Amalekites, meaning the "aggressive", made up of demons that can bestow warrior power and 

start wars and bloodshed.

Geburim, which means "violent", consists of the people within themselves wearing the black 

flame and that the violence and hatred oppose the cosmic order.
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En annan tradition som det är viktigt att ha kunskap om, för att kunna utöva stark sexmagi, är den indiska 

”Vama Marg” Tantrismen. Vama Marg, som betyder den vänstra handens väg, är den form av Tantrism där 

kvinnan (gudinnan) spelar en central roll och till skillnad från den högra handens tantrism används 

sexualakten mellan prästen och prästinnan, som representerar gudinnan, som ett verktyg som skall 

gudomliggöra sexmagikerna och skänka dem magiska förmågor.  Detta skiljer sig från den högra handens 

Tantra, som endast genom symboliska handlingar och ej fysiskt samlag vill närma sig det gudomliga. 

Sexmagin spelar en central roll i Vama Marg och tar sådana former som starkt påminner om de metoder 

som redan har beskrivits i denna text. Även polariteten mellan den kvinnliga och den manliga kraften, 

föreningen av motsatserna och uppväckandet av den inre elden är essentiella delar av denna sexmagiska 

tradition. Den yogaform som används inom den sexmagiska Tantrismen är baserad på uråldriga läror och 

har som syfte att väcka gudinnan Kundalini som slumrar i djupet av människans själ. En viktig del av denna 

lära är den om kroppens sju energicentra. Dessa sju centrala kraftcentra kallas inom Tantrismen för 

”chakras” och är belägna i människans fysiska och astrala kropp. Det första chakrat ligger mellan kön och 

anus och kallas för Muladhara. Det andra chakrat ligger vid könsdelar/urinblåsan och kallas för 

Svadhisthana. Det tredje chakrat ligger vid solar plexus och kallas för Manipura. Det fjärde chakrat ligger vid 

hjärtat och kallas för Anahata. Det femte chakrat ligger vid halsen och kallas för Vishuddha. Det sjätte 

chakrat ligger mellan ögonbrynen och kallas för Ajna. Det sjunde och sista chakrat ligger vid huvudets 

topp/hjässan och kallas för Sahasrara. Gudinnan, som inom Tantrismen bland annat kallas för Kundalini, 

Shakti eller Kali, slumrar i det lägsta chakrat Muladhara och guden, Shiva, i det sjunde chakrat Sahasrara. 

Målet med ”Kundalini yogan”, som är en av Tantrismens centrala arbeten, är att väcka gudinnans kraft och 

resa den genom de övriga chakran för att till slut i det sjunde chakrat förena henne med Shiva och på så sätt 

uppnå den extas som förintar alla illusioner och som för evigt befriar anden. Gudinnan i hennes form som 

Kundalini, beskrivs som en röd eldorm som ligger hopslingrad i tre och ett halvt varv i Muladhara. I denna 

form symboliserar Kundalini, även kallad Shakti, människans latenta livskraft, vars uppväckande leder till 

ökad energi och magisk kraft. Kundalini eller Shakti, som betyder kraft, representerar gudinnans ljusare 

aspekter, medan Kalishakti, som är den mörka gudinnan, representerar den svarta inre elden eller svart 

Kundalini. Kalishakti, som betyder svart kraft, är detsamma som den svarta flamman och symboliserar inom 

Tantrismen den del av dödsgudinnans kraft som människan bär inom sig. Kalishakti, är inom Tantra den 

mörka sexmagins gudinna och de sexuella lustarna personifierad, därför anses all form av sexmagi vara 

under hennes styre. Genom att under Vama Marg ritualer invokera Kali in i prästinnan och Shiva eller 

Kalishakta, som är den maskulina svarta kraften, in i prästen, kan den rituella
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sex act unleash incredible amounts of magical energy and unite the goddess with God. This also leads 

to the elixir is divine and called in this context for "Kali's wine". Kalis wine can among other things be 

used to lubricate the Ajna chakra and opening the third eye which destroys all the cosmic illusion.

Vama Marg Tantrism is strongly reminiscent of the Qliphotic sexmagin exercised in MLO. In the 

Qliphotic magic takes place Lilith Kali or Satan or Samael Shiva. Also there is the awakening of the 

slumbering power to unite the dark goddess of the dark god centrally and the seven Qliphotic dark 

gates, Gehinnom, Shaarimoth, Tzelmoth, Barshacheth, Titahion, Abaddon, and Tehom 

corresponds very well with the seven chakras. The goal in the kliffotic sexmagin is to bring the 

blind black dragon that doze in Gehinnom, and the opening of the blind dragon Tanin'ivers eyes 

enable Lilith and Satan sexual compound. Tanin'iver, which is the black anti-cosmic elddraken, is 

the force that Lilith riding out Gehinnom and by the other hell gates of the sixth gate named 

Abaddon, where Tanin'iver regains his eyesight and ability in the seventh dark portal Tehom, join 

Lilith with Satan. The opening of the blind dragon's eye is the core of MLOs esoteric work and the 

way to eternal freedom in chaos. One of the most important symbols in the Qliphotic work is "death 

tree", which is a map of the dark dimensions. Death tree consists of the ten Qliphoth in which the 

symbol is linked by 22 dark paths or tunnels. These trails parts in turn up Death trees in the three 

pillars that form in the tree. These three pillars are the left, the center and the right. Man has, 

because of the black flame, the forces of death tree represents in itself and these are inner 

Qliphotic forces that are driving the awakening of Tanin'iver. The left column on Death tree stands 

for the dark female sexual energy and the right column represents the male. During the ritual 

sexual union between priest and priestess activated the dark vortex, that within this tradition acts 

as the Killing succeeded middle column. When the middle pillar consists of Nahemoth, Gamaliel, 

Thagirion and Thaumiel, it is the road that must be used to trip the black dragon from Lilith kliffa to 

Satan. Within MLOs dark traditionally used the seven aforementioned dark ports during this 

anti-cosmic chaos yoga. These seven ports, sometimes called the seven-headed dragon with 

eleven faces and ten horns, opened by vibrerandet the right Qliphotic names (see "The Qliphotic 

spheres") and through meditation. By then invoke the Qliphotic powers and proclaim the 

anti-cosmic will behind the ritual, the priest and priestess initiate the sexmagiska association, 

during which the priestess represent our queen Lilith and the priest our King Satan. Then, when 

the two parties are in a sexual trance, use the "Tanin'iver formula" as its mantra and
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concentrate themselves on travel of the vortex to be raised up by the dark seven internal ports. This 

dark vortex, which in this context is called "Eldporten" or "Qliphoth tunnel", opens the way between the 

seven inner ports, from Gehinnom to Tehom. The next stage is the awakening of the black elddraken, 

as Lilith riding, and the erection of this dark force from the lower gate to the highest. Dragon travels up 

by the vortex and each time it passes one of the dark gates open Lilith, riding on the dragon gate fully 

and activates its full power. This activation of the seven inner ports, release the powerful dark energies 

which in turn leads to darkening of the soul and the reinforcement of the black chaos fire which is 

Tanin'iver. Once the kite reaches the sixth dark force center Abaddon, meaning "destroyer" opens 

Tanin'ivers eyes and that's when sexmagikernas third eye also completely open. The step after this is 

Lilith compound of Satan in the seventh port and this means the dark powers compound and 

unleashing Azerates anti-cosmic energies. For sexmagikerna this means spiritual association with the 

outer chaos of the fire and a transcendental ecstasy, and physical orgasm. The energies generated by 

this target Pastor and before through their Abaddon power centers and in accordance with the Satanic 

will create changes in harmony with the power flow 218. The joining of priestess and Priest black 

flames is key to the dragon awakening and elixir produced during the Qliphotic sexmagin Satan and 

Lilith poison strong enough to kill the gods and create demons. Tanin'iver work and Qliphotic sexmagin 

are among the most effective ways to channel the chaos of the cosmos and vampyrisera cosmos back 

into chaos. Satan and Lilith's association with the help of creative anti-cosmic power, Tanin'iver, 

enables the bloodthirsty Lilin to assume physical forms on the material plane. The priest and priestess 

gets through the dark work of the Lilin their magical work helps to create, and the dark gods walk that 

way again on earth!

The black flame, Kalishakti and Tanin'iver considered in MLOs dark sex magick be strongly linked, 

but it should also be noted here that there are countless other ways to work with these forces of 

Order and the sexmagiska work is only one of the many methods misused to bring these dark 

forces.

"The woman is the gateway to power and man's gate key. In the sexmagiska Association is 

the open, blazing, the road to power and the glory. "

Hell Lilith!
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Only by contrast, the compound can be the cosmic shackles

torn and the inner Acausal fire relieved!
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1st Gehinnom is located at the base of the spine, between the anus and the 1st Gehinnom is located at the base of the spine, between the anus and the 

genitals.

A red energy ball symbolizes this force center / Chakra in communication with 

Earth element, kliffa Nahemoth and Gamaliel and with goddess Lilith.

The blind dragon Tani Iver slumbers in this powerhouse.

2.Sharimoth is located at the sexual organ.

An orange energy spheres symbolize this force center in communication 

with the water element, kliffa Samael the demo god Adramelek.

3.Tzelmoth is located at the navel.

A yellow energy ball symbolizes this force center which communicates 

with the element Fire, kliffa A'arab'zaraq the demo god Baal.

4.Barshacheth is located at the heart.

A green energy ball symbolizes this force center which communicates 

with the element Air, kliffa Thagirion the demo god Belfegor.

5.Titahion is located at the throat.

A blue energy ball symbolizes this force center which communicates with 

the element Azoth / low, kliffa Golachab the demo god Asmodeus.

6.Abaddon is located at the forehead / area between the eyes, also called the third 

eye.

A purple energy ball symbolizes this force center in communication with kliffa 

Gha'agsheblah and remove god Astaroth. That's when Tani Iver has risen to 

this powerhouse as his eyes opened.

By opening this powerhouse magician can get the power to see through 

the creation of illusions, thus freeing himself from the cosmic cycle.

7.Tehom is located just outside the physical body, a few centimeters above 

the head of the page / top of the head.

A black energy sphere symbolizes the power center that communicates with the 

chaos and kliffa Satariel, Ghagiel and Thaumiel and demon gods Lucifuge, 

Beelzebuth, Moloch and Satan. This force center is the location of the final 

compound between Lilith and Satan.

This seventh powerhouse therefore represents chaos, emptiness, nothingness and 

darkness.

When Tani Iver power has been erected by the seven centers of force through the 

crown leaves black magician spiritually material world / cosmos and reaches the 

liberation by merging with the internal chaos fire!
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Dragon name / Forces words

This text presents the ancient drakkraftens different aspects as it appears in the 

different mythological systems used in MLO.

0. Tiamat = (Sumerian) The almighty drakmodern personalizing the original 

chaos.

1. Vritra = (Indian / Hindu) Name of the drakkraft leading anti-cosmic powers in 

combating the cosmic gods.

2. Hydration = (Greek) Evil dragon with seven heads.

3. azide Dahaka = (Persian) three-headed dragon serving Ahriman and that the end of the world 

will annihilate Ahura-Mazda creation.

4. Typhon = (Greek) Evil dragon representing non-device and the angry chaos powers.

5. Python = (Roman) Terrific SNAKE DRAGON that spread death and destruction.

6. Apep / Apophis = (Egyptian) The large dragon and the non-existence god.

7. Nidhog = (Nordic) The black dragon representing the anti-cosmic power of Asatru.

8. Jormungand = (Nordic) The great dragon which is one of Loke offspring and which is the 

Nordic equivalent to Leviathan.

9. Labbu = (Sumerian) Evil dragon whose goal is to destroy humanity.

10. Leviathan = (Hebrew) The black dragon that rules it angry chaos oceans.

11.Tehom = (Hebrew) The dragon representing the black uroceanen. Tehom is a distortion of 

the almighty drakmodern Tiamat name.

12.Tanin'iver = (Hebrew) The blind dragon which at the final war will combine with Lilith Satan and thus 

contribute to the destruction of the cosmos.

13.Taninsam = (Hebrew) The older Lilith The toxic kite.

14. Afrasiab = (Scythiansk) One of Ahriman name when he is prepared as the black death dragon.

15. Ashmoug = (Persian) Evil dragon serving Ahriman and spreading war and hate of not 

serve the dark.

16. Rahab = (Hebrew) Darkness kite.

17. Rahu = (Hindu) Terrific dragon at eclipses swallows the sun.

18. Zohak = (Persian) COGNOMEN to Azi-Dahaka.

19.Dahak = (Persian) COGNOMEN to Azi-Dahaka.

20.Lotan = (Canaanite) The terrible Dragon described as "the serpent" and "the 

seven-headed tyrant". Lotan represents uroceanen.

21. Jam = (Canaanite) Drake personalizing kaosoceanen / primeval sea.
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The satanic Formulas

This text aims to present and give explanation to 24 of the satanic formulas used in MLOs 

anti-cosmic black magic systems. Some of these formulas can be traced to medieval 

grimoiretraditioner, while others belong to much darker and more esoteric satanic traditions. The 

following formulas are used primarily in the Qliphotic / Satan-related work is loaded with great power 

over the centuries they have been used by the left of the road brothers and some of these formulas 

have recently been strengthened and filled with darker force, because of some Order's extreme, 

forbidden and sometimes very bloody occult work.

1. "Tanin'iver Liftoach Nia!"

"Tanin'iver formula" is intended to bring the blind dragon doze in the black darkness and open 

flame chaos' re absorbing and dissolving eye (ie IIIa). Tanin'iver formula is also used in 

addition to the raising of the black power to pass Demiurge illusory light and by obtaining 

gnosis open dragon's eyes.

2. "Ordo Ab Chao"

"Chao formula" is the next dark eonens formula and used during the work that has the purpose to 

create chaos out of order and spread discordant energies on the physical plane.

3. "Ishet Zenunim Taninsam Ama Lilith, Liftoach Qliphoth!"

"Lilith formula" is a very strong invokerings and evokeringsformel which aims to open the gate to 

Gehinnom and evoke the demonic mother Lilith sinister night black energies. "Lilith formula" is also 

used during all dark sexmagiska rites, which has the purpose of transferring energy to sexual Sitra 

Ahra and thus create demons in chaos.

4. "Dies Irae, Dies Illa, heald Cosmos In Favilla! Vocamus Tea AeshmaDiva! "

"Vredens formula" is a very destructive eonisk black magic formula invoking the energies is strongest 

during each eon winter phase. "Vredens formula" which has
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order to invoke the wrath Daily Herald, Aeshma Diva, and speed up the opening of the big 

resolution, which will destroy the current eon.

5. "Ad Majorem Satanae Gloriam!"

"AMSG formula" used during sacrificial rituals, and is aimed at the victim's life force to make the satanic 

power flow, as during the ritual has been channeled, stronger. "AMSG formula" can also be scribed or 

painted on the sacrificial dagger used in the red rites.

6. "Lylusay Tateros Volt Sids Lucifer!"

"Lucifer formula" causes spiritual illumination and amplifies the inner black chaos fire. "Lucifer 

formula" is also used in the opening of the blinds gates to the spiritual plane and the southern 

throne.

7. "Vibarlal Dendas Tnasod Beelzebuth!"

"Beelzebuth formula" causes emptiness winds and silences senses dark and opens the gate to the 

mental plane and the eastern throne.

8. "Agilleath Tiddehmos Tlyfos Belial!"

"Belial formula" induces lethal and destructive energies and spreads hatred and discord among 

magician / Ordens enemies. "Belial formula" opens the dark port to the physical level and the 

northern throne.

9. "Dessurpur Kajp Gidupp Leviathan!"

"Leviathan formula Channel that angry chaos energies into cosmos and converts to form 

amorphousness, and raises the black chaos ocean kite. "Leviathan formula" also opens the door 

to the dark astral plane and the western throne.

10. "vedar-Gal Tiekals Somdus Azerate!"

"Azerate formula" attracts discordant chaos energies and causes chaos and revolution / evolution. 

"Azerate formula" is also used during the rituals are intended to invoke or evokera The Elvas 

anti-cosmic forces.
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11. "Athah Gibor Leohlam Satan!"

"AGLS formula" is used during rituals tribute to Satan and has the ability to enhance the 

Satanic energies channeled during the ritual.

12. "Lucifer Illuminatio Mea!"

"Illuminati formula" is used during meditation rites which aims to bring the wisdom and 

education.

13. "Tohu Tehom Theli Than Leviathan Tanin'iver Taninsam!"

"The kliffotic drakformeln" is used in the dark rites which has the purpose of channeling the death 

dragon energies. "Drakformeln" can also be used to open the gates to the Qliphotic dimensions.

14. "Noxulifer!"

"Noxul formula" used in the kaosgnostiska rites which aims to help the magician to transcend 

the causal plane and the cosmic dualism limitations.

15. "Zaza Zaza Zaza Nasatanada!"

"Abyss Key" opens Choronzons ports to the Acausal plane and breaks, with its eleven 

alpha vibrations down the cosmic barriers. Abyss key is also used as a Invoke / evokations 

formula under the black rites which are intended to invoke Choronzon. The above formula 

also activates their alpha vibrations It Broken pentagram eleven dark angles.

16. "Liftoach Qliphoth!"

"Liftoach formula" is used during the kliffotic rites which aims to channel Sitra Ahras energies 

into cosmos.
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17. "Alastoros!"

"Alastor formula" is a Mars-Saturnisk formula which elicit destructive and disintegrating energies 

causes war, murder and bloodletting! Alastor formula usually used during the curse or war rituals.

18. "Chaosatanas!"

"Chaosatanas" is a kaosgnostisk formula that brings mental strength.

19. "Atazoth!"

"Atazoth formula" is used most often in force rituals, and aims to increase the Acausal 

pandimensional flow from the self to the limited causal self. "Atazoth formula" raises the black 

flame and bring chaos into the microcosm.

20.Acteus Magelsius Ormenus Lycas Nicon Mimon! "

"Acteus formula" is used in the rites that are intended to elicit demon energies on the 

physical or the astral plane. The formula consists of medieval magic tradition of names of 

"evil six rulers".

21. "Magoa Paymon Egym Amaymon!"

"MPEA formula" opens the four cardinal points of the dark ports to remove kingdom and draws and 

compresses sinistra energies. The formula consists of the names of the four cardinal points of the demon 

kings, as follows correspond with the four black thrones:

Lucifer - Amaymon - Samael. 

Beelzebuth - Magoa - Azazel. Belial - 

Egym - Mahazael. Leviathan - 

Paymon - Azael.

22. "Sitrael Polanthan Thamaar Falaur Sitrami!"

"Sitrael formula" is used in the induction of the northern throne destructive demons and invokes the five 

demo Prince the infernal forces.
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23. "Bagabi Laca Bachabe Lamač 

CAHI Achababe

Karrelyos Lamač Lamec Bachalyas 

Cabahagy Sabalyos Baryolos Lagoz Atha 

Cabyolas Samahac Et Famyolas Harrahya! "

"Bagabi Laca Bachabe formula" is a black magic formula from the 1300s that used in the darkest rites 

which has the purpose of calling and call our father Satan. The formula is said to be used extensively by 

the Satanic Ready advocating human sacrifice.

24. "Palas Aaron Ozinomas Baske 

Bano tudan Donas Geheamel Cla 

Orlay BEREC Hé Pantaras Tay!"

"Palas Aaron Ozinomas formula" is even a formula from the 1300s that used in the induction 

of demonic. This formula also used in ritual pact with the sinister powers, then the formula 

vibrations facilitates demonic manifestation of the astral or physical plane!
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Pentagram Ritual

1. The magician stands in front of the altar, which is located south of the ritual space and touches his 

forehead with a ritual dagger which he holds in his right hand and exclaims: "Azerate!"

2. The magician directs the dagger so that its tip touches on his chest / heart and exclaims: "Lucifer!"

3. The magician directs the dagger toward his crotch, and declares: 

"Belial!"

4. The magician directs dagger tip against the left shoulder and exclaims: 

"Beelzebuth!"

5. Finally directed magician dagger tip so that it touches the right shoulder and exclaims: "Leviathan"

6. The magician crosses both arms over his chest and proclaims: "Hell Chaos!"

7. The magician draws in a deep breath and then exhale all the air while he vibrates power word: 

"Chaosatanas!"

8. The magician draws a red fire invokeringspentagram before the altar while he vibrates: 

"Lucifer!"

9. The magician then turns toward Beelzebuths faith which is in the east, and carve in the air a 

yellow air invokeringspentagram while he vibrates: "Beelzebuth!"

10. The magician turns against Belial belief which lies to the north, and carve in the air a black 

earth invokeringspentagram while he vibrates: "Belial!"
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11. The magician turns against Leviathan faith which is in the west, and carve in the air a blue water 

invokeringspentagram while he vibrates: "Leviathan"

12. Finally, turning magician back against the altar, and with closed eyes visualize strongly the four 

flaming pentagrams surrounding him, while he proclaims the following:

"Before me, Lucifer! To my left is 

Beelzebuth! Behind me, Belial!

To my right is a Leviathan!

All around me is burning the four pentagrams which symbolize the four black thrones! "

Magician carve then the dagger's black invokeringspentagram, and then exclaims:

"And in my soul is burning chaos eternal flame! The 

powers of darkness are with me! Hell Chaos! "

13. The magician opens his eyes and touches his forehead with the ritual dagger and exclaim: "Hail Azerate!"

Then he touches the dagger tip his chest / heart and exclaims: "Hail Lucifer!"

Once identified touches magician with dagger lace crotch and exclaims: "Hail Belial!"

After that touches the magician with the dagger tip of the left shoulder and exclaims: "Hell 

Beelzebuth!"

Finally touch the magician with the dagger tip of the right shoulder and exclaims: "Hail 

Leviathan!"

Magician crosses his arms over his chest and proclaims: "Hell Chaos!"

The magician draws in a deep breath and then exhale all the air while he vibrates power word: 

"Chaosatanas!"

The main ritual can now begin!
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The large opening ritual

0th

This ritual begins where the traditional "Pentagram Ritual" ends.

1st

Facing the altar raising ritual priest dagger before him and recite the following:

"Lucifer, Beelzebuth, Belial, Leviathan, from the south, from the east, from the north and from the west, we 

implore you!

O you who rules over the wrathful darkness, directing your gaze towards us, who walk in the black dragon's 

way!

Creation anti-cosmic enemies, O ye the angry chaos gods, were now with us through our inner 

turmoil fires forever bound to and united with the evil legions and permeate our minds with the dark 

essence of the gods!

Now open all the dark gates leading to the hungry gods residence and let us know the 

mighty dark men's presence!

Grant us your dark blessings and fill our souls with the eternal chaos sinister energies!

Let chaos' black fires rise within us and eat all our human weaknesses and forced and raise us to the 

dark endless eonens chosen messengers! Guide us in our struggle against all our unworthy enemies 

and grant us the power to destroy the Demiurge all illusions!

O you who reigns over the four black thrones, was now one of us who serve the blind fury of the sword, 

and at the four flaming pentagrams, let our will be the night of power! "

2nd

Still facing the altar carving ritual priest a new red fire 

invokeringspentagram slowly turn black and recite the following:

"Lylusay Tateros Volt Sids Lucifer! From the south and in Lucifer's name we invoke it being too 

debilitating black fire demons! Rise now from Infernus' glowing and
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brilliant dark deep and let your anti-cosmic flames burn new holes in the cosmic barriers!

Be with us, O ye the destructive chaos fire demons, and in your anger dissolve the cosmic shackles that 

keep us shackled to this Demiurge dirty creature! Bring us liberation, wisdom, enlightenment and chaos, 

and with your blessing flames light up our way through the dark maze!

In Lucifer's name was now with us and strengthening our internal black flames and makes us one with the 

eternal black flame! In Lucifer's name was now with us oh you dark gods and open all our inner gates! Hail 

Lucifer! "

3rd

Ritual Priest turns to Beelzebuths faith (east) and carve a new yellow invokeringspentagram slowly turn 

black before him and recite the following: "Vibarlal Dendas Tnasod Beelzebuth! From the east and in 

Beelzebuths name we invoke the anti-cosmic evolution stormvindars demons! Now let emptiness winds 

blow, O ye evil black wings Angels, and let the perpetual shadow of death descend upon light creation!

Where now with us is of chaotic blood and allow power and victory winds blowing in our direction and 

inaugurated ourselves in emptiness most hidden mysteries! Fill our souls with Nihilifertornets dissolving 

energies and destroy all light slaves who dare to stand in their way! Now let us get ride of death black 

winds: and lift us to the uppstignas faith!

In Beelzebuths name was now with us, O ye dark gods, and guide us to the total victory that we require! 

In Beelzebuths name was now with us, O ye staying beyond the barriers, and open all star gates! Hell 

Beelzebuth! "
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4th

Ritual Priest turns to the throne of Belial (north) and carve a new black 

invokeringspentagram before him and recite the following:

"Agilleath Tiddehmos Tlyfos Belial! From north and Belial name we invoke the black and shapeless earth 

Demons! Trees now looking up from the eternally dark underworld gates and let the whole cosmos is shaken 

by your anti-cosmic wrath! Join now one with us forever is the cruel death bringer, Belial, faithful and 

strengthen us with the eternal darkness of hatred and grant us the demo warrior's powers! Let us now, in 

Mortifers name, get to channel your satanic raseris discordant flows and destroy everything and everyone 

who wants to prevent our journey on the dark path that is the left hand path!

In Belial's name was now with us, O ye bloodthirsty and ancient gods, as in countless eons have awaited 

the day of wrath! Make us one with the anti-cosmic power flow that slowly poisons and kills the entire 

cosmos! In Belial's name was now with us, O ye of war and murder dets dark gods, and open all doors 

ktoniska! Hail Belial! "

5th

Ritual Priest turns to the Leviathan's throne (West) and carve a new blue invokeringspentagram 

slowly turn black before him and recite the following:

"Dessurpur Kajp Gidupp Leviathan! From the West and in the Leviathan's name we invoke the storming 

kaosoceanens terrible demons! Go up out of the bottomless abyss darkness, O ye winding nameless gods, 

and let the boiling chaos of the sea to drown and forever extinguish the demiurge created the cosmic life 

flame! Rise now up out of your dark slumber and become one with the black chaos fires burning in the depths 

of our souls!

Let us now Chaosifers names have become one with the angry chaos dragon and fill our veins with the black 

dragon's blood that kills the light, and that immortalizes and deifies the internal chaos flame!

In Leviathan's name was now with us, O ye terrible drakgudar, and by filling our souls, introductory 

now your anti-cosmic invasion! In Leviathan's name was now with us, O ye who rule over the black 

depths, and at the angry chaos eternal darkness now open all dark doors! Hail Leviathan! "
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6th

Ritual Priest turns back toward Lucifer's throne (south) and with the dagger touches the forehead and exclaims:

"Vedar gal Tiekals Somdus Azerate!" He touches the heart 

and proclaims: "Lylusay Tateros Volt Sids Lucifer!" He 

touches his groin and exclaims: "Agilleath Tiddehmos Tlyfos 

Belial!" He touches the left shoulder and exclaims: "Vibarlal 

Dendas Tnasod Beelzebuth!" he touches the right shoulder 

and exclaims: "Dessurpur Kajp Gidupp Leviathan!" he 

crosses his arms over his chest and proclaims: "Hell Chaos!"

Then he takes a deep breath and begins to vibrate the power words are: "Chaosatanas!"

7th

Still facing Lucifer faith activates ritual priest The Broken pentagram in front of him and recite the 

following:

"The four cardinal points of the gates to chaos dimensions are now open and Lucifer, Beelzebuths, 

Belial and Leviathan's name, we now have the infernal dark gods' blessings with us!

The evolution-making and anti-cosmic demonic forces are now at the four black thrones 

invoked and the light and cosmic energies are from this ritual place displaced!

The four dark towers have now been erected and in the presence of our dark gods, we are now ready to launch 

our black rites!

Our will is law and our law is chaos! Hail Satan! "

Eighth

Ritual Priest initiate any consequence rituals.
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self-initiation

The following ritual aims to open the inner, dark ports leading to the Acausal (ie the non 

time and space bound / chaotic) dimensions.

0th

Proclaim the following:

"In the name of Lucifer I light the black flame and call upon the Dark Gods presence!"

Then light the altar light.

1st

The ritual begins in the traditional way, by activation of the four black throne the 

invokeringspentagram.

Staring then into the light low and concentrate on your inner black flamed "cold heat" and 

ponder the reasons why you have to open the inner gate that is hidden in your black flame / 

spirit.

2nd

Proclaim:

Ad Majorem Azerate Gloriam!

Cut yourself then your left hand middle finger and with your blood to paint "the akausalas seal" on a piece, 

pre-purified and perfumed paper.

On the back of the paper is then used with the blood to paint the black flame seal, and write your 

magical name.

With the remaining blood, highlight your "third eye" / Abaddons eye and exclaim: "Taninivers eyes 

to be opened! Tani Iver Liftoach Nia! "

Burn incense to the dark gods honor and then hold the paper with the seals of the incense and recite the 

following proclamation:

"It is my true desire of the night to open the missed gate that leads to the dark chaos dimensions!

It is my wish that in the nameless gods name to open the internal fire door that leads beyond the 

cosmos restrictions!

Of my own free will I step up to the madness and the overall altar of freedom for the night turning the key 

to the locked gates of darkness!
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I mocks the weak god and the blind masses who walk on the right-hand path and 

strengthens the ties in all my life has kept me linked to the outer eternal black flame that 

is Lucifer!

I choose the name of Lucifer step into the unknown darkness in order to be able to find my own 

self-created and inner light!

Within me doze the black dragon and it is my highest goal to bring the immortal and divine force that for 

eons have rested in my spirit bottomless depths! Therefore I tear at night down the demiurgiska 

shackles that keep the dragon chained, hoping that with my inner black flamed cold heat, to be able to 

awaken the dreamer and so self wake up from the dream that is my life!

In the dark gods name and at my free and true will close my by blood and fire the eternal pact, 

opening the internal burning gate, and that makes me one of the angry chaos chosen sons / 

daughters!

4th

Burn seal using the black light low and visualize the smoke assume sinister and demonic 

forms.

Try to breathe in as much smoke as possible. Then recite the 

following:

As my blood has been consumed by the fire, shall also my soul devoured by the black flame!

As my vitality has become one with the fire, shall also my spirit become one with the dark gods!

My journey on the sinister path leading to eternal freedom in chaos has now begun!

My will is law, and my law is chaos! Hail 

Lucifer! (X7)

5th

Meditate on the living darkness that is within you and know your inner gateway to "the dark kingdom of the gods" 

has now been opened.

6th

End the ritual in the traditional way and exclaim:

"Hail Lucifer! Hell Beelzebuth!

Hail Belial! Hail Leviathan! Hell 

Chaos!
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"It akausalas seal" "The black flame seal"
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Aurisk purification ritual through invocation of Moloch fires

Moloch is the evil god who, according to the Qliphotic Kabbalah is for Satan, the most powerful demon 

god that rules over "Sitra Ahra", which is the Hebrew name of "the dark side".

According to the Qliphotic Kabbalah is Moloch the dark lord who, after Satan stood up from the angry 

chaos darkness to begin the fight against the Demiurge and the rest of the cosmic emanations.

Moloch is also the chaos prince with Ghagiels ruler who is Beelzebuth and Satariels rulers Lucifuge 

Rofocale form the anti-cosmic triumvirate that during Satan rules over the threefold hell. One of the 

titles associated with Moloch is "the ruler of tears country" and the reason for this is that it was 

Moloch honor that man in ancient times burned alive children as victims, because it was said that 

Moloch enjoyed the children's pain and quenched their eternal thirst with their grieving mothers' 

tears!

Moloch is the anti-cosmic god of fire and the destroyer of the angels of light, for it is his 

fires of Armageddon will burn the roots of the tree of life, to thus destroy the orderly 

universe.

Moloch can be likened Acid in Norse mythology is the elddemon who will lead the forces of chaos 

at Ragnarok and bring all creation on fire. December is the month that is dedicated to Moloch, 

and it is during this month that the anti-cosmic magicians burn their victims alive to praise the 

cruel chaos lord Moloch.

The Satanic magician invokes Moloch fires to purify his aura and soul of the cosmic light 

dirt, to thereby pass the Demiurgiska energies influences.
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The ritual

1st

Magician teeth in Satan's name altar light and begins "The auric purification ritual by the invocation of 

Moloch fires" in the traditional way through the "pentagram ritual."

2nd

Magician burning a large amount of incense to Moloch honor and meditate for about 15 minutes over all 

that he associates with the Lord for Moloch, so as to try to be in harmony with Moloch Qliphotic 

energies.

Magician meditate also of the purpose of the ritual is to Moloch fires purify both body and 

mind, and thus fill his spirit with the anti-cosmic energy.

3rd

When the magician knows that he appears in the right frame of mind he stands up and the ritual 

dagger carving a red fire invokeringspentagram in the astral front of him, while he vibrates Moloch 

name.

Magician visualize strongly the burning pentagram in front of him while he vibrates 

"Thaumiel" eleven times.

Every time that the magician vibrate the name of Moloch kliffa Thaumiel he must know that the dark energy 

that begins to fill the ritual space increases in strength to as a black mist surrounding his mind and body.

The magician will also visualize that every time he vibrates name Thaumiel glow of the burning 

pentagram in front of him stronger, to the end, when he for the eleventh time vibrated name 

Thaumiel have turned into a glowing ball of fire.

4th

The magician, with the assistance of its visualization move the fireball and take it to his own body to 

finally put the glowing sphere in his own chest near the heart. Magician visualize the glowing sphere 

that burns inside his chest and trying to know how the fire within him warming his body, and then 

exclaim: "Moloch Liftoach Qliphoth!"

5th

The magician need no longer visualize the fireball for it is enough that he knows about the fireball burning in his 

chest, the magician is ready to invoke the fires of Moloch!
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6th

With great enthusiasm and with a hate of the magician recite the following invocation is the invocation 

of Moloch fires, while he was with the left hand that is raised to the altar shows "treuddstecknet" 

which in this case symbolizes the threefold hell.

7th

Invocation of Moloch fires

Molek Liftoach Qliphoth!

Moloch, O you of being too consuming fire guards and Sheol wicked king, I

NN invoke your purifying flames!

In Satan's name, I call upon your hellish forces, O ruler of the endless sorrow and tears the 

country!

Moloch, let your anti-cosmic fires enfold me and burn away the light of God made dirt 

weaken my spirit!

Let your antimatter hungry flames penetrate the depths of my soul and the chaotic power in 

my blood boil, and come to life!

Moloch, mighty ruler, which you from your burning faith control Holocaust gods and that in 

Satan's name burns the cosmic angels to black ash, hearken now my calling!

Evil cruel king, you are the eternal thirst can only be quenched by the weak tears and whose hunger 

only appeased with the flaming kids' souls, I like forever bound to the chaotic omnipotence're now in 

Satan's name on the blessing of the power of your infernal fires!

Cleanse me, O thou wicked ruler Moloch, cleanse me from the cosmic light dirt!

Let your chaos-generating fires devour my soul and drive out the cosmic energies influences that 

blinds my spirit!

O Lord Moloch, you who is the highest among the dark lords who in the name of Satan rules over the 

threefold hell, hearken now my supplications!
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Look at me, O thou wicked masters and with your anti-cosmic fires cleanse me from all my human 

weaknesses!

Protect me, O the purifying fire chaos lord, in anger flame and with your anti-cosmic fires 

burn down the Demiurgiska illusions that aims to mislead me and prevent my journey on the 

dark path, which is the left hand path!

Protect me, O terrible Moloch and your hatred while away the cosmic angels who are 

constantly attacking my soul and with their dirty light trying to weaken my spirit!

Heed now my invocation mighty Moloch and let my dark soul in thy name have become a chaotic lightning 

created by your infernal power!

Heed now my call, O cruel chaos prince and through your blessings turn into a supernova 

of burning ecstasy! Moloch, in Satan's name, now let your cleansing fires burn!

Eighth

When the magician has recited finished "Invocation of Moloch fires" He will close your eyes and visualize 

strongly fireball burning in his chest explode into a powerful cocoon-like fireball that surrounds his whole 

body.

The magician will visualize the astral fire burning as strong as the sun while he mentally 

messes Moloch name.

Moloch fires burn away any dirt from the magician's soul and fills him with strength and while the bright 

powers that want to weaken the anti-cosmic magician.

The magician can pull in Moloch fire in their veins by drawing in deep breaths and visualize how 

he breathes in the astral fire.

The magician should try to visualize yourself standing in the middle of this burning inferno in a few 

minutes and feel how the satanic power fills his soul, when this is achieved, he exclaims: "Hell Moloch!"

Once this has been called the magician opens his eyes, his soul (astral body / aura) is now purified!

Magician celebrates Moloch and completes the ritual in the traditional way!
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Astaroth Invokationsritual

preparation:

This ritual will be held during the new moon darkness of night, for that is when the Qliphotic powers are 

strongest.

All participants cut themselves in your left hand and let the eleven drops of blood fall into the cup (at least seven 

people have to participate in this ritual).

Ritual Priest uses blood to paint Astaroth seal on a rectangle shaped mirror, while the 

other participants messes Astaroth's name.

Astaroth Seal:

Once the seal has been painted clearly paints ritual priest with the blood of four "spirit invokeringspentagram" 

around the four corners of the mirror, as he chants the name of Astaroth kliffa "Gha'Aghsheblah".

Mirror portal is then placed on the altar, and two black candles lubricated with the remaining blood 

contained in the beaker and placed to the left and right of the mirror portal.

Ritual Priest placing a reservoir with hot coals just ahead mirror portal. These hot 

coals during the ritual once that used to burn Myskrökelser.

(Depending on the purpose of the ritual to ritual priest also use the glowing coals to burn such 

different magical sigiller to activate their powers. Or, if the purpose of the ritual is to Astaroth 

means harm or kill an enemy, an image
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by him / her or the name of the enemy written in red ink on a parchment paper burned for the 

ritual at the climax enabled Mirror Portal.)

Ritual Priest will need at least six other participants during the ritual time will help him to express 

Forces Word and with the help of visualization and concentration to hold Mirror Site is open while 

the ritual priest Channel Astaroth Qliphotic energies to reaching the target of the invocation.

During the ritual once standing ritual priest directly in front of the altar, and the rest of the participants stands at 

the side of him.

All participants are approximately two meters from the altar.

All participants wear during the entire ritual once their ritual daggers with which they will direct and 

control their mental powers to open the Mirror Portal. During this ritual bears ritual priest, a talisman of 

Astaroth Seal engraved on around his neck and all the other participants wearing the "black magic 

pentagram" as amulets to protect them from the destructive forces evoked during the invocation.

The altar used during this ritual is located north of the ritual space. Before the ritual begins meditating all 

the participants for a long time on the purpose of Astarothinvokationen.

Appropriate background music is played to get the participants to get into the right frame of 

mind.

Although ritual drum can be used during meditation and the ritual. The Forces Words 

used in this ritual is Qliphotic formulas derived from Grimoirer as "Grimoirium Verum" and 

the legendary "Grand Grimoire".

As these formulas have been used by black magicians and Satanists for hundreds of years, they are very 

powerful and should be used with great respect and care!
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Astaroth's invocation

0th

Ritual Priest begins the ritual in the traditional way with "Pentagram Ritual".

1st

Ritual Divine Light the two black candles that are placed at the sides of the mirror portal, and carve then 

with his dagger a black defendant invokeringspentagram before the altar while he vibrates Astaroth's 

name.

All participants must visualize this black pentagram burning in black flames! Ritual priest proclaims: 

"Astaroth Liftoach Qliphoth! Hell Astaroth! "

All participants visualize the pentagram sinking into Astaroth Seal which is painted on the mirror 

portal and a black energy field visualized by all participants spread across the mirror!

2nd

Ritual priest pours a large grain of Musk Incense over the glowing coals that are placed in 

front of the "mirror-portal" as he exclaims: "Ad Majorem Astaroth Gloriam!" All participants 

exclaim: "Our Lord Astaroth's greater glory!"

Ritual priest standing before the altar and the "mirror portal" exclaims: "Astaroth, we 

implore you!"

All participants raise their daggers against the mirror portal and recite together the following formula:

"Astaroth Ador Cameso Valuerituf Mareso!"

3rd

All participants except the ritual priest lowers their daggers.

Ritual Priest still with the dagger in his left hand pointing to the mirror and Astaroth Seal recite 

the following:

"In the name of Satan, Lord Astaroth was now with us and honor us with your presence now that we are 

the primeval chaos princes faithful servants is calling you! Mighty Astaroth, you who walk in darkness and 

in the shadows, now let your black wings shadow fall on us and grant us the demonic power that we need 

to be in your name in the night to perform our black rites!
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So trees are now up and fill our minds with your demonic desires and let your hellish darkness strengthen our 

souls! "Ritual priest proclaims:" Astaroth, we implore you! "

All participants raise their daggers against the mirror, and together recite the following formula:

"Astaroth Lodir Cadomir Aluiel Calniso tely Plorim!"

4th

All participants except the ritual priest lowers their daggers. Ritual priest 

recites the following:

"Lord Astaroth, you are the dark erotismens God and the sadistic desire the ruler was now with us 

who is your faithful and let your anti-cosmic energy flows inundate and destroy that of the Demiurge 

created the light and the weakness that prevents our dark souls akosmiska future!

Fill us with your wickedness, O cruel dark lord and raise us to your selected satanic warriors! 

"Ritual priest proclaims:" Astaroth, we implore you! "

All participants raise their daggers against the mirror, and together recite the following formula:

"Astaroth Viordy Cureviorbas Cameron Vesturiel!"

5th

All participants except the ritual priest lowers their daggers. Ritual priest 

recites the following:

"O mighty champion Astaroth, you set whose thirst for blood is legendary among himself hell 

dark men, whose evil strip drives humanity to war, bloodshed and madness, in Satan's name 

hearken to our prayer and let us take part of your infernal forces, this evil night!

O Astaroth, you are incestens and sodomins father and self-murderers response forced the angel, we have 

subjected ourselves to the anti-cosmic omnipotence and who blindly serve the black death dragon's eternal wrath 

implore you! "Ritual priest proclaims:" Astaroth, we implore you! "

All participants raise their daggers against the mirror, and together recite the following formula:

"Astaroth Vulnavij Benez Meus Calmiron Noard!"
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6th

All participants except the ritual priest lowers their daggers. Ritual priest 

recites the following:

"Astaroth, in Satan's name, we call upon you this moonless and musk filled night, in the hope that 

with your blessings and your name to realize our darkest and most sinister dreams!

Lord Astaroth, we are the anti-cosmic powers instrument on earth invoke you!

Let the gateway to your dark kingdom opens and trees emerged from the black shadows kingdom!

Astaroth, O kliffotiske ruler, turn the key, activate the portal and get out of Qliphoth tunnel!

For it is in Satan's name we call on you this most exalted souls night! "Ritual priest proclaims:" 

Astaroth, we implore you! "

All participants raise their daggers against the mirror, and together recite the following formula:

"Astaroth Nisa Chenibranbo Calevodium Barzotabrasol!

7th

All participants except the ritual priest lowers their daggers. Ritual priest 

recites the following:

"Merciless champion Astaroth, you are spreading the fear, pain and death among the dark 

enemies, heed our call and let your power, madness and evil aura descend upon our souls!

O you the bloody urge the decadence dente master, responding to our calling, as now we are the sons of 

darkness and daughters invoke you the nightmares night! "Ritual priest goes to the altar and pours a large 

pinch of musk incense on the burning coals, and exclaims:

"Ad Majorem Astaroth Gloriam!" All 

participants exclaim: "Our Lord Astaroth's 

greater glory!"

Eighth

Ritual Priest stands back in place before the altar, directed the dagger against the mirror portal and 

recite the following:

"Terrible chaos lord Astaroth, in Satan's name we call now until you out of hell, darkness and out 

through the mirror portal, we are now with your blessings be open!
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So let us know your unholy presence, as we recite your Qliphotic formula that will provide power to your 

anti-cosmic energies total manifestation! Hear us now and trees emerged from the angry chaos eternal 

darkness! "Ritual priest proclaims:" Astaroth, stand forth! "

All participants raise their daggers against the mirror portal and chant seven times the formula to be 

open portal.

While formula chanted, all participants visualize how "Qliphoth tunnel" is taking shape in the middle of 

Astaroth Seal, which is painted on the mirror portal. Qliphoth tunnel to be visualized in the form of a 

black tornado-like tunnel that opens the way through the sail portal to the astral plane as Astaroth now 

because of the priest's ritual invocation is on!

9th

This is the formula to be chanted seven times to open the gate and cause Astaroth:

"Astaroth Ador Cameso Valuerituf Mareso! Astaroth Lodir Cadomir 

Aluiel Calniso tely Plorim! Astaroth Viordy Cureviorbas Cameron 

Vesturiel! Astaroth Volnavij Benez Meus Calmiron Noard! Astaroth 

Nisa Chenibranbo Calevodium Barzotabrasol! Astaroth stand forth! "

10th

When this formula is mässats seven times, all participants strongly visualize the open portal.

When the ritual priest knows Astaroth's presence he exclaims: 

"Gha'Aghsheblahs rulers are now among us! Hell Astaroth! "

11th

The other participants messes with a low voice Astaroth's name while constantly strong 

visualizes the open portal.

Ritual Priest begins now channeling of Astaroth's energies and direct these energies to what was 

the purpose of invoking Astaroth's forces. The ritual is then finished in the traditional way, Astaroth 

hailed and mirror portal in a safe place to be used the next time that words do invoke Astaroth's 

forces.
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Tanin'iver Liftoach Nia

Zaza Zaza Zaza Nasatanada! (X11)

I, who have identified the anti-cosmic chaos disintegrating impulse that my own true will, let My 

voice sounded through the burning internal portal and call Tanin'iver!

I call and call upon the slumbering dragon that for eons has awaited the opening of the forbidden door!

I implore Tanin'iver, the blind dragon that the lie was blinded, but now once again be opening its 

black diamond eyes!

I call the black dragon, which in my spirit darkness to regain his sight and reopen chaos 

eye!

I call upon the forgotten and secret drakkraften resting in the black sea of fire that is my spirit!

I call Tanin'iver, who with his invisible fires should dissolve that which is above and what is 

below, so as to restore the formless sake pristine purity!

I call upon the black-winged kite out of my spirit bottomless pit and with the black flame 

cleansing light heals me the eye as the white darkness of the dawn blinded!

In the angry chaos name and obsessed by the single shapeless black fire, I let my voice penetrate the 

bottomless darkness and awakens the forbidden drakkraften!

Tanin'iver Liftoach Nia! (X11)

Tanin'iver, NN I implore you!

Wake up out of your dreams and enforced with the dark wisdom devouring fire, burning down the 

demiurgiska shackles that for eons have kept you in jail!

Open your black diamond eyes, which is nothingness and eternal darkness ports, and with your 

murderous glances destroy the illusions that the Demiurge creation!
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Tanin'iver, I implore you!

Get up within me, and my will to power to become the power behind your dreaded ascent!

Let your essence, boiling within me, gushing through my soul seven gates, and with your black lava 

burns away all the filth that obscures my senses!

Tanin'iver, I implore you!

Unfold now out your black drakvingar and forever darken the false light that has blinded both my 

and your eyes!

Rise from the mists of oblivion, O the anti-cosmic wrath black dragon, and ignited in me the 

formless inferno that shall bring all the worlds on fire!

Tanin'iver, now let your terrible anger smashing all gates and barriers, and Tani Sam's name 

permeate my whole existence with your demonic essence!

Tanin'iver Liftoach Nia! (X11)

Tanin'iver, hearken to my supplication, when I send my voice cut like a thousand razor-sharp claws 

through the unconscious eternal peace!

Get up within me, O formlöse dragon, and let your anti-cosmic essence seize and dissolve my 

human form!

Open your eyes, open the black shell and your bloody jaws carries the flaming pearl through 

the ports that my true desire has opened!

Carry up my spirit through the seven gates, and deliver me beyond opposites association!

Tanin’iver, låt ditt mörker storma inom mig och fördriv de energier som har som syfte att förhindra och 

begränsa mitt eviga blivande!

Mörkrets Drake, låt ditt uppvaknande öppna förintarens öga och uppfyll den uråldriga profetian!
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Förena Gamaliel med Thaumiel och transmutera min ande till det perfekta resultatet av Satans och Liliths 

sexuella förening!

Tanin’iver, i Satans namn jag åkallar dig!

Vakna nu helt till liv och låt öppnandet av dina ögon bli inledandet av den mörka ändlösa eonen!

Tanin’iver, öppna dina ögon!

Tanin’iver Liftoach Nia! (x11)
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Baphomets invokation

Adoramus te Baphomet Ave! Ave!

Mäktiga Baphomet, vi dina trogna tjänare åkallar dina bestialiska krafter! O du den svarta 

stentronens härskarinna, vi anropar dig!

Baphomet, crowned goddess, to which the power through the past eons has been the source of dark 

wisdom and whose ardent hatred was the enlightening torch showed the initiates the right way out of the 

cosmic labyrinth of lies, hearken now our calling!

Horned mother, raise your death horns against the midnight sky and let your black fires illuminate our 

path!

Let your all-seeing eye in the dark glow and look into our souls to see that in Satan's name is your 

devoted servant!

Fill us with the anti-cosmic instincts as you master, O mighty Baphomet, and let your horned 

shadow forever darken the cosmic light in our souls!

We praise you, O the black sabbath mistress, to that whose name is feared by the children of light and 

praised among the dwellers in the dark!

We kneel before your horned shadow and gladly submit ourselves your bloody lust!

Baphomet, we thrive in the dark, and who mocks the light, calling you! O you whose diabolical 

cunning and treacherous way they run chosen to tread the path of darkness, we call and invoke 

you!

Horned mistress, at your eightfold prized names, hears us your hornless children when we call you 

up out of the black chaos of the fire that still burns within us who profess the angry chaos Avengers 

Satan as our lord! In Satan's name, we invoke you Baphomet!

Get up now out of the eternal darkness that dominates our souls and let us who are your faithful 

servants to feel the bestial ecstasy erection of your dark powers allows produce!

Baphomet, to which the resident is angry chaos womb, now let your perverse demonized fill us with 

power and bless us with your black Eldars darkness!
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Let your demonic blood drench the light in our souls and rise within us like the black abyss of the sun which 

is dawning in the west!

O you cruel princess, let your name have become free and like your demonic offspring filled with power 

get to enjoy your satanic blessings! Baphomet dark mother goddess, you who baptizes your servants in 

the wisdom of black water, raise up thy blessed horns and with your wisdom making bonfires flared black 

sideboard us the liberating information that we are looking for!

Now open our eyes, O cosmic destroyer of lies and let us filled with the dark essence 

become mighty like hell sinister gods!

Zi Shahu Carnu Baphomet! (X8)
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Hecate invocation

I call and call upon the hidden lunar mistress! I implore 

Nocticula Hecate, the evil witches' queen!

I call upon Hecate Trivia, the cruel enchantress, she whose curses draw down himself heaven, she 

whose power drives mankind into death eternal sleep, she whose fury freezes the seven seas to ice!

I call upon the great goddess Hecate!

I implore Nocturnos Trivia, she whose honor the black wolves howl in the night!

I call on the cross roads queen!

I call on the dead shadows and the dark forces of the moon! Trivia 

Hecate, chaos' name I call on you!

Three-headed goddess, the hungry wolves' mistress, to that whose beauty illuminates the soul's 

dark night, in Tyfons name I call on you!

I implore Nocticula Hecate, she whose will can extinguish the stellar light and enlighten the darkest hell 

hole!

In nomine Chaos vocamus tea Hecate!

Abnukta Hecate, tale inquit et diuina, potency Caelum deponere, Terram suspendere, Fontes durare, 

Montes diluere, manes sublime, deus infimare, Sidera extinguere et tartarus ipsum inluminare! Veni 

Hecate! Ave Hecate! (X3)

At the diabolical moon, let the dead rise from their graves and beside me kneel before 

the black moon beautiful goddess!

Salve Luna Infor Tuna Nocticula Hecate! (X3)

In Trivia Hecate name, I invoke the demons that darkens the moonlit night with the 

black abyss of evil mist! I implore you, O night ghosts!

Now gathered around me this night of darkness and insvep me and hide me with your dark shadows!

I implore Mormolyceia, who is Hecate's most terrible servants!
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Wear now broken the dark dimension of the gates of hell o ferocious demon wolves, and manifest you in my soul 

eternal darkness!

I call upon Hecate constantly bloodthirsty pack of wolves, the howling of ancient times drove humanity to the 

madness!

I implore vrykolakas, whose bloody jaws raised against the black moon singing hymns to 

honor Hecate!

I call upon the undead and deadly!

In the mighty mångudinnans name, I call upon the moonless night cruel angels! Gorgo, Mormo, 

Empusa, Lemuria, Lamia and Medusa, O ye who are Hecate faithful companion, let me be met by 

your dark energies and let me take some of your infernal power, for it is in Hecate name that I 

channel the black moon power flows, this blessed night!

I implore Abnukta Hecate! The chaos' 

name I call Hecate!

Where now with me my beautiful goddess, O you who are the female Lucifer, and fill my soul with your darkness 

light!

Heed now my invocation, all-powerful Hecate, and honor me, who is your most faithful servants with 

your dark energies presence!

Bless me this night with your black magic, O my irresistible mistress, and I swear by the inner 

black flame will forever be faithful to you! Ave Abnukta Hecate! Ave Nocticula Hecate! Ave Hecate 

Trivia!
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Lykanias invocation

Lykania, O the hellish wolves mother and Lycan goddess, I NN calling you!

I implore you, O you beautiful and bloodthirsty ruler, you are tearing the weak and fills your eternal 

hunger with the infidel souls, heed my call now and let your dark energies take shape in the depths 

of my soul!

Lykania, madness and cruelty princess, you whose howling drives selected to enter the beast's path 

and forever be enchanted by your satanic fullmånes glow, hear my supplication!

I am one of your chosen brought up from the slumber of lies by hearing your nightly siren calls!

O mighty-wolf, I as the chaotic blood wear your dark seed in the depths of my soul, so now let your dark 

energies get the seeds to strike out in bloom and turn me into one of yours!

Lykania, O you who are the mångalnas patron, I who am a warrior of the left hand path submit 

me to your primitive desires!

Mormolyceias mother, O the torn flesh and the spilled blood förtärare, raise your bloody jaws 

against your black moon and sing your sad songs will awaken the slumbering beast!

Lykania, O the cannibalistic urge the goddess, look down at me from the darkness, your faith and 

give me your blessings this evil night!

Where now with me, O thou of gleaming fangs and razor-sharp claws, and let me be freed 

from this prison called body!

Grant me the ability to change the shape of my Daimons true form and let me run through your 

undead and immortal werewolf flock!

Lykania, O most rabid wolves and the bloody hunt mistress, embracing me with your lustful 

darkness come true my most chaotic and perverse lykantropiska dreams!

Mormolyceias Goddess, grant me the power for my transformation and honor me with your undead and 

demonic vargflocks presence and give me access to the astral Lycan brotherhood!
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Lykania, O the black full moon mistress, now bless me your svarthjärtade warriors 

and complete my bloodiest dreams!

Turn me to the terrible demon wolf and let me get your name spread nightly terror among the 

children of light!

Lykania, O guardian of the black werewolf moon's mysteries and lykantropernas mother, fill me 

both in body and soul with your diabolical power and liberate the chained beast that is my spirit 

true form!

Remove the Wolves princess, let the blood sweetness awaken the ancient power that lie dormant within me 

and transform my spirit, soul and body to its original shape and chaotic!

Wearing break the chains that keep the beast chained and let me be the anti-cosmic gods' anger 

personified!

Let the blessed blood open my eyes and grant me the ability to shift the harbor!

Mormolyceias mother Lykania, give me your blessings! Io Lykania! 

(X9)
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Lykantropisk self-glorification

In the evil gods and the bloodthirsty demons' name and on the undead werewolf 

flock mistress, Lykania, I NN is now ready to tear my human shell and set free my 

spirit true form!

I deny and spit on my fake and forced humanity, and affirms and reinforces my 

bestial demon!

I am the beast in eons has been shackled and hidden in the world of the soul's dark! But by acknowledging 

my presence shall be my bonds in the night explode, and I will once again be free to hunt among the living 

and the dead!

Dark gods bless me this night and permeates my coal black soul of the beast essence!

Humanity must once again learn to fear the darkness and return to be my nocturnal howling become 

the terror of mortal nightmares!

Demiurge, O you simple-minded creator, weeping blood now, your filthy creature will now and forever be my 

game!

I am a spark of the original chaos of the fire, which will set the world on fire! I am the apocalyptic 

beast that must be raised high above the Creator's throne!

Kaosulvens eternal anger is the driving force behind my demonic metamorphosis, when I now by my 

blood-curdling howl, which is a serenade to the black full moon, announcing my dreaded return!

I am the monstrous black wolf, who empties himself the glowing sun on the blood and turns it 

into the deathly pale moon!

I removed the wolf that devours the moon and hurls creation into eternal darkness open mouth!

Apparently even the gods fear me, and be forced to kneel before my anti cosmic wrath!

For it is written that I am beginning to end and the cosmic gods Twilight!

I Köll, destroyer of the life-giving sun!

I vrykolakas, human wolf whose blood thirst is without end!
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I Hate that forever darkens the moon's gloomy glow!

I am the Lord Lykan whose Goetia invoke the forces of chaos and darkness, demons!

I'm Fenrir, bringer of Ragnarok!

I'm Lupus Chaos, the antithesis of all life!

I am a werewolf, beast that mortals must learn to fear!

I Mormolyceia, Lykanias terrible offspring!

Io Lykania! (X9)
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The Qliphotic Fair

1st

The ritual opened traditionally by the activation of the four pentagrams, altar candle is lit and 

incense is burned.

Participants take their positions in front of or around the altar and begins a MarsSaturnisk 

meditation.

During this power of meditation to be open participants' minds and put them in the right frame of 

mind, the formula "Satanatas" used as a mantra. This mantra should be chanted by all participants 

while their eyes should be focused on the central ritual of the fire or the altar light.

2nd

When the ritual priest knows that enough energy has been built around the ritual place he exclaims: "Hail 

Satan!"

All participants will then raise your left hand, show treuddstecknet and exclaim: "Hail Satan!"

Ritual Priest now beginning to recite "The Evil One prayer" as follows: "Almighty Satan is 

evil and anti-cosmic gods father, obey your faithful servant prayers this dark and evil 

night!

Announce your black and unborn soul's presence among us, who are your bloodthirsty sons and 

daughters, and fill our souls with the infernal evil that will guide us to the total victory that we achieve 

in your name!

God of gods, O almighty Satan, give us power and strength to be like an angry sea in turmoil hit the enemy 

with the destruction and eternal hatred of black storm! Let us become one with your chaos, your emptiness, 

and your darkness: and lift us who are you forever faithful to chaos princes chosen warrior!

Master Satan, O the initial chaos Avengers and the cosmic order destroyer, we have dedicated our lives 

and immortal souls to be in your name fighting the simple Demiurge and his filthy creation, ask you about 

your dark blessings! Almighty Father, O wicked one, Satan, now see the bottom of your children of 

darkness and grant us your strength, so that we in your name to be able to open the gates to the 

anti-cosmic gods and goddesses kingdoms!

Grant us the keys to the locked gates of hell and guide us through the madness winding 

mazes!
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O Almighty King, show us the way to the liberating knowledge and light up our lives with your 

evil black light!

Grant us the wisdom and strength needed for turning over the keys to open the seven gates and 

give our black souls access to your dark kingdom! Lord Satan, let the whole demon realm abyss 

black hatred now fill our minds and allow us obsessed with your evil now get the channel the chaotic 

power flows to be tortured soul of the world to eventually produce death eternal age! Almighty Satan, 

opening the gates to the anti-cosmic dimensions, opening the seven black gates and let chaos' 

eternal oceans flood our souls: and lift us in your name to the evil proud gods!

Satanas Liftoach Shaari Olahm-have Qliphoth! "{X3}

3rd

When the prayer is recited clearly proclaims ritual priest:

'' Praise our Lord Satan, for his power is like his anger, eternal and without end! "All participants 

exclaim now with a powerful and chanting voice:" Athah Gibor Leohlam Satan! "{X11}

4th

When AGLS mässats finished turning ritual priest on the altar and the ritual dagger carve a black 

defendant pentagram in front of him while he exclaims: "Chasek, dark port is now in Satan's name 

opened!" All participants exclaim: "We are one with the darkness, Hail Satan ! "

Ritual Priest carve now even a black defendant pentagram in front of him while he exclaims:

"Bohu, emptiness port is now in Satan's name opened!" All 

participants exclaim:

"We are one with emptiness, Hail Satan!"

Ritual priest carves a third's black pentagram in the astral and exclaims: "Tohu, of chaos' port is 

now in Satan's name opened!" All participants exclaim: "We are one with chaos, Hail Satan!"
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5th

Ritual Priest carving dagger with an inverted black cross in the astral before the altar and proclaims:

"May death trees give us the true fruit of knowledge and forever darken our souls with the 

seven-headed dragon black fire!"

6th

All participants are now targeting their daggers against ritual priest and messes eleven times: 

"Liftoach Qliphoth!" While the ritual priest marks a pentagram on his own body by the dagger tip 

touching the groin, left shoulder, right chest, left chest, right shoulder and finally re crotch. Once 

identified proclaims ritual priest: "Liftoach Shaari Gehinnom!"

7th

Ritual priest recites part of "Invocation" as follows: "We are the keys in Satan's name to 

open the dark dimension of the locked doors!

We are the keepers of Chaos' mysteries that forever keeps the black flame alive! We maze through 

the winding paths the anti-cosmic power flow will gush forth, to the Leviathan's name drown the 

soul of the world!

At the slumbering dragon chaos we are Harba Di Asmodeus, whose entire existence is dedicated to 

serve the darkness immortal gods!

Gehinnom Tzelmoth Shaarimoth Barshacheth Titahion Abaddon Tehom! We exclaims power words 

and, like the almighty death Dragon, we transform our hatred of the black dragon's claws, as in the 

original chaos name will tear Demiurge dirty creature!

In our father Satan's name and through our mother Lilith's blessings now burning power burn 

within us!

Let death winds storm, now that we are hell proud servant possessed by Satan's evil is ready 

to spill the life of red water, to our mother Lilith's name Qliphotic channel the gods' powers and 

thus fulfill our most evil dreams! "
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Eighth

Two of the participants, who in advance have been selected, now carry out the sacrifice that is held in front of 

the altar while the ritual priest begins to recite part two of Invocation is the following:

"At Sitra Ahras ruler Satan and the mistress Lilith's name, we now call Olahm-Ha Qliphoth gods 

and goddesses, as we bring the offering before the black altar!

Let now the seven gates open up and fill our veins with the chaos dragon unholy blood! Give us 

power and strength so that we can best be able to combat the cosmic order: and lift us into darkness 

chosen warrior!

Where now with us, O mighty chaos princes and let your eternal darkness rape and destroy it by Demiurge 

created the light in our souls!

Where now with us Nahemoth, Gamaliel, Samael, A'Arab'Zaraq, Thagirion, Golachab, Gha'aghsheblah, 

Satariel, Ghagiel and Thaumiel and accept this sacrifice which we offer you in Satan's name!

Where now with us, O legions of darkness and of Satan's names fill our souls with kliffotisk strength and demon 

realm anti-cosmic energies!

Where now with us, O ye the original chaos Avenger and accept this simple sacrifice! "

9th

Ritual priest cut the victim's throat and collect its blood in a bowl and declares the following: "May 

the blind dragon now smell of spilled blood and again come to life! May the slumbering Tani Iver 

re-open their eyes and rise up in all its glory out of oblivion forever dark abyss! Tani Iver Liftoach Nia 

"All participants exclaim: Tani Iver Liftoach Nia!"

10th

Ritual Priest mix now part of the victim's blood with the wine in the cup while he exclaims:

"Satan's blessings will give power to the strong! Lilith's wrath 

will destroy the weak! Hail Satan! Hell Lilith! "

All participants raises the left hand showing horn sign and exclaims: "Hail Satan! 

Hell Lilith! "{X7}
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11th

One of the other participants in advance have been selected rub ritual priest's face with the residual 

blood remaining in the bowl, while the ritual priest and the other participants chant the Qliphotic force 

formula is the following: "Tohu Tehom Theli Than Leviathan Tani Iver Taninsam!" {X11}

12th

Ritual Priest stands facing against the altar and recites "The invocation of the twelve secondary Qliphoth", 

which are as follows:

"The Almighty Satan and the terrible Moloch name and the tvillinggudens kliffa Thaumiel, we invoke 

Bairiron! Bairiron Liftoach Qliphoth! "All participants exclaim:" Bairiron Liftoach Qliphoth! "

"The Lord of the Flies Beelzebuths name and the gudaförhindrarens kliffa Ghagiel, we invoke Shelhabiron!

Shelhabiron Liftoach Qliphoth! "All 

participants exclaim:" Shelhabiron 

Liftoach Qliphoth! "

"In the cruel chaos prince Lucifuges name and at the fördoldes kliffa Satariel, we invoke Nachashiron!

Nachashiron Liftoach Qliphoth! "All 

participants exclaim:" Nachashiron 

Liftoach Qliphoth! "

"In the bloodthirsty dark lord Astaroth's name and the dräparens kliffa Gha'aghsheblah, we 

invoke Tzelladimiron! Tzelladimiron Liftoach Qliphoth! "All participants exclaim:" 

Tzelladimiron Liftoach Qliphoth! "

"In the vengeful King Asmodeus name and the burner kliffa Golachab, we invoke Obiriron! 

Obiriron Liftoach Qliphoth! "All participants exclaim:
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"Obiriron Liftoach Qliphoth!"

"In the proud Belfegors name and at the warring demons kliffa Thagirion, we invoke Behemiron!

Behemiron Liftoach Qliphoth! "All 

participants exclaim:" Behemiron 

Liftoach Qliphoth! "

"In the wise Baal, and at death the Raven kliffa A'Arab'Zaraq, we invoke Schechiriron!

Schechiriron Liftoach Qliphoth! "All 

participants exclaim:" Schechiriron 

Liftoach Qliphoth! "

"In the black and dark alchemy transformation the lord Adrameleks name and the divine poison 

kliffa Samael, we invoke Necheshethiron! Necheshethiron Liftoach Qliphoth! "All participants 

exclaim:" Necheshethiron Liftoach Qliphoth! "

"The demons of hell mother and mistress Lilith's name and at the obscene kliffa Gamaliel, we 

invoke Nashimiron! Nashimiron Liftoach Qliphoth! "All participants exclaim:" Nashimiron Liftoach 

Qliphoth! "

"In the earthbound demons princess Naamahs name and at the younger Lilith kliffa Nahemoth, we 

invoke Adimiron, Tzephariron and Dagdagiron! Adimiron Liftoach Qliphoth! Tzephariron Liftoach 

Qliphoth! Dagdagiron Liftoach Qliphoth! "All participants exclaim:" Adimiron Liftoach Qliphoth! 

Tzephariron Liftoach Qliphoth! Dagdagiron Liftoach Qliphoth! "

13th

Ritual priest who stands facing the altar, raises the dagger he is holding in his left hand and exclaims:
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"Hell Naamah!"

All participants raise their daggers and exclaims: "Hell 

Naamah!" Ritual priest proclaims: "Hell Lilith!"

All participants exclaim: "Hell 

Lilith!"

Ritual priest proclaims: "Hell 

Adramelek!"

All participants exclaim: "Hail 

Adramelek" Ritual priest 

proclaims: "Hell Baal!"

All participants exclaim: "Hell 

Baal!"

Ritual priest proclaims: 

"Hell Belfegor!"

All participants exclaim: "Hail 

Belfegor!" Ritual priest proclaims: 

"Hell Asmodeus!"

All participants exclaim: "Hail 

Asmodeus!" Ritual priest 

proclaims: "Hell Astaroth!"

All participants exclaim: "Hell 

Astaroth!" Ritual priest 

proclaims: "Hell Lucifuge!"

All participants exclaim: "Hail 

Lucifuge" Ritual priest proclaims: 

"Hell Beelzebuth!"

All participants exclaim: "Hail 

Beelzebuth!"

Ritual priest proclaims: "Hell 

Moloch!"

All participants exclaim:
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"Hell Moloch!"

Ritual priest exclaims: "Hail 

Satan!"

All participants exclaim: "Hail 

Satan!"

Ritual priest proclaims: 

"Vocamus Chaos!" All 

participants exclaim: "Hell 

Chaos!"

14th

Ritual Priest kneel down in front of the cup standing on the altar, and raises the dagger with both hands in 

front of him and proclaims: "Zaza Zaza Zaza Nasatanada!

In Choronzons name is now the abyss gates open and the anti-cosmic power flow now 

flows freely! Hail Satan! "All participants exclaim:" Hail Satan! "{X3}

Ritual priest dips the dagger tip of the cup and proclaim with a powerful voice: "Harba Di Satan, 

give us strength!"

The other participants standing in a semicircle around the ritual priest now beginning to fair formula 

"Satanatas" while aiming their daggers against ritual priest then intensely visualize how the black fire 

starts to flow out of the dagger the tip to flow into the ritual of the priest's body and soul.

This black fire is the Qliphotic energies during the ritual once has been developed and it is now the 

ritual priest's task to channel these energies and using its visualization pull into the fire in his own 

mind and body, then with the help of the dagger targeting the black chaos fire into the cup, thus filling 

ritual wine with the anti-cosmic powers blessing powers!

15th

When the ritual priest feel the cup and its contents have been filled with enough of the anti-cosmic 

energies evoked he exclaims: "We who serve the chaos now in Satan's name filled our cups with 

dragon's blood, let us devour the black blood, in the hope that we ourselves will be consumed by the 

dragon! Hail Satan! Hell Chaos! "All participants exclaim:" Hail Satan! Hell Chaos! "
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16th

Ritual Priest let the cup go around among the other participants that after drinking out of "dragon's blood" 

will proclaim: "Hell Chaos!"

Ritual priest should be the last to drink from the cup and then he will in one fell swoop to drink up the 

remaining contents and then exclaim: "Hell Chaos!"

All participants who are now filled with the anti-cosmic powers energies shall now initiate a common 

meditation, where with the help of its concentration, visualization and will, now strengthened by 

Satan blessing, shall address the dark energies as now freely channel to e.g. bless talismans, 

activate the demo sigiller or driving to madness and destroy the Order's enemies!

17th

The ritual ends in the traditional way!
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invocation 333

All participants raise their left hands, shows "treuddstecknet" and messes eleven times 

"Abyss Key", which is as follows:

"Zaza Zaza Zaza Nasatanada!"

The participants lower their hands, ritual priest ringing in ritualbjällran eleven times and then recite the 

following invocation:

"We utter the forbidden words, and let our voices cut, like Satan's sword, by the cosmic barriers 

and opens the inner doors leading to our dark and sinister gods!

At the elvas anti-cosmic wrath, we call and call upon the guardian of the darkness and the abyss gates, 

the great dragon, our lord, Choronzon!

(All participants exclaim: "Choronzon, we implore you!")

O thou great dark lord Choronzon, wake up out of your bloody dreams and open your black diamond eyes, 

because we like from the inside guarding your door, and the mysteries of the door keys, call and invoke 

you!

(All participants exclaim: "Choronzon, we implore you!")

Choronzon, O abyss king, you who guard the fiery path which leads beyond life and death, 

limitations, res you up out of the timeless deep black mists and heed your loyal servant 

invocation!

(All participants exclaim: "Choronzon, we implore you!")

Great master Choronzon, now raise up your flaming trident, which is the abyss scepter and let the 

black fires burning our souls and thus announce your arrival and presence! "

All participants raise their left hands, shows "treuddstecknet" and messes eleven times 

"Abyss Key", which is as follows:
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"Zaza Zaza Zaza Nasatanada!"

The participants lower their hands and the ritual priest goes on to recite the following invocation:

"Choronzon, O the dark lord of wisdom and the hidden trail's guardian, trees are now out of the 

black energy vortex that leads to the dark side and unlock the doors that keep us locked in this 

light dirty creature!

(All participants exclaim: "Choronzon, we implore you!")

Choronzon, you are the way, the door and the key to the abyss and to our nameless gods' realm, open 

now the dark portals and let your hats anti-cosmic poison that is fatal dragon seed, forever destroy the 

light in our souls!

(All participants exclaim: "Choronzon, we implore you!")

Madness prince, o fearful Choronzon, in Satan's name, twist on the forgotten and ancient ports 

keys and open within us all the roads leading to the elvas eternal dark kingdom!

(All participants exclaim: "Choronzon, we implore you!")

Join now one with us, O Black Dragon Choronzon, and grant us the power to be using our satanic 

desires and our inner chaos fire burn new black holes in the cosmic barriers! "

All participants raise their left hands, shows "treuddstecknet" and messes eleven times 

"Abyss Key", which is as follows:

"Zaza Zaza Zaza Nasatanada!"

The participants lower their hands and the ritual priest goes on to recite the following invocation:

"Out of Zax 'darkness we call you, into the darkness of our souls we call you! Fearful 

Choronzon, wear now broken the gates and stand forth! Noznoroch Zamran!
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We are the Elvas anti-cosmic fires, which burn from the inside, the creation of black ash and 

restore the original chaos!

We are Noznoroch 333! "

(All participants exclaim three times: "Noznoroch Zamran!"

All participants visualize intensely The Broken pentagram, ritual priest who activates and a deep 

meditation, with the aim of channeling "Azerates Married" into the cosmos begins.
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Lilith's invocation

Ishet Zenunim Taninsam Ama Lilith, O evil beautiful pearl, let the dark shell that hides your 

beauty opened and honor me NN are you forever faithful by hearken to my supplications!

O mighty Lilith, let me enjoy your icy lips touch! Let me be met by force your presence 

allows produce and inaugurated me in the black lunar mysteries!

Open up for me the night the mother, so I opened my senses for you and in Satan's name pervade my 

entire existence with your death black water and initiate me in the demo Empire's darkest mysteries!

Lilith, O the angry chaos empress, allow me, who have sworn to forever be the anti-cosmic 

powers faithful to drink your black blood and initiate me in the demo Empire's darkest mysteries!

Ishet Zenunim Taninsam Ama Lilith, burn me in your satanic lustars fire: and lift me to one of 

your selected!

Give me your vampiric shaded patronage and in the seven-headed dragon's name, now open your 

locked doors for me!

O thou terrible Lilith, give me your blessings and allow me to get to sink deep down into your eternal 

darkness!

Show me the way, O chaos' princess, now that I am intruding into your shadows cave!

Guide me through the maze of madness and allow me to finally get to find my darkest dreams origin!

Perversion The mother, it is to your honor that I spill the dragon's tears and my ådrors blood, in the hope 

that in the night access to the immortals dark kingdom!

View my soul the way out of this light dirty creation and give me the peace that I can 

only find by merging with the angry chaos darkness!

O thou great Lilith, now open your pussy for me and allowed me to admire the beauty of your destructive 

creation!
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Demo The mother of Satan's proud mistress, O wicked Neferius, open now Gehinnoms gate and 

let me thrive in Gamaliel darkness!

Open now for me, oh you the anti-cosmic evil and the black desire the mistress and 

let me drown in your dark water!

Dilute the blood in my veins with the power of black wine flowing out of your wet womb and make me 

one of yours!

Lilith, the goddess of hell, Satan's name now open your door and give me access to the hungry 

shadows abode!

Lilith, deep princess, now open your womb is Gehinnoms door and let me in Satan's name have come 

into the eternally dark kingdom!

Ishet Zenunim Taninsam Ama Lilith, open now in the name of Satan portal to my dark dreams 

kingdom and give me access to the anti-cosmic gods residence!

Ishet Zenunim Taninsam Ama Lilith, Liftoach Qliphoth! (X11)
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Soraths Invocation

Sorath 666, O apokalyptiske beast, I NN invoke you! The sun's black 

shadow and world fires instigator, I call you!

O you in whose footsteps galaxies turn into ash, open the secret and forbidden port found in the depths of my 

spirit and wear down the shackles that keep the inner beast chained!

Sorath, O you who is Samael the svartes and Nahemas powerful offspring, let your ascent from the 

obscurity glömdas now commence and burn my soul with your dark requested icy heat!

Let your abyss dissolving fires devour all the finite and show it shaped the universe is 

formless and infinite beast, dreadful face!

Rise up within me like Sitra Ahras black sun dawns in the night and take the place of your darkness royal 

throne!

Make me one with yourself and with my voice proclaim your long awaited and the poor feared 

arrival!

Prince Sorath, I implore you!

Get up out of the abyss and the angry chaos fires destroy and dissolve the current cosmic 

eon!

Come to me, O the endless dark eonens herald, and bring with you to the fire, evolution, truth, 

wisdom and bloody revolution, and with ruthless violence to the innocent as this world has left!

Sorath, I call you!

O you who are abyss sun's withering flame, burning in your truth fires break the cosmic 

illusions veils and let the black dawn era now commence!

Mighty Sorath, rise up within me and let me be your world-devouring anger personified!

Open the dark womb and let your black brilliant light forever darken and elevate my spirit!
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Sun's evil demon, let my hatred be the key to your ascension, and deliver me from all that 

prevents the deification of the inner raging inferno that is my spirit!

Free the beast that is my spirit true essence and let me become, like the dark gods defeating sword 

in combat, powerful, free and victorious!

Deliver me from all limitations that prevent my anti-cosmic future and make me one with the chaotic 

force that will put the tree of life in the fire!

Sorath, I implore you!

O you who hid the sun that shines over and light up the powerful and the elect path to 

power and freedom, I NN calling you!

Sorath, Liftoach Qliphoth! (X11)
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Lilith Evokations ritual

This ritual to be kept under a moonless night and has the purpose of using the "dark mirror", 

also called "black mirror", induce the dark parts of the Princess energies on the astral plane.

The ritual should be used first and foremost in order to establish a very close and strong mental 

contact with our mother, Lilith, in order to strengthen the spiritual links and the inner and outer gates 

leading to the Qliphotic dimensions Lilith reigns over .

The magician will before this ritual have refrained from all forms of sexual activities for 

eleven days, and kept awake for at least 24 hours.

Accessories: altar table, dark mirror (black mirror), two black lights, ritual dagger, a piece of parchment 

paper, a spring or calligraphy pen, a razor, musk incense, containers with hot coals, two beakers, 

ritualvin and a black cat.

Preparation: dark mirror placed in the middle of the altar and one of the black candles are placed to the left 

of the mirror and the other to the right of it. The container with the glowing coals placed just in front of the 

mirror. The rest of the accessories placed on the altar in such a way so as not to obscure the mirror.

The black cat is kept in a cage that is kept at a suitable place in the ritual room.

1. The ritual begins in the traditional way, and the magician will light the two black candles and proclaim the 

following:

"In the dark, nameless and formless gods' presence and the angry chaos reign Satan's name, 

it is my true desire to tonight open Gehinnoms dark port and establish contact with hell queen 

and demon mother, the poisonous dragon, Lilith!

It is my desire to get tonight admire my demonic mother's beauty and mix my blood with 

her anti-cosmic and divine essence!

It is my desire to drink tonight from Lilith's cup and filled with her disintegrating 

energies throw off my human shell and forever be Lilin!

My black flame will tonight come up in my mind and embrace the outer kaoseld, which is Lilith!
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Qliphoth mysteries will tonight open for me and I will, in the name of Satan, to penetrate the abyss 

beyond the dark!

Hell Gamaliel!

Hell Taninsam Lilith! "

2. The magician fills a beaker with the ritual of wine, and then place an ample amount of musk 

incense on the burning coals, and exclaims:

"To the nameless demons and their beautiful mother Lilith's honor! To the obscene 

goddess and her bloodthirsty legioners honor! For the black moon and the 

perverse desire the honor!

Let the incense smoke to give shape to my sinister desire and drive out from this place all the energies 

that are not in harmony with my Goddess Lilith! "

The magician lifts the vinfyllda cup in both hands and hold it over the glowing incense and 

visualize the smoke assume dragon-like and demonic shapes, which meanders around and 

penetrating into the cup. The magician visualizes also like drakskepnader penetrate into the roof 

and walls of the ritual space.

The beaker is then placed in its original location, and the magician exclaims:

"Hell Theli! Hell 

Taninsam! Hell 

Lilith! "

3. Mage lifts the dagger and carve in the air, in the dark mirror's invokeringspentagram and then 

cut with dagger in the middle of the pentagram and visualize it burn up in black flames.

The magician stares then intensively into the dark mirror, he directed the dagger against and vibrate 

Abyss Key, which is: "Zaza Zaza Nasatanada Zaza" and concentrates the sound vibrations to the 

center of the mirror, to thereby open the mirror port to "Sitra Ahra", which is the dark side and 

Qliphoth world. When the magician is finished vibrerandet of key eleven, he puts back the dagger 

on the altar and then in accordance with MLOs esoteric doctrine of "the eleven angles" activate 

"The Broken Pentagram" in front of the mirror and visualize intensely the dark portal opening up in 

the middle of the.
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The magician opens a profound meditation on the dark portal, power swirl that counterclockwise 

winds deep into and beyond the mirror while he chants: "Ishet Zenunim Taninsam Ama Lilith, 

Liftoach Qliphoth!"

Magician quit meditation, visualization and chanting, when he feels the presence of Qliphoth 

dissolving energies and know that the door to the dark side is wide open.

4. The magician takes up the second cup, which is still empty, and places it on the floor before the altar.

He then retrieves the black cat out of its cage and reciting the following:

"Mother Lilith, O you whose power kills himself death and tear of the demiurge created the 

false reality, I who am your most loyal child gives you, this is the angry dark night, the 

animal's blood and vitality!

Receive my sacrifice and let the stolen life force that I offer you reinforce the gate that leads to the 

beyond, that is your dark kingdom!

Let this creature's life force my will be the sword, who shall bore all the barriers that stand between you 

and me, and strengthened by the spilled blood, stand forth! "

The magician cuts the animal's throat dagger and collect its blood in the empty cup, which is placed on the 

floor. He then flings the animal's lifeless body to the side and raises the blood-filled cup against the dark 

mirror and again visualize the dark portal, power swirl and the blood's vitality, in the form of a red energy 

field, is sucked into the pulsating power vortex. When the magician knows that all the life force sucked out 

of the cup, he puts it back on the altar, and instead takes up the cup of wine and proclaims the following:

"By strengthening the outer darkness, I reinforce the same time the dark within myself!

In Lilith's name, I take now part of the dark gods gift, which is the dragon's blood and burns away 

all that is weak and impure within myself!

I now drink of dragon's blood and is the Dragon!

Hell Taninsam! 

Hell Lilith! "
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Magician drink the cup contents in one go, and then place the cup back in its place on the 

altar.

5. The magician puts again an ample amount of musk incense on the burning coals, and exclaims:

"Ad Majorem Lilith Gloriam! For 

Lilith's greater glory! "

He then takes up the razor blade and the cut in his left hand and with his blood and with the 

help of calligraphy pen, as he dips in blood, paints Lilith seal on parchment paper.

The magician stares then seal and meditate on its meaning and what Lilith represents 

and why he wants to establish contact with her. When the magician feels finished with 

the meditation he begins a sacrifice of sexual energies, with Lilith seal AF point.

Lilith esoteric seal:

During this sexual magic charging seal uses magician Lilith's name as his mantra and at the climax 

allows a portion of the elixir fall on the seal.

The magician then lift, using his left hand, the empty chalice from the altar and visualize intensely 

Lilith seal projected into the mirror portal, which will be activated and sucks in Lilith's seal, to the 

beyond which is the Sitra Ahra.

6. The magician burns with the help of the light that is placed to the left of the mirror Lilith seal and 

places the burning parchment paper in the empty cup and proclaims:
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"Taninsam Lilith Liftoach Shaari Gamaliel!"

The magician visualizes since it enabled the seal essence, as the smoke that rises from the cup, 

sucked into the mirror dark portal and fully open the way to the anti-cosmic flow of force is the 

mother Lilith.

When the magician is ready with this visualization, he puts the cup back in its place on the altar 

and proclaims:

"Hail the angry chaos mother! Hell 

Lilith! "

7. Mage place again an ample amount of musk incense on the glowing coals and declares:

"Oh my dark goddess Lilith, the gateway to the Sitra Ahra are now open!

Emerge from the darkness and shadows mists and bless me, as your faithful son, with 

your satanic energies presence!

Let your black moon's light shine on me and tear the cosmic illusions veils! "

The magician takes the dagger from the altar and in the air in front of the mirror carve the western throne 

invokerings pentagram, which he strongly visualize and chop then with the dagger in its midst, and while 

the pentagram burns up he exclaims:

"Liftoach Qliphoth!"

The magician then directs the dagger against the mirror and recite the following invocation of Lilith:

"Ishet Zenunim Taninsam Ama Lilith, Liftoach Qliphoth!

NN I invoke you, O mighty princess Lilith! I call upon the deep 

princess, the black moon goddess!

Queen Lilith, when the angry chaos eternal darkness now open Gehinnoms door and get out of the 

bloodthirsty shadows abode!

Come forth, O evil abyss of blossom and bless me with your terrible beauty, for 

it is the Almighty Satan's name I pray for
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your blessings that the black rites night!

Sitra Ahras queen, let your beautiful voice, which drives the deadly mad, cut like Satan's sword 

through the stillness of the night and bless me with your black shadow presence!

Look at me, as wholehearted hanging myself to your perverted lusts, O the angry chaos mother Lilith, and 

when the three formless forces before Satan, hearken to my supplications!

Gamaliel's mistress, let the dark gate that stands between you and me will open and show you the 

dark mirror, now through the dark gods' blessings have become a window to the Qliphotic astral 

plane!

Lilith! Lilith! Lilith! Heed my 

supplications!

Let your fire burn all the cosmic barriers and ride out of hell warm breezes!

Come to me, as is your faithful servant, and show me the poisonous dragon's true face!

My obscene mistress Lilith, it is to your honor that I have spilled life red water!

It is in your name that I burn my soul in the forbidden desire the infernal fires!

To the last drop I empty my entire existence in your forever empty cup!

Look into my heart, O drakgudinna of darkness, and let my satanic will to power and my demonic 

desires empower your astral manifestation!

Evil Mother, let your black lights illuminate the dark night of my soul and guide me on the left-hand 

path that I have trodden in your name!

Donate me, which in my mind carries the turbulent chaos of black fire, your wings patronage and let me 

take part of your infinite wisdom and boundless power!

Almighty chaos goddess Lilith, you who are the anti-cosmic gods' mother, now open 

mardömsdimensionernas gates and stand forth!
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Let your black aura darken my spirit, O vampire princess Lilith, and with your dissolving 

energies clean my spiritual senses!

Chaos Goddess, I implore you! Lilith 

stand forth!

Dark Mistress, I implore you! Lilith stand 

forth!

Hell queen, I implore you! Lilith stand 

forth!

Vampiric witch, I implore you! Lilith 

stand forth!

Ishset Zenunim, I implore you! Lilith 

stand forth!

Taninsam, I implore you! Lilith 

stand forth!

Neferius, I implore you! Lilith 

stand forth!

Obscene goddess, I implore you! Lilith 

stand forth!

Gamaliel, I implore you! Lilith 

stand forth!

In the name of Satan, Lilith trees back and let your formless essence to take shape in the dark mirror!

See you in my window to the Sitra Ahra and allow me to enjoy your sinister beauty!

The death dragon Satan's name, Lilith trees now up!

Ishet Zenunim Taninsam Ama Lilith, Liftoach Qliphoth! "(X11)

8. The magician who still directs the dagger against the mirror, visualize again intensively the open the 

dark portal and vibrate only nine times "Gamaliel" then eleven times "Lilith" and directs the sound 

vibrations into the portal's power vortex.

9. Mage establishes contact with Lilith, as the ritual has been performed correctly, is now on the 

astral plane mirror darkness is the windows and to take part of the demon mother sinistra 

energies and wisdom contacting blessing.
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10.Magikern can at this stage with the help of the dark goddess Lilith, create physical and spiritual 

changes in accordance with their true will, as long as the true will is in harmony with Lilith and 

kliffa Gamaliel. This can be done by pure formless magic or by any consequential rituals.

11. The magician praising Lilith, burn incense in her honor, and then ends the ritual in the traditional way.
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The Eternal Flame Black Ritual

0th

The wall behind the altar should be adorned with The Broken pentagram and with all the participants blood which 

has been mixed in the container that is designed for this purpose, the "Lucifer Seal" painted on a piece of 

purified parchment paper which then is to be attached in the middle of The Broken pentagram .

"The black flame seal" must be placed on the altar, so that it is visible to all 

participants. A container with glowing coal to be used to burn incense, to be placed in 

front of the "black flame seal".

In addition to traditional magical weapons and symbols shall be seven black candles in front of the 

black altar light, which is the fifth principal magical weapon and symbol of the inner black flame.

The cup must first be filled with wine ritual and placed on "pentagram disk" which must be 

located on the altar left.

All seven participants, who will participate in this chaos-gnostic ritual, the ritual over time carry on 

their victims daggers.

Ritual priest shall during this ritual have "Lucifer Seal" hanging on a silver chain around his neck.

During this ritual, the ritual priest the title "Keeper of Tehoms port" and Priestess title "Keeper of 

Gehinnoms port". Faced with this ritual, the five following titles are given to the other five 

participants:

"The Keeper of Shaarimoths port", "Keeper of Tzelmoths port", "Keeper of Bar Shacheths port", 

"Keeper of Titahions port" and "Keeper of Abaddons port".

All participants must be in a semi-circle with "Keeper of Tehoms port" in the middle, in front of the altar.

1st

The watchman of Tehoms port, recite the following incantation over the altar light:

"In the name of Lucifer we light the black flame, in the hope that tonight we will have the anti-cosmic 

enlightenment and wisdom that only the dark gods can bestow on us!
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Hail Lucifer!

Hail The Black Flame! "

The watchman of Tehoms port lights the black altar light, and then begin the ritual traditionally by 

"invocation of the four black throne of the dark gods."

2nd

The watchman of Tehoms port casts a large amount of incense to the glowing coals, and then 

goes on to recite "Litany to Azerate":

"Eleven are their heads, yet they are called, for the uninitiated, ten! Seven is their thrones, and 

yet we see an eighth rise up out of the abyss! Seven is their infernal realms, yet they rule over 

the eleven angles all dimensions!

They are Azerate, line-up that has become one and the destroyer of the ten cosmic angles!

They are night forever extinguishes the light of day and drowns the creation of the angry chaos darkness!

The angry black fire is the burning in order to re-establish the chaos that once was and 

again must be!

The blood spill area, which with the dying creation, blood fills the undead 

drakmoderns empty veins, to thereby rekindle her to life!

They are the eleven-headed black dragon, whose hatred of the anti-matter hungry flames that will annihilate 

the cosmic barriers and open the portal to the bloodthirsty gods, as in the formless chaos awaits the day of 

vengeance!

They are Azerate, the angry chaos Herald and the simple Demiurge slayer!

Hell Azerate! Hell 

Chaos!

All participants raise your left hand, shows treuddstecknet and exclaims: "Hell Azerate! Hell Chaos! 

"
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The watchman of Tehoms port continues to recite the second part of the "Litany of Azerate" which 

is as follows:

"In Azerates name we shall, Lucifer misanthropic words, tonight invoke and establish contact with our 

almighty lord of darkness bringer of light, in order that with his help reinforce, immortalize and become one 

with the eternal black flame!

In Lucifer's name, are we, that's the angry chaos, light the seven black flames and by the 

dark gods' blessings transform the chaos of fires burning in the depths of our souls to 

hell seven keys!

We like eons have struggled in chaos' name for the overthrow of the cosmic tyranny, tonight is selected 

to act as the seven live gates of the dark dimensions!

We will tonight merge and burn in harmony with the inner black flame, which is the anti-cosmic 

fire whose flames devouring shall bring Demiurge creation of fire!

The seven black flames will tonight in Lucifer's name and through his dark blessings have the power 

to destroy the human weaknesses that stand in the way of our journey on the left hand path leading 

to our reunion with the eternal Acausal chaos!

At the black flame God, the proud Lucifer, the seven-headed dragon tonight to open their eyes and 

with their anti-cosmic fires cleanse us, to kill us and let us rise again, as the black dragon's sons 

and daughters!

When the angry chaos hungry and bloodthirsty gods, we are the guardians of the seven keys now 

begin our invocation of the dark dimension of the emperor, the anti-cosmic god of wisdom, Lucifer! "

The watchman of Tehoms port exclaims: 

"Hail Lucifer!"

All participants exclaim: "Hail 

Lucifer!"

3rd

The watchman of Tehoms port proclaims the following notice:
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"Guardian of Gehinnoms port, the angry chaos name, path up to the madness and the liberating 

knowledge altar and turn the key to the first port of hell!

Recite the first key and the name of Lucifer, gone the eternal black flame alive! "

The watchman of Gehinnoms port rises to the altar and recites the first part of "The sevenfold 

Invocation," which is as follows:

"I call and call upon the southern throne ruler, the almighty Lucifer!

Where now with us, O proud bringer of light and let your dark light while the white darkness that is the 

Demiurge false light that blinds the soul and enslaves the spirit!

Lucifer, look down on us, your faithful warriors, and grant us your infernal powers this most blessed 

night!

Let the black flame, which is the part of you that we have within us shine brighter than ever and with 

the inner hell of fire devouring flames destroy the cosmic illusions and lies that are intended to 

mislead us and push us to become one with the Demiurge dirty white flame!

Lucifer we invoke you!

Now be with us when we utter the words of power which crushes the barriers and open the locked doors!

Lucifer, we implore you! "

All participants utters the following words of power, which will open the first gate:

"Lucifer, Ouyar, Chameron, Aliseon, Mandousin, Premy, Oriet, Naydru, Esmony, Eparinesont, Estiot, 

Dumosson, Danochar, Casmiel, Hayras, Fabelleronthu, Sodirno, Peatham!"

The watchman of Gehinnoms port proclaims: 

"The first port is opened! Hail Lucifer! "
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All participants exclaim: "Hail 

Lucifer!"

The watchman of Gehinnoms port returns to its original location.

4th

The watchman of Tehoms port proclaims the following notice:

"Guardian of Shaari Moths port, the angry chaos name, path up to the madness and the 

liberating knowledge altar and turn the key to the second gate of hell!

Reciting the second key and the name of Lucifer, gone the eternal black flame alive! "

The watchman of Shaari Moths port rises to the altar and recites the second part of "The 

sevenfold Invocation," which is as follows:

O you the angry chaos emperor, Lucifer, now see the bottom of us who are the guardians of the black flame 

and permeate our existence with your majestic darkness essence!

Almighty Lucifer, let the hidden abyss of fire that burns in the depths of our souls flare up and let us 

partake of the forbidden knowledge that will initiate us in the eleven angles mysteries!

O thou anti-cosmic Prometheus, you who give true insight into the chaos that each of the chaos that is, it 

is in your name that we, your misanthropic words, has entered the black dragon's trail, hoping that 

through your blessings to become one with the anti-cosmic power flow to be flooding, inundate and 

destroy the cosmos!

Lucifer we invoke you!

Now be with us when we utter the words of power, which crushes the barriers and open the locked 

doors!

Lucifer, we implore you! "

All participants utters the following words of power, which opens the second port:
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"Lucifer, Oyar, Chameron, Aliseon, Mandousin, Premy, Oriet, Naydru, Esmony, Eparinesont, Estiot, 

Dumosson, Danochar, Casmiel, Hayras, Fabelleronthu, Sodirno, Peatham!"

The watchman of Shaari Moths port exclaims:

"The second port is opened! Hail 

Lucifer! "

All participants exclaim: "Hail 

Lucifer!"

The watchman of Shaari Moths port returns to its original location.

5th

The watchman of Tehoms port proclaims the following notice:

"Guardian of Tzelmoths port, the angry chaos name, path up to the madness and the liberating 

knowledge altar, and turn the key to the third port of hell!

Reciting the third key, and in the name of Lucifer, gone the eternal black flame alive! "

The watchman of Tzelmoths port rises to the altar and recites the third part of "The 

sevenfold Invocation" is as follows:

"O Lord Lucifer, you are the eternal black flame whose brilliant darkness blinds the weak 

and silly, it's your power and wisdom that we seek this unholy night!

Let now your black light reflected by the Broken pentagram eleven angles and crush the locked 

gates preventing the anti-cosmic chaos sea from drowning the cosmic light in our souls!

Lucifer, crowned king, let your cleansing and wisdom-giving energies manifest in our bodies and 

give our inner chaos fire power to burn down the cosmic shackles that keep us imprisoned in this, 

the Demiurge, filthy creature!
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Lucifer, we invoke you!

Now be with us when we utter the words of power, which crushes the barriers and open the locked 

doors!

Lucifer, we implore you! "

All participants utters the following words of power, which opens the third gate:

"Lucifer, Ouyar, Chameron, Aliseon, Mandousin, Premy, Oriet, Naydru, Esmony, Eparinesont, Estiot, 

Dumosson, Danochar, Casmiel, Hayras, Fabelleronthu, Sodirno, Peatham!"

The watchman of Tzelmoths port proclaims: 

"The third gate is opened! Hail Lucifer! "

All participants exclaim: Hail 

Lucifer! "

The watchman of Tzelmoths port returns to its original location.

6th

The watchman of Tehoms port proclaims the following notice:

Security guard Bar Shacheths port, the angry chaos name, path up to the madness and the 

liberating knowledge altar and turn the key to the fourth port of hell!

Reciting the fourth key, and in the name of Lucifer, gone the eternal black flame alive! "

Keeper of Bar Shacheths port rises to the altar and recites the fourth installment of "The 

sevenfold Invocation," which is as follows:

"Lucifer, O you who are truth and wisdom cruel god, we are your faithful children invoke and call 

you!

Now let your unborn spirit eternal darkness devour our souls and makes us one with yourself!
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Grant us, who are your earthly demons, the chaos-gnosis which we aspire and let us take place among 

the upphöjdas circuit!

O you dreaded morning star, purify us with your black fires and makes us worthy to enter the 

immortals dark kingdom!

Lucifer, O thou whose light illuminates the eleven angles dark tunnels, now let your third eye 

open and activate the Dark Portal!

Lucifer, we invoke you!

Now be with us when we utter the words of power which crushes the barriers and open the locked doors!

Lucifer, we implore you! "

All participants utters the following words of power, opening the fourth port:

"Lucifer, Ouyar, Chameron, Aliseon, Mandousin, Premy, Oriet, Naydru, Esmony, Eparinesont, Estiot, 

Dumosson, Danochar, Casmiel, Hayras, Fabelleronthu, Sodirno, Peatham!"

Keeper of Bar Shacheths port exclaims:

"The fourth port is opened! Hail 

Lucifer! "

All participants exclaim: "Hail 

Lucifer!"

Keeper of Bar Shacheths port returns to its original location.

7th

The watchman of Tehoms port proclaims the following notice:

"Guardian of Titahions port, the angry chaos name, path up to the madness and the liberating 

knowledge altar and turn the key to hell fifth port!
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Reciting the fifth key, and in the name of Lucifer, gone the eternal black flame alive! "

The watchman of Titahions port rises to the altar and recites the fifth installment of "The 

sevenfold Invocation" is as follows:

"Lucifer Mekratrig, O you who are the hope of eternal dark flame that burns in the elect's black heart, 

hearken to our supplications and guide us through the winding paths of the black dragon's way!

Let your black flames, which are the driving forces behind our anti-cosmic evolution, grow in strength 

and gain our inner Luciferianska flames burn like hell devastating fires!

Almighty Lucifer, O you before the throne of the angry chaos terrible legions kneel, we are your loyal 

congregation now allows your power words echoing through the broken pentagram eleven angles and ask 

you to, in Azerates name, hearken to our supplications!

Lucifer, we invoke you!

Now be with us when we utter the words of power, which crushes the barriers and open the locked 

doors!

Lucifer, we implore you! "

All participants utters the following words of power, opening the fifth gate:

"Lucifer, Ouyar, Chameron, ALiseon, Mandousin, Premy, Oriet, Naydru, Esmony, Eparinesont, Estiot, 

Dumosson, Danochar, Casmiel, Hayras, Fabelleronthu, Sodirno, Peatham!"

The watchman of Titahions port exclaims:

"The fifth door is opened! Hail 

Lucifer! "

All participants exclaim: "Hail 

Lucifer!"
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The watchman of Titahions port returns to its original location.

Eighth

The watchman of Tehoms port proclaims the following notice:

"Guardian of Abaddons port, the angry chaos name, path up to the madness and the 

liberating knowledge altar and turn the key to hell sixth gate!

Reciting the sixth key, and in the name of Lucifer, gone the eternal black flame alive! "

The watchman of Abaddons port rises to the altar and recites the sixth installment of "The sevenfold 

Invocation," which is as follows:

"Handsome Lucifer, you whose blessings elevates the satanic elite of darkness proud gods and whose 

anger drives the unworthy into the eternal death open gap, we are your chosen guardians of knowledge 

flame ask you to open the locked doors!

Open the hidden gates to your eternal kingdom, O mighty Lucifer, and let your blessed light 

reflected by the eleven angles, be Azerates anti-cosmic fires that burn holes in the cosmic 

barriers and activate the Dark Portal!

Almighty champions, we are the left hand clergy rape cosmic reality with your black lustars 

darkness and obsessed with your satanic light, we burn Demiurge dirty angels into black 

ash!

Lucifer, we invoke you!

Now be with us when we utter the words of power, which crushes the barriers and open the locked 

doors!

Lucifer, we implore you! "

All participants utters the following words of power, opening the sixth port:

"Lucifer, Ouyar, Chameron, Aliseon, Mandousin, Premy, Oriet, Naydru, Esmony, Eparinesont, Estiot, 

Dumosson, Danochar, Casmiel, Hayras, Fabelleronthu, Sodirno, Peatham!"
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The watchman of Abaddons port proclaims: 

"The sixth gate is opened! Hail Lucifer! "

All participants exclaim: "Hail 

Lucifer!"

The watchman of Abaddons port returns to its original location.

9th

The watchman of Tehoms port proclaims the following:

”I det vredgade kaosets namn stiger jag N.N., väktare av helvetets sjunde port, fram till vansinnets och 

den befriande kunskapens altare, för att vrida om nyckeln till Tehoms port!

Jag skall nu recitera den sjunde nyckeln och i Lucifers namn, väcka upp den eviga svarta flamman till 

liv!”

Väktaren av Tehoms port stiger fram till altaret och reciterar den sjunde och sista delen av ”Den 

sjufaldiga invokationen” som är enligt följande:

”Lucifer, o du den anti-kosmiska visdomens fader, låt nu dina mörka kraftflöden fylla oss med styrka och 

makt och förvandla oss till dina brinnande svärd, som skall genomborra skaparens falska hjärta!

Låt oss få bli de levande portarna till det vredgade kaosets dimensioner och ge våra inre svarta flammor 

kraften att sätta denna smutsiga värld i brand!

Lucifer, our beloved father, now let macro chaos' black fires burn within us, and your darkness 

light, give us the chaos-gnosis to be open Tanin'ivers eyes!

Almighty bringer of light, hear us now turning on the eleven angles keys, as we now for the seventh time 

manifest your power, and let your anti-cosmic power flows strengthen and immortalize the black flames that 

we carry in the depths of our dark souls!

Lucifer, we invoke you!
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Now be with us when we utter the words of power, which crushes the barriers and open the locked 

doors!

Lucifer, we implore you! "

All participants utters the following words of power, which will open the seventh gate:

"Lucifer, Ouyar, Chameron, Aliseon, Mandousin, Premy, Oriet, Naydru, Esmony, Eparinesont, Estiot, 

Dumosson, Danochar, Casmiel, Hayras, Fabelleronthu, Sodirno, Peatham!"

The watchman of Tehoms port proclaims: "The 

seventh gate is now open! Hail Lucifer! "

All participants exclaim: "Hail 

Lucifer!"

10th

The watchman of Tehoms port, raising his dagger toward Lucifer's seal and recite the following:

"The seven ports are now opened and the eternal black flame burns stronger than ever!

The seven-headed dragon that slumbered in the depths of our souls are now brought to life and we are now ready 

to take part of the outer chaos of the fire, which will immortalize and strengthen our inner black flame!

Hail Lucifer!

Hail The Black Flame! Hell 

Chaos-Gnosis "

All participants exclaim: "Hail 

Lucifer!

Hail The Black Flame! Hell 

Chaos-Gnosis "

11th
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The watchman of Tehoms port takes up the seven black candles that are lying on the altar and hands out a 

candle to each of the other participants and keeps itself the light that gets over.

12th

The watchman of Tehoms port, which is returned to the altar, recites the following:

"We sacrifice a part of our life force, so that we in return will have to receive wisdom and enlightenment!

We wound the dark seed and water it with blood, for in this way we will reap divine 

power!

We spill life red water and nourishes the anti-cosmic seed, who will strike out in bloom and 

bring us the chaos-gnosis to be free our black flames!

We open ourselves, both in body and soul, for our lord Lucifer and unites the inner black flame with the 

outer chaos of the fire!

In Lucifer's name spilling us blood, in return for taking part of the eternal black flame that is 

bright spend the dark spirit!

Hail Lucifer!

Hail The Black Flame! "

All participants exclaim: "Hail 

Lucifer!

Hail The Black Flame! "

13th

The watchman of Tehoms port and the other participants cut with their daggers, seven cuts on his left 

upper arm and the blood rub the black light, which they keep in the left hand, while chanting:

"Ad Majorem Luciferi Gloriam!"

14th

The watchman of Tehoms port proclaims the following notice:
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"Gehinnoms guardian, path now until Lucifer's black altar and take advantage of our lord's dark gift, which 

is the eternal black flame!

Take now part of the outer chaos of the fire and forever immortalizes your inner black flame! "

The watchman of Gehinnoms port rises to the altar and through the burning altar lights she 

lights the black light that she holds in her left hand.

The watchman of Gehinnoms port raises the burning candle which she holds in her left hand in front of him, 

and exclaims:

I am one with the eternal black flame and Lucifer the light lives in me!

I am the angry chaos messenger, whose wisdom making fires to be put Demiurge dirty 

creature of fire!

Hail Lucifer! "

All participants exclaim: "Hail 

Lucifer!"

The watchman of Gehinnoms port returns, with his burning candle in his left hand, back to its 

original location.

15th

The watchman of Tehoms port proclaims the following notice:

"Shaari Moths guardian, path now until Lucifer's black altar and take advantage of our lord's dark gift, 

which is the eternal black flame!

Take now part of the outer chaos of the fire and forever immortalizes your inner black flame! "

The watchman of Shaari Moths port rises to the altar and through the burning altar lights illuminate 

the black light that he holds in his left hand.

The watchman of Shaari Moths port raises the burning candle, which he holds in his left hand, in front of 

him and proclaims:
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"I am one with the eternal black flame and Lucifer the light lives in me!

I am the angry chaos messenger, whose wisdom making fires to be put Demiurge dirty 

creature of fire!

Hail Lucifer! "

All participants exclaim: "Hail 

Lucifer!"

The watchman of Shaari Moths port returns, with his burning candle in his left hand, back to its 

original location.

16th

The watchman of Tehoms port proclaims the following notice:

"Tzelmoths guardian, path now until Lucifer's black altar and take advantage of our lord's dark gift, which 

is the eternal black flame!

Take now part of the outer chaos of the fire and forever immortalizes your inner black flame! "

The watchman of Tzelmoths port rises to the altar and through the burning altar lights, light the 

black candle which he holds in his left hand.

The watchman of Tzelmoths port raises the burning candle, which he holds in his left hand, in front of him and 

proclaims:

"I am one with the eternal black flame and Lucifer the light lives in me!

I am the angry chaos messenger, whose wisdom making fires to be put Demiurge dirty 

creature of fire!

Hail Lucifer! "

All participants exclaim: "Hail 

Lucifer!"

The watchman of Tzelmoths port returns with his burning candle in his left hand, back to its original 

location.
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17th

The watchman of Tehoms port proclaims the following notice:

"Bar Shacheths guardian, path now until Lucifer's black altar and take advantage of our lord's dark gift, 

which is the eternal black flame!

Take now part of the outer chaos of the fire and forever immortalizes your inner black flame! "

Keeper of Bar Shacheths port, rises up to the altar and through the burning altar lights, 

light the black candle which he holds in his left hand.

Keeper of Bar Shacheths port raises the burning candle, which he holds in his left hand, in front of 

him and proclaims:

"I am one with the eternal black flame and Lucifer the light lives in me!

I am the angry chaos messenger, whose wisdom making fires to be put Demiurge dirty 

creature of fire!

Hail Lucifer! "

All participants exclaim: "Hail 

Lucifer!"

Keeper of Bar Shacheths port returns, with his burning candle in his left hand, back to its 

original location.

18th

The watchman of Tehoms port proclaims the following notice:

"Titahions guardian, path now until Lucifer's black altar and take advantage of our lord's dark gift, which 

is the eternal black flame!

Take now part of the outer chaos of the fire and forever immortalizes your inner black flame! "

The watchman of Titahions port, rises up to the altar and through the burning altar lights, light the 

black candle which he holds in his left hand.
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The watchman of Titahions port raises the burning candle, which he holds in his left hand, in front of him and 

proclaims:

"I am one with the eternal black flame and Lucifer the light lives in me!

I am the angry chaos messenger whose wisdom making fires to be put Demiurge dirty 

creature of fire!

Hail Lucifer! "

All participants exclaim: "Hail 

Lucifer!"

The watchman of Titahions port returns with his burning candle in his left hand, back to its original 

location.

19th

The watchman of Tehoms port proclaims the following notice:

"Abaddons guardian, path now until Lucifer's black altar and take advantage of our lord's dark gift, which 

is the eternal black flame!

Take now part of the outer chaos of the fire and forever immortalizes your inner black flame! "

The watchman of Abaddons port rises to the altar and through the burning altar lights, light the 

black candle which he holds in his left hand.

The watchman of Abaddons port raises the burning candle, which he holds in his left hand, in front of him and 

proclaims:

"I am one with the eternal black flame and Lucifer the light lives in me!

I am the angry chaos messenger, whose wisdom making fires to be put Demiurge dirty 

creature of fire!

Hail Lucifer! "

All participants exclaim: "Hail 

Lucifer!"
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The watchman of Abaddons port returns with his burning candle in his left hand, back to its original 

location.

20th

The watchman of Tehoms port rises to the altar and proclaims:

"I rise up to the almighty Lucifer black altar, to take part in our master's dark gift, which is 

the eternal black flame!

The undead drakmoderns name, I take part of the outer chaos of the fire and forever immortalizes my 

inner black flame! "

The watchman of Tehoms port lights with the help of the burning altar lights the black light that he holds in 

his left hand.

The watchman of Tehoms port raises the burning candle, which he holds in his left hand, before him, 

and exclaims:

"I am one with the eternal black flame and Lucifer the light lives in me!

I am the angry chaos messenger, whose wisdom making fires to be put Demiurge dirty 

creature of fire!

Hail Lucifer! "

All participants exclaim: "Hail 

Lucifer!"

21st

The watchman of Tehoms port recite the following affirmation:

"The left hand black flame will burn down and destroy the right hand weakness!

We pass through the black flame and while, in the name of Lucifer, the white darkness that 

blinds the soul and enslaves the spirit!
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We pass through the black flame and in the black dragon's name, the one with the internal chaos of the fire!

We pass through the black flame and the angry chaos name, we are now opening the blind dragon 

Tanin'ivers eyes and become one with the black death dragon!

In the eternal black flame, we will now pass through the eleven angles and become one with our dark 

gods!

Hell Azerate! "

All participants exclaim: Hail 

Azerate! "

The watchman of Tehoms port returns to its original location, among the other participants, forming 

a semicircle in front of the altar.

22nd

All participants sit in the places where they have previously been, and begins a deep meditation, 

while intensely staring into the black lights ablaze and messes Azerates name.

During this meditation visualizes the participants how the black flame burns stronger and prouder than 

ever for them, and how the internal chaos fire burns away all that is human and weak in their souls.

All participants focus during this meditation on how they are consumed by the eternal black flame 

infernal fires and how to become one with the power, which at the final war shall bring the whole 

universe arranged in the fire.

The participants feel during this meditation how the black fire rises up along their spine up to 

their "Tehom powerhouse" and how the black fire brilliant night lights out of their eyes.

When the participants after a while find themselves in a state of demonic ecstasy, visualize the way 

the darkness that flows out of their eyes darken the flames as throughout the meditation intensively 

been staring into.
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Participants looking to end the bloody light that they hold in their hands, burning with a strong black flame.

These black flames are the macrocosmic reflection of the black flame that burns in the 

participants' dark souls.

As participants reach this state of harmony with the inner chaos of the fire, they stop chanting 

Azerates name, so that complete silence, finally, falls over the ritual site.

Once this has been achieved proclaims guardian of Tehoms port following:

"The outer chaos fire burning now in harmony with our inner black flame, and we are now and forever one 

with the anti-cosmic power flow!

Hell Chaos! Hell 

Azerate! "

All participants exclaim: "Hell 

Chaos! Hell Azerate! "

The watchman of Tehoms port blowing out the burning candle, which he holds in his left hand, throw the light 

sideways and exclaims:

"The true eternal black flame is eternal and can never be extinguished! We are one 

with the eternal black flame! "

All participants quench their black light and casts them aside and exclaims:

"Hell Chaos! Hell 

Azerate! "

23rd

The watchman of Tehoms port rises to the altar, and with his left forefinger carve 

"hendecagrammet" in the astral and exclaims:

"The Eleven of the angels gates are opened!"
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All participants visualize intensely "hendecagrammet" which burns with black flames, sinking into Lucifer's 

seal, which is placed in the middle of The Broken pentagram, which hangs on the wall behind the altar.

The watchman of Tehoms port exclaims:

"Hell Chaos!

Hell the ancient gods! "

The watchman of Tehoms port astral carve out the contours of "The Broken Pentagram", which 

hangs behind the altar and activates "the Dark Portal" while he vibrates "Azerate".

The watchman of Tehoms port exclaims: 

"Hell Azerate!"

24th

The watchman of Tehoms port takes up the cup that is placed on the altar and proclaims:

"On Tanin'ivers back Satan and Lilith are united!"

The watchman of Gehinnoms port rises until Tehoms guardian and lowers his dagger blade in the 

vinfyllda cup.

The watchman of Gehinnoms port exclaims:

"Dragon's eyes are opened, and the opposites are united!

On Tanin'ivers back Satan and Lilith are united and we are serving the Blind Sword Wrath, to be 

one with the perfect outcome of their potent kopulering! "

The watchman of Tehoms port exclaims:

"We are Satan and Lilith's offspring to be set this world on fire!

Hail Satan! 

Hell Lilith! "
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All participants exclaim:

"Hail Satan! 

Hell Lilith! "

The watchman of Gehinnoms port returns to its original location.

The watchman of Tehoms port drinking from the cup and proclaims:

"Anyone who takes part of the unholy blood of the dragon, the one with the dragon!

Hail the Black Dragon! "

All participants exclaim: "Hail 

the Black Dragon!"

The watchman of Tehoms port lets the other participants, one by one, to drink from the cup, and when all 

participants have taken part of the blood of the dragon he exclaims:

"Dragon's blood runs in our veins and we are forever one with the black dragon!

Hell Chaos! "

All participants exclaim:

Hell Chaos! "

The watchman of Tehoms port puts the cup back in its place on the altar.

25th

The watchman of Tehoms port casts a large amount of incense to the glowing coals that are placed 

in front of the black flame seal, and exclaims:

"For Azerates greater glory!"

All participants exclaim:

"Hell Azerate!"
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The watchman of Tehoms port salute The Broken pentagram, which hangs on the road behind the altar, by 

using the left hand to show treuddstecknet and exclaims:

"Vocamus Chaos!"

All participants raise their left hands, shows treuddstecknet and exclaims:

"Vocamus Chaos!"

The watchman of Tehoms port recites, with a powerful voice, "The final 

invocation" is as follows:

"In our lord Lucifer's name burns the eleven angles anti-cosmic flames within us and the seven gates 

that were locked are now open!

We are the gates of our dark gods, are now ready to channel the angry chaos discordant energies 

into the cosmos, to thus contribute to the destruction of the ordered universe!

We who serve the blind sword satanic wrath is now ready to let the ancient gods, who slumbers 

in the depths of our souls, return with us to the physical plane!

We are Lucifer selected, is now ready to merge and forever burn in harmony with the 

eternal black flame now burning stronger than ever within us!

We are now ready to become one with our dark gods, staying beyond the cosmic barriers, to 

thereby allow the primeval chaos gods once again walk the earth!

The eternal black flame is the way, the door and the key to the anti-cosmic victory, we, Lucifer 

misanthropic words, has sought through the past eons!

We will tonight become one with our demonic gods, we are now through our unholy invitation, call 

into our bodies!

Be with us, oh you nameless and formless gods and forcing you now in Azerates name through the 

interdimensional barriers!
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Come to us, O ye who rule the eleven angles thrones and take your places in the temple dedicated to 

the eternal black flame, like our bodies have now become!

Get up from the angry chaos of eternal darkness and take shape in our souls, which is now purified and 

prepared by the black chaos flame awakening!

Trees are now up, O ancient gods of chaos and grant us, in all our past life has served you, the black 

drakvingar that will give us the ability to elevate ourselves to become worthy members of the black 

dragon circuit!

Obsessed now us both in body and mind, O ye who forever has wandered in the darkness and start your 

anti-cosmic invasion by rising through the seven open gates that we have now become!

Enter into the cosmos through us, that is the dragon's priesthood, and let our hatred be your flaming 

sword which will cut off the roots of life dying trees!

Get up, stand forth, and came into us, O ye the angry gods and goddesses of the night!

Become one with us, which together form the dragon's seven heads and let your demonic desire to be the 

way to our victory and strength in our struggle!

O chaos, emptiness and darkness gods, the astral link that has always existed between us tonight is 

stronger than ever and the seven gates are wide open!

Now let your anti-cosmic energies drown us and force you into our dark souls, by Lucifer's blessings 

now become the black flame unholy temples, which have been erected to you more honor!

In Azerates name, was now with us, O ye the angry chaos gods!

Obsessed with us, to become one with us and forever reign!

Vocamus Chaos! "

All participants exclaim:

"Vocamus Chaos" (x 11)
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26th

All participants close their eyes and begin to mentally summon the dark gods that they want to become one 

with.

During this invocation of the dark gods, all the participants visualize the anti-cosmic power flow gush 

out through the broken pentagram dark portal and permeate the whole ritual space.

Participants should visualize the dark gods sinister forms take shape in the chaotic energy flows that 

now surrounds them.

After a while these demonic forms to penetrate into the participants' bodies and fill them 

with satanic power and inhuman strength!

As the participants begin to experience this unholy ecstasy, proclaims the following:

"We are darkness immortal gods! Hell 

Chaos! "

Once all participants have experienced this state of total obsession, proclaims the guardian of Tehoms port 

following:

"Love or hate, bestow life or dead, in the name of Satan's defeat and reap! And do everything else that can 

still your dark and demonic desires!

You are now the dark gods in human guise, ready to overthrow the Demiurge faith! "

The watchman of Tehoms port blows out the altar light.

All participants exclaim: "Hell 

Chaos!"

• The ritual is completed.
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Xeper-I Apep

Before the beginning of time, everything was an eternal formless sea of chaos. The darkness, the 

silence and the emptiness prevailed and only the eight non-existence gods existed in this endless chaos. 

These eight gods of chaos ruled chaos' black oceans, Nun, and along the ruled of the original non-order.

These gods were Ogdoden - The eight beasts: Nun and Nunet, the bottomless sea gods, Heh 

and Hehet, infinite space gods, Kek and Keket, dark gods and Amun and Amunet, the invisible 

gods.

Because of all the opportunities available in the timeless chaos, it is said that the energies that would 

later form the demiurge Ra's Spirit began to form in the formless ocean darkness. When Demiurge 

spirit had grown strong enough began his false and dirty nature to affect the immediate environment 

around him. This was done until the first lotus rose up from the depths. Slowly opened the blue lotus 

and its petals revealed demiurge, in his form as a young god, who was sitting in the golden middle. A 

light, which was not in harmony with chaos' darkness flowed out of the "divine" the child's body. This 

child, who was the demiurge Ra, succeeded with its dirty light pass and hold back the chaotic darkness 

that surrounded him.

But the forces of chaos never defeated the unworthy demiurge, but they surrounded him as demonic 

monsters snakes and terrible dragons. For the initial chaos and the eight Ogdoden whose dark 

Ra-Atum light had been desecrated, began to boil and storming. Up from Nun black water rose the 

most terrible of all dragons.

This great dödsdrakes name was Apep and his sole purpose for existence was to destroy Ra 

and extinguish his light, to thereby restore the original not the sheer darkness.

But when Ra, who was surrounded and blinded by their own light, felt the presence of the angry chaos 

dragon, the mighty Apep, he was filled with fear and realized how lonely he was, in a war that he had 

unconsciously begun to eternal chaos powers.

This loneliness became unbearable and Ra longed for other creatures that would support and comfort him. 

Therefore created Ra, with his first ejaculation and the like, Shu, god of air, and Tefenet, moist goddess. 

But because of that Ra was so filled with
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fear of the angry chaos powers, whose presence he constantly felt by, he dropped down Shu and Tefenet 

in the chaotic ocean depths. Demiurge Ra, who panicked, pulled out one of his eyes and filled it with their 

forces so that it would glow of his light.

Ra-called eye her daughter and named it Hathor, and then sent her out into the darkness to search for 

his lost children. The eye's light forced himself through the chaos dark and managed to find Shu and 

Tefenet and brought them back to Ra. In reward placed Demiurgus eye in its forehead, in the form of a 

large poisonous cobra snake Uraeus. He promised her that her power would always be great and that in 

the future, both gods and men should fear her.

Then embraced Ra-Atum their first child, Shu and Tefenet, and shed tears of happiness and relief.

But what Ra did not know and what we who wear the black flame always known is that during the time 

Shu and Tefenet had been in chaos' sea, they were both raped by the angry chaos dragon, and the 

dragon seeds had pierced deep into Shu and Tefenet and hid themselves in their forms. This 

anti-cosmic seed dragon seed that with the help of Ra's first offspring were taken in by the Demiurge 

protective aura, shall be the final war between light and darkness, burst into bloom and help to tear Ra's 

creation from the inside.

But Shu and Tefenet, which because of Apeps magic themselves did not remember the anti-cosmic 

rape, loved each other and Tefenet gave birth eventually twins Geb, the earth god, and Nuit, heaven 

beautiful goddess. Without someone discovered it, transferred our master Apeps grain to Nuit and 

Geb.

The evil seed, the anti-cosmic seed, which was now slumbering in both heaven and earth, waiting 

patiently for our father Apeps orders to strike out in bloom. For the death of the great dragon Apep, was 

outside the light barriers, he still complete control over the part of himself that he, by his cunning deed 

had succeeded in bringing into the Demiurge's creation. The terrible dragon that lived in the angry sea 

of chaos, could now, thanks to its anti-cosmic hats innermost essence, his evil seeds, monitor events in 

the simple world of the Demiurge.

For the second time the silence was broken in the chaos that had once been a calm sea. But 

this time it was our father's laughter cut through the desecrated stillness, for Apep now knew 

that he would win the final war against the dirty god of light and creator.
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Geb loved his sister Nuit and for long ages they embraced each other, oblivious to the dark essence that 

they carried within them. Nuit / sky pressed down against Geb / earth in such a way that there was no 

room for anything else to exist between them. When the demiurge Ra-Atum saw this, he became 

jealous, because he had created these gods that they might keep him company, and now it seemed that 

none of them cared about him.

Till slut befallde Ra deras fader Shu att skilja Nuit och Geb åt. Den lydige luftguden, Shu, trampade ned sin 

egen son, Geb, och i sin öppna hand lyfte han upp sin dotter, Nuit, och höll henne högt ovanför brodern. 

Den svartsjuke och enfaldige Ra-Atum nöjde sig inte med detta, för han visste att Nuit under sin förening 

med Geb hade blivit gravid. Därför lade han en förbannelse över Nuit så att hon inte, under någon av de 

årets dagar som han hade fastställt, skulle kunna föda barn. Geb som nu låg under sin egen faders fötter, 

kämpade för att komma loss och Nuit, som grät sina mörka tårar, sträckte sig nedåt, men de kunde aldrig 

nå varandra igen.

Demiurgen, som hade tröttnat på dessa otacksamma gudar, skapade många andra varelser som han 

hoppades skulle vara honom mer trogna. Bland dessa fanns Thot, som skulle komma att bli en av de 

visaste gudarna.

When Thot saw the sad Nuits beautiful body that was stretched over the earth, he felt very sorry for 

her, and he decided to help her. Thoth invented the "Senet game" and challenged the other gods to 

play with him for the time. Eventually the clever Thot to win so much time by the other gods that it was 

enough for five days. Demiurge had already decided that every year should consist of 360 days, but 

the cunning Thot added to the time he had won, and so he created five extra days. These extra days 

was not included in Ra-Atum curse, so Nuit now had the opportunity to feed their children.

On the first day Nuit gave birth to a child who had already crowned himself king, and he was named 

Osiris. On the second day Nuit gave birth to her daughter, Isis, who even before she was born had fallen 

in love with the simple Osiris.

Apeps evil seed that was hidden in Nuits interior, had instructions from death dragon Apep, to penetrate 

deeper into the Demiurge's creation by occupying Nuits mightiest offspring. But when the evil seed, whose 

name was ISFET, saw Osiris crouched inside the Nuits womb he knew that Osiris was not worthy to have 

permeated the dragon's innermost essence. ISFET, who could see into the emptiness called
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future, could see that Osiris was destined to be defeated, dismembered and forever condemned to death 

by a very powerful god. Therefore ISFET chose not to merge with and be born by Osiris body.

Even Nuits other children, Isis, was reviewed and disallowed the ISFET before birth. ISFET who 

could see into the future, saw that Isis would come to represent nature, the cosmic laws and the 

creation of form from formlessness. This ISFET filled with disgust and hatred Isis and therefore chose 

ISFET to nor merge with and be born by whore Isis body.

But during the third day, before the Nuit had managed to give birth to her third child, had ISFET orders from our 

father, Apep, that the time had now come for him to take shape and fill Nuits second son and third child, whose 

name was Set.

When ISFET heard the voice of the dragon in its interior, he departed immediately closer Set 

to examine him. He saw the great sets are already in Nuits womb dreaming its dark dreams of 

world domination and chaos. This ISFET filled with joy. ISFET gazed into the Set's future, to 

be sure that Seth was the right man to become one with. What he saw was the blodbesmorde 

Set, sitting on a black onyx throne, surrounded by all the cosmic gods torn bodies and the 

laughing Sets foot looked ISFET himself demiurge Ras severed head. This made ISFET very 

happy, for he knew now that Set's fate was to fight the cosmic order, Maat, and defeat the 

unworthy gudaskaran. ISFET pressed, the Apeps name into the slumbering Set's body and 

caused him to wake up. The great Seth, who was now possessed by the angry chaos powers,

Set who knew that he was the most powerful among the gods, was filled with hatred for his 

mother Nuit. For already in Nuits womb he knew it was his right, as the strongest, to become 

Nuits firstborn son. But instead he had the indignity Nuit born Osiris as the first, and thus given 

him the crown. Set possessed by an unholy rage, tore Nuits internal and kicked a hole in her 

side, from which he was forced out. In this most unnatural way, was born our King.

During this terrifying birth Nuit screaming in pain and crying blood, but no one among the other 

gods dared to help her. Seth had torn out of the Nuits body, he cursed the other terrified gods 

and withdrew to the red desert, which would become one of his many kingdoms. Thus was set 

to become
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the solitary and proud God, who would be the angry chaos storm carrier within the cosmos.

On the fourth day, the day after Set's birth, had Nuit managed to recover enough to be able to 

give birth to their fourth child and second daughter, named Nephthys. Nephthys, also called 

Nebhet, hated his brother Set who had left her alone. For even before birth had Nephthys 

known Sets terrible strength and hoped that she, as Isis had married Osiris, would marry the 

mighty Set. But Seth, who mocked the other gods weaknesses, were not interested in love. 

Because of this, allied Nephthys with the other gods who would end up at war with Set.

Demiurge, who became intoxicated by the power that he felt now that he had other living gods for 

themselves, created many other gods and goddesses. He filled the sky, earth and underworld with 

countless spirits, animals, demons and other minor deities. One of these gods, as demiurge in his 

confused and intoxicated state had created, was named Khnum. Khnum was tasked at the potter's 

wheel to create the forms demiurge wanted to fill his creation with. It was when the demiurge ordered 

Khnum creating the first people using Geb clay, as part of Apeps grain that slumbered in Geb came 

to life.

This part of the angry dragon seeds named Khem Sedjet, which means black flame. Khem Sedjet 

awakened by Apeps cry from beyond and controlled by chaos' instincts shared in the flames 72. The 

flames spread and hid themselves deep in the mud that Khnum made use of to give shape to the 

new creation, man. This gave the 72 human forms, as Khem Sedjet forced his way into, the essence 

before Ra-Atum breathed life into them. Thus moved the part of Apeps grain that was in Geb, in 72 

selected people. These 72 dragon's children, and they live gates to the thunderous Nun our father 

Apep rules over.

We are priests and priestesses of the chaos, because the different parts and aspects of the original 

Khem Sedjet, and carry within our Ba the black flame. Our cosmic forms die but our black flames, which 

is from beyond the cosmos, is like chaos, eternal and without end. We are Apeps offspring shall burn 

Ra-Atum creation with our formless devouring black fires and our father Apeps and our warlord and 

king of Set's name are we, the elect, restore the original kaosoceanens formless stillness.

For ISFET and Khem Sedjet is stronger than Maat, and Apep and Set is stronger than the entire 

unworthy cosmic gudaskaran. Likewise, we too, as are the 72,
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stronger than the rest of the unworthy humanity. For each of us, who carries within itself the black 

flame, can see beyond the finite moment and see the infinite is to come.

When the 72 flames reunite and give life to the 218 new flames, the Ra-Atum sun forever extinguished and 

then be set to take its place as the eternal winner, the black onyxtronen. For we are the dark essence is from 

the dragon, has looked into the dark void that is the future and know that the final victory belongs to our 

mighty father, Apep.

Xeper-I Apep
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Apeps invocation

NN I call you, O mighty chaos dragon Apophis! I call 

you, O Holocaust Black Snake!

Apep mighty bringer of Nihil, get up from your forever dark domicile that is non-existence of black sea 

and let your fierce fires burn my soul and cleanse it from all the weakness!

Apophis fearful, O you who reigns over the chaos and darkness, wake up now from your slumber and let 

my soul still water storming in your honor!

Get up now out of the original nothingness open mouth, O mighty Apep, and let the blessing of the 

venom flowing along your fearsome jaws get the blood boiling in my veins!

Allförintande dragon, O light and creation sworn enemy, open your black diamond eyes and let your 

unborn soul darkness devouring cosmic sun, which, with its dirty light weaken my spirit!

Apophis, O you angry snake, you whose icy fury is the end of all the cosmic forms and whose burning 

hatred is destructive sword that will destroy the simple creator, hearken unto thy servant invocation!

Where now with me, O eternal darkness messengers and let your anti-cosmic energies submerge the 

human in my mind and let me in your name to get elevated to the angry chaos chosen herald!

Apep, O thou wicked dragon, your name is now my soul seven gates open, so now let your black blood 

dark journey within me and burn me with your fire power! Travel now up in me, o lord Apophis, and let 

me purified in your black fires have become the perfect result of your anti-cosmic creation!

Hell Apep!
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Sets speech to the 72 selected

Hear my words, O ye that within you carry Khem Sedjet, and open your eyes! Rise in power, 

Xeper-I-Set, came to me and joined in the dragon's wings, Xeper-I Apep!

For I am calling upon you is the southern throne master, whose name is the key to the divine 

wisdom and power! I am the red desert king who in the bloody sand will bury the entire unworthy 

gudaskaran! I sjustjärnornas master, the immortal, who rules over the darkness of night and the 

devastating storms! I am a champion of the gods, the great Set!

Mine is Tcham (Djam) rod, which is the future of the scepter, and the domination of the unknown void that is 

your future! Mine is the right to judge the enemy to death and to give eternal life to those who become one with 

my Sekhem!

Mine is the terrible anger and brute force, forcing the cosmic gods to kneel before my darkness 

faith! Mine is the crown and the title of the Set-Heh, the Eternal!

I'm the outer aspect of the black flame that burns inside of you! I am your will to power and your 

way to total victory! I the Cruel, who gives you power to tread down and destroy your unworthy 

enemies! I am the mighty one, like the other gods fear! I Pakerbeth!

I am guided by the dragon's wrath and Apeps grain is my true Sekhem! I lift my left hand and salute my 

supporters who indulge ISFET, which is Khem Sedjets innermost essence, but with my right hand, which 

is raised in anger, I will mercilessly destroy the weak who have allowed themselves to be enslaved by 

Maat!

I am the cosmic order slayer and the angry chaos terrible messenger! I am the dragon's 

firstborn son, who brings the power and wisdom of the strong and enlightened, and exalt the 

elect to darkness immortal gods! I Erbeth!

So heed my call now, O ye who are one with Khem Sedjet, and open your eyes! Rise in power, 

Xeper-I-Set, came to me, unite under the dragon's wings and Xeper-IApep!
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Being Versus Becoming

Within the Draconian Setianismen divided life into two essential parts. One part is the natural 

and cosmic matter, which is the pre-created, organized and predetermined part, which is 

being.

This part, which is not framviljad of Mage, usually said to be in Osiris and Horus' rule and is in 

harmony with the cosmic tyranny, whose name is goddess and Maat.

Maat represents stagnation, not development and limited structure. In this limited and of any other 

(Ra) created existence, must Maat followers find themselves in and be satisfied, not to violate the 

laws cosmic order, i.e. they have to "go with the flow" and feel happy to be someone outside prime 

creation and let their lives be guided by the cosmic destiny. In this way, lasted the same as the 

right-hand path, which does not lead to anything other than what is already known and of oneself 

and of others experienced. Therefore, "to be" contrary to the Draconian Setianismens goals and the 

kind of life pursued on the left-hand path.

For the second form of existence, which is the Setianiska magician's way, is the eternal Incarnation which 

stands in stark contrast to the natural and limited form of existence.

Becoming (Xeper) is to consciously move away from the previously dictated the conditions of existence and 

to fight for at all levels to become self-created, in accordance with their true, magic, desire.

Fountainhead this desire to be their own creation and free from all shackles and weaknesses, which binds 

us to the creation, we can not have themselves framviljat, called in the darkest tradition of "Khem Sedjet".

Sedjet Khem means "black flame" and the elect will to power, wisdom and freedom.

This desire for power and continual becoming, is not, from a cosmic perspective, natural and leads straight into 

the unknown purifying darkness.

Therefore Incarnation not in harmony with and transcends Maat and instead of driving force 

ISFET, which is the anti-cosmic impulse.

ISFET is the outer aspect of the inner black flame and usually represented by our God and 

idol, the mighty Set.

Set the "unnatural God" which, with its dark chaotic energies brings evolution and revolution, and in 

accordance with their strong will creates and destroys (Coagulation et Solve), without taking into 

account if he violates the prevailing order laws and structures .
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Set is the immortal desire, who refuses to submit to any restrictions whatsoever, and therefore 

freedom, border-speeding and eternal become dets supreme god. Becoming thus becomes 

synonymous with the left hand path and the Setianska alchemy highest formula.

This esoteric alchemy is to transform the base into something noble, to transform man into God 

and the cosmos to chaos, to thereby enable becoming, in a completely unlimited and no time 

and rumbundet plan.

The cosmos is the cosmos and perish, while the chaos was chaos and chaos, forever will be. Therefore 

Xeper-I-Set, and then Xeper-I Apep.

Become God, transcending the cosmos and become then a chaos' eternal, unlimited potential.

Xeper-In-Khem Sedjet.
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Setnakt / Set is powerful!

Set as the Greeks called Typhon is Egypt's terrible and cruel god who, according to the inscriptions and 

writings of archaeologists has translated, among other things, called for: "The mighty God (a, pahuti) 

whose anger is to be feared." Set was also called for " mighty from Thebes "and" Southern ruler ". Sets 

are described as a terrible and mighty war god who rewarded and gave the victory to the strong who 

followed his path and who were loyal to him. But he was also the cruel and ruthless God tormented and 

destroyed all those who dared to stand in his way.

Iron is the metal that is dedicated to the set and it is written that "Iron is SetTyphons legs."

Set assumes many symbolic forms such as .: arrested (Akhekh), hippo, crocodile, the black pig, 

donkey, turtle, leopard, snake and dragon. And though all the Egyptian gods are depicted with animal 

heads are set, the only god depicted with a mythological animal heads.

Set has also been identified as "the black sun, the rulers of the darkness and murderers God".

He is the sterile earth and desert king who constantly violate the cosmic laws and 

natural order.

Set is also the storm and nightmares master, who with his black magic drives people 

crazy!

Unlike the other gods, who do not want too many changes in the world they have 

created, Set the god of violent forces of evolution and development.

Set is the god helps those who help themselves, and therefore the powerful god and idol.

Set is also insulation, misantropins and lonely god.

For he is the only God that takes away from the rest of the unworthy gudaskaran he because of 

their weakness and stupidity sees as its enemies. Set is the lone and mighty ruler who controls 

his own and Sina's fate and future.

Set is the one who cuts off and isolates, to thus strengthen and deify!
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Set has not always been regarded Egypt as a "satanic god", because before the cult of Osirus had 

managed to spread throughout Egypt (about 4000 BC) worshiped set officially by large parts of Egypt, and 

there were many great and mighty temple was dedicated to him.

This was natural because large parts of Egypt consisted of desert areas and Seth was the ruler of the 

desert.

One of the many famous temple was dedicated to Setianismen was in the city of Tanis.

This temple was used as a focal point for channeling Sets energies during one of his 

aspects as "the mighty god of war."

Set during this period was respected and revered though he was seen as a cruel, violent and 

bloodthirsty god of war!

There were also many pharaohs and other powerful men who took to Set's name and looked set as 

the supreme god.

But as the cult of Osirus spread like the plague in Egypt highlighted Sets demonic and evil 

aspects more and more.

For after all it was set as a result of "their selfish purposes" had murdered Osiris and dismembered his 

corpse!

Therefore, using Osirisdyrkarna out of Set's "bad reputation" in the same way as the Christians several 

thousand years later, making use of Satan.

It went so far that they even stressed out Sets the name of the holy scriptures and destroyed all 

Setianska temple.

Set in its wrathful form became Egypt's enemy and foreigners and strangers god. Set was 

still seen as a terrible and powerful God, but now it was just his destructive aspects 

highlighted in some texts, he even be identified as the dragon Apep he was predicted to have 

fought. Thus was set the prototype of many future religions "devil figures" such as 

Christianity, Satan!
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The Setianska Opening Ritual

0th

This opening ritual uses the Setianske magician in order to launch all of their rituals, to be held 

after sunset when the set is dark and the night sky god can best be called during the night.

The altar used during this ritual is located south of the ritual space.

1st

The Setianske magician begins a power meditation where he intensely visualize how the Big Dipper (Ursa 

Major) seven stars, which is the astral Sets representation, lets his light shine over and through him, to 

the way purify and strengthen him for the upcoming ritual.

When meditation is complete teeth magician black or red (red is SetTyphons color) altar 

light and starts calling the four set-Typhoniska names, to thereby induce and channel it 

Setianska power flow!

2nd

Facing the altar (south) visualizes the Setianske magician an evil eye surrounded by menacing 

storm clouds in the black night sky, while he proclaims the following:

"Erbeth, my mighty lord, you are the wisdom and the dark mystery of God, I call upon you and ask 

you that as the dark enlightenment seed in the depths of my black soul, that I in your name and 

through the deification knowledge you donate I should be able to free my inner kaoseld from this 

pathetic form of cosmic existence that I have been forced! "

3rd

The Setianske magician turns to the east and visualize the powerful set as the Åsnehövdade 

God in their hands holding two bloody iron knives, while he proclaims the following:

"Io Seth, O cruel ruler you that by raping the inferior Horus showed the unworthy gudaskaran 

that you are their superiors, I call upon you and ask you to wake me up from my enforced 

slumber and open my eyes so that I will able to see through the cosmic lies and illusions that 

aims to quench my inner black flame thus forever enslave my spirit!
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Be with me now, and while away the lie that has clouded my senses and let your truth prevail! "

4th

The Setianske magician turns to the north and visualize Ursa Major's seven stars and feel the 

cruel Set's dark and powerful presence beyond this constellation, which is the astral gate to 

Setheus, while he proclaims the following:

"Pakerbeth, God of gods, O you who gives the scepter Djam called wind sensor, you exalt 

those who walk on your left path of darkness proud gods, I call upon you and ask you to 

give me power, black spire and total mastery of the dark void called the future!

Let me in your name to ride the winds of power, so that through your blessings will be able to reflect your black 

sun's brilliant darkness and become Xeper-in-Set!

5th

The Setianske magician turns to the west and visualize a terrible, majestic and 

massive grip in his left claw holds the unworthy Osiris caught while he proclaims the 

following:

"O mighty Ablanathanalba Suthek, who keeps the defeated and enslaved Osiris caught in your gleaming 

claws, I call upon you and ask you to pass and kill the static and bright force that would prevent my 

spiritual evolution! Be with me Ablanathanalba and grant me the black grapple forces so that I in your 

name to be able to get up in the power and triumph! "

6th

The Setianske magician turns back toward the altar and the left shows treuddstecknet while 

he with great feeling and a powerful voice proclaims:

"Ablanathanalba Suthek! Set is 

my father! Hell Set! "
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7th

The Setianske magician lowers its western hand and recite the following prayer / invocation:

"O mighty Sut-Hek, o Set-Typhon, O mighty Bepon-Beput-Bata, whose magic is powerful, it is in 

your name that I oppose the cosmic gods and their creation! I have for millennia wandered 

through the Demiurge creation and acted as an instrument of the dark forces, so I have served 

you, and my true desire is to overthrow the cosmic order!

Therefore, I know that I am in the night is worthy to call upon your powers with which my magic will 

reshape reality by my divine desire!

So now hear my supplication, O Lord Setnakt and look down at me from your black throne in Setheus!

I who walk in your shadow now call on you Typhon, Python, Set, Erbeth Io, Io Pakerbeth, Bolchoseth 

Io, Io Apomx was now with me and fill my veins with your black blood will give me demonic strength 

and divine power! O mighty Seth, honor me with your dark and unborn soul's presence and thus 

immortalizes my inner black flame that is my true selves Sekhem! Let me in your guise and with the 

help of your black magic to dominate and control this world that I'm staying in and thus make your own 

control over enemy gods creation stronger than ever! I am one with the Set-Typhon! Xeper-in-Set!

Eighth

The Setianske magician takes a deep breath and feel how he draws in the Setianska energies 

that now surround him, then slowly exhale all the air while he mentally vibrating power of the 

word "Pakerbeth".

9th

The Setianske magician now starting the main ritual!

10th

The Setianske magician finishing their rituals by standing facing the altar (south) and the left 

display treuddstecknet while he proclaims the following:

"Erbeth give me the wisdom and enlightenment that will lift my soul and liberate my spirit!
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Hell Erbeth! "(X7)

11th

The Setianske magician turns to the east and with the left hand shows treuddstecknet 

while he proclaims the following:

"Io Seth gives me clarity and open my eyes so that I will be able to see the creator's all 

lies and illusions! Hell Io Seth! "(X7)

12th

The Setianske magician turns to the north and the left shows treuddstecknet 

while he proclaims the following:

"Pakerbeth gives me power and future scepter and make it possible for me to transform myself 

so that I thus be transformed and reborn into one of darkness immortal gods! Hell Pakerbeth! 

"(X7)

13th

The Setianske magician turns to the west and with the left hand shows treuddstecknet 

while he proclaims the following:

"Ablanathanalba gives me strength and power so that I will be able to defeat my enemies and 

forever rule over their enslaved souls! Hell Ablanathanalba! "(X7)

14th

The Setianske magician turns again to the altar and proclaims the following:

"Set has strengthened my will and I have strengthened Set by wanting! My will is 

law! Hail Set "(x7)

15th

The Setianske magician blowing off the altar light. The ritual 

is finished!
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separation Ritual

0th

This ritual uses the Setianske magician when he finds it necessary to separate and distinguish the 

different individuals from each other.

E.g. can this ritual used to get unwanted elements to be excluded from any specific 

group, or this ritual used to sow discord and division between lovers or good 

friends!

1st

The ritual begins with "The Setianska opening ritual."

2nd

The Setianske magician meditating for a long time about the purpose of the ritual, and then ends 

the meditation to burn incense to Set's glory!

3rd

The Setianske magician writes with red ink on a parchment paper the names of those he wants to 

separate from each other, one name should be written on the right side of the paper and the second to be 

written on the left side.

4th

The Setianske magician continues then the ritual by four times to recite the following 

invocation of parchment paper:

"I call on you, O my mighty god Set, you who rule over the darkness of the night, you are terrible, 

undefeated and powerful, I implore you! Be with me Typhon-Set, O thou whose anger gets heaven 

and earth to shake and the whole universe tremble, I call you!

Come to me Kolchoi Tontonon, O you who love unrest and division and hate stability and 

stagnation, now staying with me and strengthen my will so that with your help to be able to divide, 

control and isolate the people who are the focus point of my black rites this night!
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Where now with me, o lord Set-Typhon, Iaia Iakoubiai Io Erbeth, Io Pakerbeth Io Bolchoseth Basdouma 

Papathnax Apopess Osesro Ataph Thatbraou Eo Thaththabra Borara Abrobreitha Bolchoseth Kokkoloiptole 

Rambithnips, and spread hatred and discord between NN and NN so that only hostility and antagonism 

should exist between them!

Mighty Bolchoseth arbitration from NN NN and separate their fates so they will be like Set and Osiris, 

filled with hatred for each other!

O mighty Typhon-Seth, you are the most powerful of all gods, hearken now my prayer and at the 

Black grapple eternal wrath now let my will! "

5th

The Setianske magician river slowly down the parchment paper in half, while he exclaims:

"In sets name separates me forever from NN NN! How to Set 

hate Osiris should NN NN hate! This is my will and so shall it 

be! Hell Set! Hell Typhon! "

6th

The Setianske magician burn one piece of paper and spread the ashes to the wind and the 

other piece of paper, he throws in a lake, a sea or a well.

7th

The Setianske magician finish the ritual in the traditional way.
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Set's Curse

0th

The ritual begins with the Setianska Opening Ritual.

1st

The Setianske magician create using beeswax hollow image depicting the enemy.

Inside the image, place the magician a piece of parchment paper on which he had with the red ink has written 

the name of his enemy (if the magician has access to the enemy's hair, blood or nails he places also these astral 

links to the enemy inside the hollow image).

2nd

The Setianske magician carve enemy name avbildens chest and Sets pentagram on its 

back.

The magician picks up the image that he is holding in his left hand in front of them, and recite the 

following:

"O rulers of the darkness, view my weak and without power enemy NN I proud your son / daughter 

being caught in my left hand, and receive his / her vitality and soul as a victim of this hatred dark 

night!

Turn NN Ka against him / her, kill her / his Djet and consume his / her Ba, O my great and 

almighty lord Setnakt!

Let the demons flock NN and attack his / her heart! And let him / her get 

the feel of the Set-Typhons terrible wrath! "

The magician places the image on the altar and proclaims:

"Hail Set! Hell 

Typhon! "
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3rd

The Setianske magician paint with Typhoniskt blood (the blood of a pig or a donkey) following pentagram 

and power words on the floor before the altar (the pentagram should be large enough so that the circle 

surrounding it to be at least 1.5 meters long in circumference) :

4th

The Setianske magician places the enemy image in the middle of the pentagram which he has painted on the 

floor, and sitting on the floor in front of the pentagram, he initiates a black meditation.

During this meditation focuses magician of the hatred he feels towards the enemy and try to 

put himself in such an angry and hateful state of mind as possible.

Magician completes the black meditation by declaring the following:

"In the Black arrested Sets the name to be my enemy, NN annihilated! Hell 

Ablanathanalba! "

5th

The Setianske magician recites with a hate of the following invocation seven times over enemy 

image:

"Mighty Typhon, O you who rule over legions of darkness, was now with me, and let your black 

flame empower my curse!
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O gods champion Seth, you are the destroyer, dödsbringare, storms master, southern throne ruler, 

nightmares God, the false gods destroyer, the weak slayer, kaosbringare and the powerful master, I am 

your proud son / daughter, implore and beseech your destructive powers this vengeance dark night!

I have spent my enemy NN before thee, O mighty Seth, and I donate his / her life to you as a gift, 

and establishes an astral link between you, so that you can eliminate the standing in the way for me, 

your faithful servant, that walketh in your dark path!

Almighty Set-Typhon, was with me and destroy my unworthy enemy NN, for I am your faithful warriors in 

your name have fought against the gods and won!

How Great Bolchoseth, leave your dark kingdom and now staying with me and strengthen my hatred and my 

fury, and I alone in wanting to be able to destroy my enemy NN!

Ablanathanalba, O great grip, let your eternal night's dark cloud NN flame of life, and with your 

destructive claws wear down his / her dirty mind!

Io Set, cruel ruler, waste NN's blood and with your demonic lust to rape his mind so that 

his / her days like his / her nights will be filled with fear, terror and nightmares!

Erbeth, the black flame lord, let the wind storm and bury NN, which is my most hated enemy in 

the black desert sand and let him / her forever engulfed in the eternal darkness of oblivion!

Pakerbeth, great king, curse NN who is my equal and your enemy, and let him / her get the 

feel of my hats infernal fires!

Let me whose only purpose for existence is to be raised to your level to get my revenge, and driving 

my enemy NN in death's cold embrace!

Store Set-Typhon, was now with me and annihilate NN, one of Horus' unworthy servants and let death 

eternal darkness envelop his body and soul! Typhon-Set, destroying the enemy! "
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6th

The Setianske magician retrieves a järnnål which he has previously blessed in Typhons name and placed on 

the altar and recite the following incantation over enemy image:

"At the big bear seven stars, I am now one with Typhon-Set! I am the chosen one, and blessed, now 

possessed by Set has the power to judge my enemy, NN, to death!

NN, I enslave your shadow and destroys your soul and with Typhons hatred pierces me 

your heart! "

7th

The Setianske magician stabs iron needle in the heart of the enemy image, which is placed in the middle 

of the pentagram painted on the floor, while he exclaims:

"Kolchoi Tontonon, destroy my enemy!"

Eighth

The Setianske magician takes the ritual dagger that is placed on the altar, and keeps the height of the 

enemy's image, and exclaims:

"NN, in Set-Typhons name I take now your life!"

The magician cuts the head of the enemy image of ritual dagger and visualize intensely his 

enemy die, while he messes following:

"Kolchoi Tontonon Bepon Bata!"

9th

The Setianske magician puts the headless image with its head in a black box.

The magician picks up the box he keeps in his hands and exclaims the following:

"So that NN has now been destroyed, all the unworthy people who dare to stand in my way perish!

Set-Typhon, give me strength, divine power and the ability to defeat all the enemies!

Hail Set "(x7)
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10th

The Setianske magician finish the ritual in the traditional way, and washes away the Typhoniska pentagram 

that has been painted on the floor, using rainwater as he has previously collected.

To this curse ritual should give full effect to the pierced and beheaded the image and the 

box as it is placed in the out door to the enemy's home, or at any other location where 

the image surely will be detected and get in contact with the enemy.
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The three Setianska feasts

In the following text, the three largest Setianska feasts and the three short but powerful 

invocations / rituals that the Setianske magician can use to channel the Setianska power flow 

during these festivals.

(All invocations and rituals used during celebrations of the three Setianska festivals be 

initiated by "setianska opening ritual.")

The first Setianska feast is "the celebration of Sets revolt against Osiris," which falls

on 22 March.

During this day, the Setianske magician develop and channel the energies Sets by uttering the power 

words that Jehovah Sets secret name. The magician stands facing the altar shall be located in the south 

and recite the following invocation seven times:

"I implore you to Set-Typhon, Baal, Ash, Teshub, Sets of Dahlke, Sets of Kharga, Sets of Ombos, Sets 

of Oxyrhynchus!

I NN invoke you o fearful Kolchoi Tontonon Set! I call you master 

Apomx Phriourigx Beptu!

Heed my supplication Typhon Kolchlo Pontonon Set Sachaoch Ea Io Io Bolchoseth Erbeth Neuthi 

Iao IAE Iosphe Io Io Abraoth, Set Chreps!

Come to me and obey my prayers this uprising night! Leave your throne, located in the mighty 

empire Setheus! Leave your dark residence where your word is law and honor me your proud 

son / daughter with your invigorating and enlightening energies presence!

I'm your son / daughter that is created by your blood spilled in battle cries your name that are power 

words and ask you to stay with me this blessed night!

Set-Heh, Setnakt, Sutek, Beth, Bolchoseth, Sut, Ablanathanalba-Set, Set Chereps, Bata, Bepon, 

Kolchoi Tontonon, Lerthex staying with me in this place which is a reflection of my soul temple and 

flood my senses tonight with your dark visions and dreams!

Let my whole life is permeated by your presence, O mighty sets and forever darken and strengthen 

my soul!
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Where now with me, O thou great Set!

For it is when you're near me I will Erbeth!

And that's when you passed me and re-taken your place in Setheus I remember what you've turned 

me into and I will Pakerbeth!

I am Sets name of the proud and the solitary God instead of being / wen choose to forever be / 

Xeper! Xeper-in-Set!

The other major Setianska festival is "Set's birthday," which falls

July 29th

During this day, the magician Setianske enjoy a feast to honor Sets. The food should be of 

the kind that is holy to set such as: fish, pork and watermelon.

Just before midnight, stands the magician before the altar and recite the following invocation seven 

times:

"Oh mighty Seth, Nuits feared son, it's the power of your name that fills my heart with hope this 

darkness and nightmares night!

Let your dark shadow fall over me and grant me your protection, O Thou Great Set! This day is 

completely under your rule is called Naktab and it is Naktab I now ask of you!

So give me the power of the senses and the ability to re-create my own spirit so that one day I will be able to get 

up in power and become Xeper-in-Set!

O Almighty Ablanathanalba Set, counsel me in my fight against forced my weaknesses, so that I can 

prevail, and in your name be Pakerbeth! Achachor Achchor Achachachptoumi Chachcho Charachoch 

Chaptoume Chora CH, Aptoumime Chochaptou Charachptou Chachcho Chara CH, Ptenachocheou!

Hell Set! "
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The third major Setianska festival is "murder of Osiris," which falls

On October 16

This day was the murdered Osiris buried in the city of Abydos. All gods except Set murdered Osiris mourn 

this day, for they know that their fate is also to eventually be destroyed and die!

The Setianske magician celebrate this day of happiness, to this day represents the dark forces 

triumph over the natural order!

The Setianske magician bury the image of Osiris at the beginning of this day. The image should 

be made of clay or ceramic.

On avbildens front / chest should Osiris' symbols have been carved out and avbildens back / back the 

names of the magician's personal enemies be engraved! Later that night, just before midnight when the 

ritual to be held should the image be dug up.

The magician should keep the image in his left hand and turn against the West and recite the following 

invocation:

"I Ablanathanalba, the mighty griffin holding the defeated Osiris caught in my claws!

I Abriaoth Speaker Photography Set, whose dominion over the gods kingdom is total and whose mere will, which 

is strengthened by the dark awakening has the power to destroy the unworthy gudaskaran!

Osoronophris the dead, weak god who was once the ruler of this world! I now views his 

body and know that I am immortal!

I, who have defeated Osiris, now know that I have under my feet can crush the cosmic gods armies!

I look down on those who do not walk in the mighty Sets shadow and transmit my own weaknesses to 

your bodies!

I bury and forces the energies that obscures my senses into your dirty souls!

At Mirasus name it happen!

In Set-HEHS name of the winner divine done! "

The magician should repeat this invocation seven times, and then sets the name crush image which then 

contains all the energies he wants to expel from his own soul and
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spirit, thus transferring the magician these negative energies to the enemies, whose names were inscribed on 

avbildens back.

Once this has been addressed magician north and recite the following:

"My father almighty Set cleanse me and strengthens my soul, and it is in his name I swear to 

defeat the cosmic order! I spit on the static existence and choose Xeper instead of Wen! My 

father gives me the future sprout whose name is Djam! In Erbeths name belongs to the void 

called the future of me! Hell Set! "

This ritual ends with the magician bury the crushed Osiris' image. If the ritual intended 

to damage a specific enemy, the shattered image buried near the enemy's home or 

any other place that he / she will pass!
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Forces words / Set Typhons name

The following text contains descriptions and explanations of a few of the lord Sets many secret and 

magical name!

When it was possible, translations into the various names given in the text below. The Setianska 

magician can and should make use of the different names of the great sets of their rituals, the sets of 

names are the Forces word that provokes and attracts the Setianska power flow. Osiris is defeated, Set 

is the winner! Hell Ablanathanalba!

• Set-Heh = Set the eternal.

• Setnakt = Set is powerful.

• Setekh = The intoxicated.

• Erbeth = Set as the creator of new ideas.

• Beth = Set.

• Pakerbeth = I have raised myself to the set level.

• Sutekh = Set.

• Bolchoseth = Baal, Lord, that attacks like Seth.

• Lerthex = Typhons secret name.

• Kolchoi Tontonon = Set Typhons secret name.

• Seti = Sets husband.

• Sut = Set.

• Ablanathanalba = Set as the griffin who defeated Osiris!

• Io = Set.

• Sutk = Set.

• Apomx Phriourigx = Set-Typhon.

• Beptu = Typhon.

• Set Chereps = Set as thunder lord.

• SUT = Hek Set.

• Bepon-Beput-Bata = Set-Typhon, the black magic master.

• Pyripeganx = Eldfontänens rulers.

• Bepon = Typhons magical name that has the power to create illusions.

• Bata = Set.

• Seth Io = Set.

• Xeper-in-Set = I is set.

• Suti = Set.
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Ama-Ushumgal-Anna

Initially ruled the darkness and chaos were everywhere.

Tiamat, chaos' mother, together with Absu, deep father, ruled over the eternal darkness 

and utter silence.

Tiamat and Absu together formed the chaotic uroceanen.

Absus sweet water blended with Tiamat salt water, when they together dreamed their dark dreams.

But from the two Ancients dreams began to energies that were not clean, and not in harmony with the chaos 

taking shape in the darkness. These impure energies grew strong.

This occurred without chaos' mother or father deep awakened from the sleep dark. From the impure energies 

that had taken shape in the darkness began the filthy rebel gods to come forward.

From the non-chaotic energies that had taken shape began to light unworthy bastard gods to 

come forward.

Among these new gods was named Enki strongest. Enki became the 

ruler of the bastard gods. Enki was the unworthy king of the gods.

The utter silence was no longer perfect, the eternal night was disturbed by the bastard gods 

murmur.

Absu, deep father woke from his sleep and became angry. Tiamat, chaos' mother 

awoke from his sleep and was filled with hatred. Disgusted they looked down on the 

new gods.

With hateful eyes they saw the bastard gods multiply. This darkened 

mother Tiamat. This filled father Absu with the desire for revenge.

Not even Egura, deep black water, could dampen the bastard gods merry laughter. Not even the 

bottomless black mists could not hide the new Gods presence. Bastard Gods behavior was repugnant to 

the deep father. Absu stormed filled with hatred, because the new gods' actions were inappropriate. In his 

anger turned Absu chaos dragon Tiamat and said:

"Bastard Gods action is repugnant to me, for I can no longer find any rest, and in the 

dark longer get any sleep.

I will destroy, I will destroy, I will destroy their actions, so that chaos' purity may be restored, so that 

we again be able to dream the dark dreams. "When Tiamat heard these words, she was filled with 

joy and she shouted to her husband:
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"Exterminate those of my dreams has been created, their behavior is totally disgusting to me.

Exterminate these rebellious gods, my husband, and you will be in my arms to dream of power dark 

dreams. "

When Absu heard this, his face shone by the evil that he planned bastard 

gods, his own vile offspring.

When the new gods saw the halo of hatred that surrounded the father Absu, they were filled with fear. 

Bastard gods fled to Enki, who was their king, and told him: "The abyss is ready for war, and the 

almighty Chaos Dragon recite the curses of vengeance."

When Enki heard this, he was filled with fear, but Enki was the new king of the gods, most 

coward and listigast he was among the bastard gods, so he told his subjects: "Let us poison the 

waters, and the abyss strength lies in darkness, let us spend our light to dark to so blind our 

father, Absu. Let us with our joint forces to destroy him, for Absu is proud and does not expect 

cowardice.

Let us lie in wait for him and with our Magic lower Absu in the death of water, so that he shall forever 

have to dream dreams of death. "

Absu, deep father, had risen up out of the abyss, and poised for battle, but the cowardly gods 

blinded Absu with light and poisoned his water. They attacked Absu from behind, with his magic 

plunged him into the sleep of death. The vile bastard gods were filled with joy and ecstasy 

copulated with each other to create new life.

In this way celebrated light gods their deceitful victory and bastard king of the gods, the cowardly Enki, told 

his subjects:

"Let us build a temple to desecrate our deceased father's name, calling the temple Absu, let us in this 

temple create more dirty life with fighting chaos." When the other gods heard this, they were filled with 

morbid delight.

In the place where, by their cowardly attack had defeated Absu, they built a temple. To desecrate 

chaos called the temple Absu.

Inside the temple Absu Enki copulated with his filthy whore Damkina. In the temple Absu 

bred Marduk.

Inside the dirty temple was conceived Marduk, son of Enki, son of Damkina. Worn-out whore 

Damkinas womb was born Marduk and all the light gods gave gifts to Marduk.

All light bastard gods gave of their own forces to Marduk. Marduk became the most powerful among the 

bastard gods, just as cowardly and clever as his deceitful father, Enki, was Marduk.
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The mighty Tiamat, chaos' Mother, mother Tiamat, Chaos Dragon, filled with anger, filled with hate, stood up out 

of the darkness and her sinister screams were heard in the depths, was heard in the darkness.

Tiamat screams were heard in Nar Mattaru and her cry was a storm whipping all souls, except her 

faithful who lived in Da-Ra-Es Ku-Kuga Bar Sheg. Up from Da-Ra-Es Ku-Kuga Bar Shegs darkest 

slippery steps spirit of revenge before the Tiamat.

Avenging spirit told Tiamat:

"Your husband has the cowardly bastard gods killed, Absu, the vile bastard gods killed, with his deceitful 

ways they have killed our father, with the dirt they have desecrated chaos' darkness.

Now let us avenge our beloved Absu, O chaos' mother. Let us now 

take revenge, O almighty dragon. "

When Tiamat heard this speech, it pleased her and she screamed in the darkness: "vengeance is now, 

hatred winds will now storm the Holocaust and fires will burn all life.

Vengeful spirit has awakened me from sleep sorrow, we must now avenge deep father. "With his magic 

called Tiamat to the living darkness.

Evil demons and chaos gods she developed and they joined all together under the dragon throne.

In anger they conspired without interruption, awaiting battle, raging with anger gave the advice to 

design the upcoming battle.

Mother Tiamat, filled with hatred recite the ancient incantations and with her magic she 

developed Hubur, Hubur Tiamat priestess, Hubur demons creator. Tiamat told Hubur:

"Create legions of vengeance, create non-order demons, creating Holocaust gods, for I, Tiamat, the most 

powerful and oldest of the chaos gods, they require new blood of the gods as a sacrifice.

Create armies of Chaos' warriors who avenge Absus death. Create chaos' Avengers, my faithful Hubur 

and avenge the Dragon's grief. "Hubur, Tiamat angry shade, bowed before the dragon throne and with his 

black magic she developed drakvidunder, vasstandade and merciless fangs. With poison instead of blood 

she filled their bodies, raging giant dragons dressed her with fear.

She let them wear horror shine and made them gods to those who would harm them would perish.

Hubur uppställde Hydra, the raging dragon and Lahamu, the great lion, the raging dog and 

scorpion man.
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Huge storm demons, the fish man and Capricorn, carrying merciless weapons without fear of 

combat.

Eleven Chaos Gods of this kind she brought forth. When this was clearly 

Hubur knelt before the dragon Tiamat.

Tiamat, the great dragon, Tiamat, the original chaos personified, with a hateful voice screamed 

Hubur:

"Hubur, my faithful priestess, I'm happy with what you have created, but who will lead the eleven to total 

victory and bring me bastard gods lacerated souls as victims?" When Hubur heard chaos dragon's question, 

she developed with her black magic to her husband, she provoked chaos' great prince warlord Kingu.

Before Tiamat throne she exalted Kingu and Tiamat name she chose Kingu to lead the way for the 

army.

Hubur chose Kingu to lead the evil congregation, that trip weapons before the battle, the supreme command 

of the fight she handed in Kingus hand. Hubur let Kingu take place in the council and before Tiamat faith, 

Hubur said to her husband, the mighty Kingu:

"I have recited a force formula for you, I have made you great in the congregation of God with dominion over all 

the gods I have filled your hand, you are now more powerful than ever my husband.

Let the dirty bastard gods crushed under your feet. "Hubur gave the mighty Kingu 

ödestavlorna and put them on his chest. Self Help Tiamat screamed now:

"Kingu is now ready for battle, Kingu is now our avenger, to be avenged Absus death."

Chaos' legions were equipped for battle with the rebel gods, Tiamat vile offspring.

The filthy rebel gods were filled again with the terror, their god Enki shook with anger and fear.

Enki stunned with fear and wept blood on his throne, for he knew that no one could resist the 

mighty Tiamat's wrath and survive.

The cowardly Enki, the deceitful god, gathered his subjects and told them what the mighty 

dragon instigated.

Enki told them about the eleven, created by Tiamat will and Huburs magic. He told of vengeance legions 

during Kingus management now was ready for war and when all light gods heard this, they wept blood, for 

they knew that none of them would dare to face death legions, during Kingus leadership would now 

avenge Absu. The cowardly gods sank into silence and Uggus shadow fell over them. But Anshar, who 

was oldest among the bastard gods, came up with a solution. Anshar called upon Enki and told him:
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"On whose strength is mighty to be their fathers defender. The one who will 

fight the chaos is Marduk, the hero. "

When Enki heard this, he called his son, Marduk, and said to him: "O Marduk, my faithful son, now 

listen to your father, the shadow of death has fallen upon us, Mother Tiamat, the evil dragon, has 

declared war on us that of her dreams have come forward, she has accumulated darkness and chaos' 

legions, now ready to spill our blood.

You, Marduk, is our only hope, for among us that do not serve the dragon there is no one dare to 

fight Tiamat warriors, led by Kingu.

I, Enki, now wants you, Marduk, who is the strongest of all the gods must defend ourselves against the 

dragon's wrath, I want my son to be fighting Tiamat. "Marduk filled with hatred against the forces of chaos 

swore before his father's belief that he by his cunning and strength all the gods bestowed upon him would 

wage war against mother Tiamat.

When the gods heard this, they were filled with joy, but Marduk who was listigast among the bastard gods 

gathered to the entire congregation of God, and to them he announced his demands for his upcoming clash 

with the forces of chaos. To his father, and to the other gods, he said:

"If I, Marduk, son of Enki, the war against Tiamat, I need the whole 

gudaförsamlingens blessings and forces.

I Marduk, want to be exalted above all of you, the dominion of the highest throne I require, because if 

you do not elevate me to the supreme god is not my strength will be enough to combat chaos, and 

death will certainly take all of us. "The gods which was filled with fear for the coming war decided to 

go along with Marduk requirements.

They built the mighty temple of Marduk's honor and praise his name. They declared Marduk as king 

of the gods and endowed him scepter, throne and rule.

Bastard gods armed Marduk with powerful weapons. The armed 

Marduk with bow and arrow. The armed Marduk with ax and 

sword. The armed Marduk with flash and fire.

With their newfound powers created the cowardly Marduk a light nets to trap enemies in.

Marduk called the four cosmic winds, he created the whirlwind and the hurricane that would protect him 

against chaos' wrath.

These winds he sent the dragon to so confuse his senses. Marduk, who was now ready for battle, 

called up a mighty windstorm, surrounded by the protective whirlwind he flew over the armies of 

darkness.
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Marduk traveled towards the dragon throne.

Deep chaos journeyed to Marduk, and reached the chaos throne, facing the mother Tiamat he again 

descended to the depths.

Face to face with the dragon, Marduk declared war. Without kneel dared the filthy Marduk stand before 

Tiamat faith. Ummu Ushumgal Sumun Tiamat, chaos' mother, full of anger, full of hatred looked at the 

rebellious Marduk.

With the eyes of death, with hatred glance she looked down on the unworthy son of Enki. Tiamat 

recited the death songs, she shouted out a spell. Tiamat thrown its ancient formula and with his 

black magic she attacked Marduk.

Gods son, the cunning Marduk, was filled with fear. Out of 

Marduk eyes spurted blood. Out of Marduk's mouth flowed life 

red water. Out of Marduk ears ran the divine blood.

Marduk screamed in pain and started slowly in his own blood to drown. Sixty demons tore at 

Marduk's body. Seven demons drank Marduk's blood.

The great dragon, the chaos' mistress, seated on his throne laughed at Marduk plagues.

Chaos' legions, controlled by Kingu, surrounded Marduk. Hatred 

sons of evil daughters, encircled Marduk.

Marduk, which was filled with fear, saw the shadow of death approach him. Desperate and 

overwhelmed by the evil that surrounded him, Marduk invoked his cosmic winds.

He called out his storm winds and these winds he let loose the demons. Its light nets cast 

Marduk over Tiamat.

Chaos Dragon, filled with hatred, screamed the ancient curses.

Marduk now fought with all his force, and the four winds he let loose against Tiamat face.

When Tiamat opened its jaws, to shout out their rage, Marduk let the cosmic winds danger in her, so 

that she could not stop his bloody jaws. Mother Tiamat greatest of all screamed to Marduk: "How can 

you hope to kill something that never lived. How will you be able to defeat those who have never been 

born. I, Tiamat, was all when all was nothing. I ruled before death had become. I am the emptiness and 

the eternal darkness.

I am chaos, the destroyer of all order and nothingness mother.
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How are you, Marduk, which is only one of my aborted dreams offspring, hope of eternal 

domination.

Before cosmos was Chaos, and when cosmos falls, the middle of chaos again become everything. So enjoy 

your short victory bastardgud, for I, Tiamat, which is the first seen in ödestavlorna and know how this war will 

end.

Enjoy your short victory Marduk, for when the lights and the new gods have been destroyed, I will return to rule. "

Marduk was filled with fear when he heard Tiamat derisive speech and he let the cosmic winds fill the 

belly of Tiamat to tear her from within. But the mighty Tiamat, chaos dragon, cried not from pain, but 

laughed a scornful laugh.

Marduk, the new king of the gods, filled with horror avsköt their light arrows and tore up the dragon's belly.

Marduk arrows cut the dragon's intestines and mouth interior. Laughing fell 

the mighty Tiamat.

Laughing dropped chaos' mother into the sleep of death.

When Kingus troops saw the dragon's case, they dispersed, but chaos' high priestess invisible had 

witnessed the battle, Hubur the demonic witch, who had supervised the fight, turned himself into a black 

wind.

Before Tiamat Spilled Blood could fall to the ground, before the chaos dragon spilled blood could be 

desecrated by the filthy Marduk, gathered Hubur up the big dragon's blood and brought it to the light gods 

unknown places.

The faithful Hubur, the black magic mother, the evil witch Hubur, brought blood to the dark fringes and poured 

out the dragon's blood in the endless emptiness. Up from the blood of the dragon rose the angry chaos mighty 

kingdom. Get out of the primeval chaos blood stood dark avenger, to be avenged draktronens cases.

Drakmoderns blood flowed and spread, so that the chaos surrounding what would become the cosmos.

In the angry chaos darkness was the evil demons hungry and waiting. The cowardly Marduk 

unaware Huburs actions, unaware of the new demo kingdom, stood by the "dead" dragon's body 

and gathered up their weapons. For he who has 'killed' Tiamat must fight Kingu. Kingu, the last of 

what was left of the ancient genus.

Kingu, dragon Avenger, burning hatred were ready for battle, but before the warlord Kingu could clash 

with the unworthy Marduk, before the handsome Kingu could lower Marduk in the death of water, 

overpowered by his bastard gods armies. Kingu was overpowered by the cowardly gods legions, now 

ventured forward.
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For when the dragon was "dead" and the eleven that were created by Huburs magic had dispersed, 

became the bastard gods filled with false courage. The mighty Kingu, shackled with the fiery chains.

The filthy Marduk took away from Kingu ödestavlorna and put them on his own chest. But the demonic 

chaos prince laughed at the filthy Marduk, and said: "O you cowardly dog, your cowardice might have 

saved you, but I warlord chaos've seen in ödestavlorna and have seen how the war between chaos and 

cosmos will eventually stop .

I have seen into the black tablets and seen your own creation turn against you. I have seen those who 

serve the blind fury of the sword to open the doors to the hungry gods who await the day of vengeance.

I, Kingu, have seen how they will be guided by my spilled blood will avenge the initial chaos, 

you have desecrated. The dragon will reappear and I, Kingu, will get my revenge. So enjoy your 

short victory for chaos' victory will be forever. My revenge is my blood of heritage and hatred in 

my blood is forever.

So, enjoy your victory, Marduk, for when the day of wrath dawn, your blood should be spilled in my honor. "

When Marduk heard this, he asked his fighters to abduct and imprison Kingu. In Uggus darkest den 

he let his armies chain Kingu fixed. The entire congregation of God gathered around Marduk, and 

hailed him. Marduk, the unworthy bastard mouth dragon's head with his sword. He cut her veins 

when his father saw this, he was filled with joy and rejoicing.

Marduk, who saw the dragon's body, decided that with drakmoderns like to create the universe.

He divided the body in half and in half of the body he created the heavens. With the other 

half, he created all the land and soil.

Marduk placed the guards would prevent "the ones staying on the outside 'from invading creation of Marduk 

felt the threat from those who emerged from the dragon's blood. He sounded create walls that protected his 

creation against the angry chaos gods. Marduk set up locked gates that would prevent the chaos from the 

oceans to flood the universe.

He created stations for the gods, and set them corresponding to the stars of the zodiac.

Marduk created years and days, he gave the gods rule over the planets. Enki's son, put 

the sun to shine by day and the moon by night. All the gods hailed Marduk and gave him 

the title "Lord Creator."
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Marduk who enjoyed being hailed decided to create man so that man would also pay 

tribute and worship him. Marduk to his father Enki:

"Blood, I want to bind together and produce a skeleton. I want to establish urmäniskan whose generation 

will worship us forever. "When Enki heard this, he was proud of his son and called the entire congregation 

of God so that Marduk before them was to announce its plans for the creation of man.

When the gods heard Marduk's plans to create man, who would worship them, they gave all their 

approval to the creator god.

The cunning Marduk was satisfied with this and asked all those gathered gods: "Who of you are then 

ready to sacrifice themselves for the rest of us should get man as our faithful slave?

Who of you are then ready to let their blood be spilled, and we with blood and mud to be able to create our 

slaves?

För till att skapa människan behöver jag en guds blod och offrade liv, för att människan skall kunna resa sig 

ur leran måste en gud offras, vem bland er är redo att dö för att uppfylla den upphöjda gudaförsamlingens 

önskan?”

Då de fega gudarna hörde den smutsige Demiurgens ord fylldes de med fruktan, för ingen bland dem var 

redo att offra sitt liv för att uppfylla Marduks önskan. Men Igigi gudarna som var bland de listigaste i 

gudaskaran kom på en lösning, de sa till Marduk:

"Let us sacrifice the one who declared war against us, let's kill the one who taunted us. Let us spill the 

blood of one who has predicted our doom. Chaos' warlord we've imprisoned can die, so that our new 

servant shall receive. Kingu we can kill that man to be faithful slave is to be created. "When Marduk 

heard this, he called up and ordered to Kingu could be brought before the overall gudaskaran.

The filthy rebel gods brought Kingu out Uggus den. Proud stood the mighty 

Kingu before the unworthy gods. The cowardly Marduk, said to Kingu:

"You who predicted our death, it is now you have to be killed. Maybe chaos powers strength and 

power is not as great as we thought. The mighty Kingu maybe is blind, who could not see his own 

agonizing end in ödestavlorna. "

When Kingu heard this, he laughed a mocking laugh and said:

"I, Kingu, have seen my own death in ödestavlorna, but I have also seen my own 

resurrection, what is death to us is chaos, but a short rest. We were the first and we will be 

the last.
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We never lived, can not you rather die.

Spill my blood, O you cowardly Marduk, for himself, the blood that is in my veins will one day defeat you, for 

my hatred is eternal and so is my desire for revenge. Enjoy, O you filthy rebellgud, your short victory, for the 

punishment for your crimes are terrible and everlasting. "

When present, the gods heard this, they were filled with anger and with their swords they cut down the 

mighty Kingus body.

The coward Marduk will Kingus of veins and blood Kingus Marduk mixed with clay to form the 

human body.

His fetid breath blew Marduk into the human body, so that it would be filled with vitality and start 

living.

Man was created and all gods hailed Marduk.

The unworthy gods bestowed upon Marduk his fifty titles and elevated him to the cosmic king of the 

gods, for which the chaos domination before was total, reigned cosmos.

But outside the cosmos barriers are the gods of chaos that has risen from the chaos dragon's blood, these 

gods watching over the creation of light and wait for the day of vengeance. They await the eleven chaos 

princes orders to invade the demiurgiska Gods kingdom, to spread death black fires and forever blow out 

creates gods dying spark of life.

But those who make the dead dragon is not only the hungry, waiting for the war to the outside, for it is 

written that Marduk creation, controlled by Kingus blood, will open the gate to the other side.

For it is said that man, created by the devil's blood, will turn against its own creator, the 

impotente Marduk committed a fatal mistake when he created man with chaos demon warlord 

Kingus blood.

For the Kingus blood carries man in the depths of his soul the black chaos fire. In the depths of his soul 

bears the human seed of the anti-cosmic hatred. For human blood is the avenger of blood and human 

hatred is Kingus hatred. Among those selected, controlled by the chaotic blood, are those who are blessed 

with the ancient gods of chaos forces.

These chosen ones, who earn the "dead" wrath of the gods, are the ones that will open the locked doors from 

the inside and let them waiting outside the cosmos barriers. For Marduk creation is nothing but a sinking 

island, surrounded by an eternal sea of chaos.

A sea of chaos that is the "dead" dragon's blood. Outside the walls of creation 

awaits the eleven Avengers of chaos.

The eleven and their legions waiting for the gates to be opened, so that they can re-establish the 

chaos that once ruled.
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For when the avenging gods, the angry chaos warriors have torn the bastard gods, when the death of the 

dragon's anger has destroyed the rebellious gods and their filthy creation, be our all-powerful mother, 

Ama-Ushumgal-Anna Sumun Mummu Tiamat, wake up from death's slumber.

The original darkness and silence will be lower over the universe. Chaos 'triumph over the cosmos 

will be forever, and shalt chaos powers' domination become total.

Silim-Madu Ama-Ushumgal-Anna. 

Silim-Madu Sumun Mummu Tiamat.
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Opening ritual

0th

The altar will be located in the West.

1st

The magician stands facing the altar, takes up ritualbjällran and let the sound of eleven times.

2nd

Altar Light comes in the name of Tiamat.

3rd

Magician raises the ritual dagger to the altar, and with a powerful voice proclaiming: "Tiamat, 

almighty drakmoder, Hell !, Hell !, Hell!"

Once this has been declared carve magician black chaos star in the astral front of him while he vibrates 

power of the word "Ushumgal".

4th

Magician turns to the south, raising the ritual dagger and exclaim: "Absu, 

deep proud king of Hell !, Hell !, Hell!"

Once this has been declared carve magician black chaos star in the astral front of him while he vibrates 

power of the word "Ushumgal".

5th

Magician turns to the east, raising the ritual dagger and exclaim: "Hubur 

chaos' high priestess, Hell !, Hell !, Hell!"

Once this has been declared carve magician black chaos star in front of him while he vibrates power of the 

word "Ushumgal".

6th

Magician turns to the north, raising ritual dagger and exclaim: "Kingu, 

anti-cosmic warlord, Hell !, Hell !, Hell!"

Once this has been declared carve magician black chaos star in front of him while he vibrates power of the 

word "Ushumgal".
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7th

The magician turns back toward the altar, touching her third eye with a ritual dagger while he recites the 

following invocation:

"The four dark gates of chaos dimensions are now open and Tiamat, Absus, Huburs and Kingus name 

now flows the anti-cosmic energies free!" The magician lowers the dagger blade in the vinfyllda cup, 

which is placed on the altar and continue to recite the following:

"In the chaos dragon's name, I now call upon the non-existence, and the water-filled abyss terrible gods!

Where now with me, oh you nameless and formless demon gods who rule the angry chaos eternal 

darkness!

Wake up from your slumber dark and hearken to my supplications!

Be with me is chaos dragon's most faithful servant and honor me with your dark shadows presence!

Protect me against the cosmic gods attacks and while away the filthy rebel gods 

energies from this ritual place!

Where now with me, O ye who await the day of vengeance, and chaos' black flame that burns in the 

depths of my dark soul will burn stronger than ever! In Tiamat name, I call you, O eternal darkness 

messenger, was with me and purify my soul with chaos fire's destructive flames!

Let the cosmic debris that flows in my veins destroyed and in the almighty name drakmoderns 

get the great Kingus blood to re-awaken to life! "

Eighth

Magician drink up the energy-charged ritual wine and recite the following: "Kingus blood now living again in 

my veins and into the angry chaos name, I am now filled with the eternal forces of darkness!

I NN are now ready to start my black rites, for the chaos gods' blessings pull my magic now all 

his power from the slumbering drakmoderns dark dreams!

Hell Tiamat! (X2) Hell 

Absu! (X2) Hell 

Hubur! (X2) Hell 

Kingu! (X2)

9th

The ritual can now begin!
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The termination Ritual

1st

Magician turns to the altar, raises the ritual dagger and exclaim: "Silim-Madu 

Ama-Ushumgal-Anna! Silim-Madu Sumun Mummu Tiamat! "

2nd

Magician turns to the south, raising the ritual dagger and exclaim: "Silim-Madu 

Ad-Da Absu! Silim-Madu A Tuku Absu! "

3rd

Magician turns to the east, raising the ritual dagger and exclaim: "Silim-Madu 

Ummu Hubur! Silim-Madu Nin Mah Hubur! "

4th

Magician turns to the north, raising ritual dagger and exclaim: "Silim-Madu 

Gar You Kingu! Silim-Madu Ku-Kuga Ur-Sag Kingu! "

5th

Magician turns to the altar and proclaims:

"The dragon is the one who has done his own spirit mighty, I am the dragon! Hell 

Tiamat! Hell Absu! Hell Hubur! Hell Kingu! "

6. The ritual is finished!
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Azerate 218

Azerate the anti-cosmic gods secret name, which is the key to the dark dimension of the locked 

doors.

Azerate is the esoteric name of the eleven anti-cosmic powers that are talked about in both the Sumerian 

Chaos-Gnosticism and the Kabbalah Qliphotic. The name Azerate (Azrat) is a coded numerological formula, 

which may be the numerical value

218, which is equal to 2 + 1 + 8 = eleventh

The anti-cosmic powers that fights the cosmic order tyranny, whose number is 10, usually described as 

eleven separate demo forces in different directions oppose the cosmic forces, which are always at a 

disadvantage.

But under the name Azerate join the eleven anti-cosmic forces of chaos and turn into the eleven-headed 

black dragon, and thus, their disintegrating forces more concentrated and more powerful.

For it is when the eleven united and become the eleven-headed dragon, Azerate, they with their 

joint efforts can turn on the locked doors' keys and forcing his way through the cosmic barriers.

Azerate is the eleven anti-cosmic power flows (power flow 11) by combined form a sufficiently 

strong and terrible death dragon, which with its chaos fires burning black holes in the cosmic 

barriers, to thus prepare the angry chaos invasion of the cosmos.

Azerates name should be vibrated in connection with the activation of the Broken pentagram, which is 

the microcosmic gateway to the macro-chaos. Azerates exoteric seal the eleven-pointed star 

(hendecagrammet) that should be the focal point of the chaos-gnostic magician black altar, during the 

rituals whose purpose is to channel the anti-cosmic power flow into the cosmos.

Vedar-Gal Tiekals Somdus Azerate!
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Azerates Eleven Flames

0th

This ritual will be held the night April 30 or 22 December. Besides the traditional accessories placed also 

eleven black light on the altar. These eleven candles representing the eleven demon gods created by 

Hubur in the fight against Marduk.

These eleven anti-cosmic forces collective name is Azerate.

The magician keeps even near the ritual site the sacrifice that he during this ritual will give the 

forces of chaos.

1st

The magician begins the ritual in the traditional way of "opening ritual."

2nd

The magician stands facing the altar and recites the following tribute to Azerate: "I NN 

praise my lord and master Azerate!

I salute Azerate, the eleven-headed black dragon, which is the dark king of the gods!

I like forever serve the angry chaos salute the ruthless Azerate! Silim-Madu Lugal 

Epish Lemneti Azerate!

Hell Azerate, he created the Hubur to the name Tiamat destroy Marduk! Hell Azerate, who is 

blind sword that will pierce the heart of creation! Hell Azerate, who is the original chaos Avenger! 

Hell Azerate, he whose name is key to chaos-dimensional locked doors! Hell Azerate, he faced 

the black throne of the angry darkness gudaskara kneel! Hell Azerate, he whose anti-cosmic 

married forever to quench create gods flame of life!

Hell Azerate, who is the evil dragon who must re-establish the original chaos of non-order!

Hell Azerate, he whose demonic incantations will reawaken the slumbering drakmodern Tiamat!

Hell Azerate, he whose wrath black fire will dissolve everything into black ash! Hell Azerate, he 

whose name freezes the dirty bastard gods blood to ice, while the angels of light!

Hell Azerate, who is eleven black throne of the ruler and the orderly universe 

destroyer!
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Silim-Madu Lugal Epish Lemneti Azerate!

I thank my almighty king Azerate, and swear that forever serve his anti cosmic wrath!

I who have drunk of the undead dragon's blood wingers now the power words that are the names of the 

eleven forces that form Azerates eleven heads!

I controlled by Kingus blood, manifests Now the names of the eleven, which was created by the mighty 

Huburs black magic!

In Azerates name expresses, I now eleven secret names and elicits and channels the angry chaos 

purifying energies that will strengthen my soul and deify my spirit! "

3rd

The magician shows his left hand, he holds raised to the altar, treuddstecknet in this ritual 

symbolizes the original chaos triumvirate, which consisted of Tiamat, Absu and Mummu.

The magician recites eleven times following power words that are the elvas name: "Mushmahhu, 

Ushumgallu, Bashmu, mušḫuššu, Lahmu, Ugallu, Uridimmu, Girtablullu, Umu Dabrutu, Kulullu, 

Kusarikku!"

4th

Magician teeth, with the help of the altar light, the eleven black candles that are placed on the altar, and then 

blows out the altar light so that only the eleven black lights illuminate the ritual site.

5th

The magician exclaims:

"Ana-ku, Sa-Mi Mu Zu Azerate! Halam-Nignam 

Azerate Ushumgal Lemnuti! Silim-Madu Azerate!

Silim-Madu Ama-Ushumgal-Tiamat!

6th

The magician takes the ritual dagger that is placed on the altar, and with the dagger directed at the eleven black 

candles, he recites the following invocation: "Ka-Gur Bad Azerate Ka-Gal!

O you the angry chaos gods, hear my voice sounded through the dark dimension of the gates, where I then, the 

dragon priest, standing ready for invoking and channel our undead drakmoders astral memories!
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Let now the cosmic barriers crushed, O ye who are staying on the outside and establishes the 

astral link that will allow me to serve the blind fury of the sword, to take advantage of and channel 

the spilled drakblodets Essence!

Hear me, this night of darkness, O you of the powerful Hubur are created, and bless me, who 

is forever the evil Kingu faithful!

Now look down upon me, O ye who rule the eleven black thrones, and your anti-cosmic energies purify 

my senses, so that I will be worthy to have dreamed the slumbering chaos mother's eternal dream! "

7th

The magician retrieves the sacrifice that he has previously prepared and keep it tethered to the ground in front of 

the altar and recites the following notice of it:

"Receiving this sordid sacrifice, O ye hungry gods staying beyond Azerates ports, and in return for the 

stolen vitality and the warm blood that I give to you, strengthening the astral link that will put me in 

touch with the source of all anti-cosmic wisdom!

Strengthen the astral link that will allow me to channel the spilled blood of the dragon, which 

will give me the dark enlightenment and let me dream the heavenly drakmoderns most secret 

dreams!

I spill the blood, I kill the flesh, I tear down the walls, I crush barriers! Azerate in Tiamat's 

name, accept this sacrifice! "

Eighth

The magician kills using ritual dagger victim, and with its blood smears his own face 

as he chants: "No Na Til Kingu!"

The magician then rub with the remaining blood in the eleven black candles burning on the altar and 

proclaims the following:

"In the name of Tiamat, the eleven black flames forever burn in the depths of my soul! In the name of 

Tiamat, the unworthy creator god, Marduk, defeated! Hell Tiamat! "(X11)
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9th

The magician recites the Sumerian "Tiamat Invocation" over the eleven black candles, and burn 

copious amounts of incense to the "undead gods' honor.

10th

The magician raises his left hand toward the altar and displays the "death horns", while he recites the following:

"In Tiamat, Absus, Huburs and Kingus names, I break now the five elements, seal and open the gate 

to Azerates dark kingdom!

When the terrible death dragon's eternal hatred, I open the door to the angry chaos dimensions 

and allows the anti-cosmic power flow to flood my senses!

The Ama-Ushumgal-Tiamat names, I break now pentagram, to thereby disrupting the cosmic 

order and activate the Dark Portal! "

11th

Magician carve It Broken pentagram eleven angles in the astral and activates the Dark Portal as 

he intensely visualize, and exclaims: "In the name of Tiamat is now Azerates gates open!"

12th

The magician opens a profound meditation on the angry chaos discordant rhythm, and receives 

the dreams and visions that the dark forces gives him.

13th

Magician completes the ritual in the traditional way and blows out the eleven lights.
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Utukki Limnuti

Devastating storms, evil gods are they, relentless demons that are created by the chief.

The causes of all evil, evil is the seven, who daily commit nidingdåd and plan the murder.

Among these seven, the first a powerful south wind, the other one is a dragon whose wide-open 

gaps no one can escape, the third a cruel panther tearing mortal souls, the fourth a terrible viper 

whose venom kills the spirit, the fifth a raging lion never to escape, the sixth an onrushing hurricane 

to come out against the creator and the false king, the seventh an evil devastating storm that takes 

terrible revenge.

Such are the seven, these messengers of revenge that go from place to place to bring darkness.

They are the eternal darkness winds, which angered chasing across the sky and which gathers black clouds 

with which they darken the sky.

They are as a howl of rushing winds, which in broad daylight sweeps everything in darkness and 

swirling tumble the front along with the evil wind Imhullu.

The causes flooding and spreading death and pain and rushes ahead at the evil Pazuzus side.

On the horizon the flames up so as lightning, wherever they travel back causes the robbery and murder.

On the black night sky, they appear in their evil ways without finding a single opponent.
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Invocation Of The Seven Evil

Utukki Limnuti is seven! Seven evil demons, 

they are! Seven are the ones I call! Seven is 

my patron! Tiamat dreams are seven! 

Created by Huburs magic is seven!

They are evil demons who ride the winds of destruction!

They are the slumbering Mummus ministers, who rules over the abyss, and spread death on earth!

They burn creation of hatred fires, and crushes 

everything in its path!

Forces demons are the seven avenging Kingus Spilled Blood! Seven are the 

ones I call! Seven are those of Absu! Seven are those who are afraid of Arralu!

Seven is the powerful demons that guard the gates of Nar Mattaru!

Evil demons are the seven who take enemy lives and empties his veins the blood! Utukki Limnuti is 

seven!

Seven are the gods who spread death without fear! Seven are the demons 

that burns all life with the plague fires!

Seven Forces gods, seven evil demons, seven heavens, seven in the world, seven out of chaos' deep, seven 

of Tiamat's name!

Of the dragon's blood are the seven evil gods that I call!

Seven is the dead gods guardian, who from his power tower controls the anti-cosmic power flow!

Seven is the bloodthirsty gods who are svartmagikerns patrons! Utukki Limnuti are 

the seven names resolved name! Utukki Limnuti the seven shape resolved title!

With the death look the seven looks down on the Dragon's enemies, chaos' fires destroy the light gods!
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Seven are the hungry, that tears of angels meat from bones and spilling their blood like rain! Seven is the 

evil demons that I Absus name calling in! Seven is my enemy destroyer, which I at Tiamat Blood invoke!

I call on the night demon gods, which darken the deathly pale moon! I call the seven 

formless deities Tiamat merciless avenger!

I call on Kingus mighty warriors who serve the blind sword's wrath! Out of the darkness of the 

abyss I call the seven! In the darkness of my soul I call the seven!

At the slumbering chaos dragon Tiamat omnipotence I invoke the seven! In Tiamat 

name I invoke Utukki Limnuti!

In the bottomless abyss father Absus black water, I invoke the seven! In Absus name 

I invoke Utukki Limnuti!

In the original non-order chief priestess Huburs dark magic I invoke the seven!

In Huburs name I invoke Utukki Limnuti!

At the exalted warlord Kingus Spilled Blood I invoke the seven! In Kingus name 

I invoke Utukki Limnuti!

Sharush Utukki Limnuti Igi-See-Gln (x7)

Nin Tu Utukki Limnuti Gana (x7)

Dirig Utukki Limnuti Zi-Zi (x7)

Si Sa Nu-Utukki Limnuti Zig (x7)

Hul-Bi Utukki Limnuti Ganu (x7)

Silim-Madu Utukki Limnuti (x7)
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Tiamat invocation

Ama-Ushumgal-Anna, Sumun mušḫuššu Tiamat, Ana-Ku Sa-Mi Mu Zu, Silim-Madu 

Mummu Tiamat! Silim-Madu Ama-Ushumgal-Anna!

Sumun U-Tu-A Ushumgal Molatta Gi-Gi No U A Ni-Za-Dub, Na Til U Zi-Zi Suki Zu Ku-Kuga A 

Aba!

Ka Shur-Ra Ushumgal Pa-E Su-K Zu K Tus, Dug Ama-Ushumgal-Anna, Ki-Aga Mummu Tiamat Zi 

Zi Haelm Nam-Lu U-Lu Kidar U-La Tiamat Gi Gi Haelm DARA -es Ki Bala!

Ama-Ushumgal-Anna Zi-Zi U Gi-Gi Ku Lam Dingir Lu Bal Da-Ra-Es!

Mah Mummu Tiamat Dirig Ushumgal Igi-Gun Gun Bar, Igi-Gun Gun Bar U IgiSuh Kanpa!

Mu Ashta Za E Ki Aga Nin-Gal Ushumgal, Gi-Gi Mummu Tiamat Yellow-Ul Uma Zizi 

Ama-Ushumgal-Anna Su-Ki Ku-Kuga Gur U Igi-Gun Gun Bar!

Zi-Zi No Ushumgal U Gi-Gi No Sumun Tiamat U Da-Rae Tittu!

Zi-Zi Ama-Ushumgal-Anna U Gi-Gi, Zi-Zi Mummu Tiamat U Gi-Gi, Igi-See-Gln Ki Aga Ushumgal 

Tiamat, Igi-See-Gln Ki Aga Sumun Mummu Tiamat! Ana-Ku Sa-Mi Zunem Sa Ama-Ushumgal-Anna! 

Ana-Ku Sa-Mi Zunem Sa Sumun Tiamata!

Silim-Madu Ama-Ushumgal-Anna! 

Silim-Madu Mummu Tiamat!
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Su-NIR Ra Ushumgallum

000th

Tiamat, the pure, perfect and original chaos personified as the almighty 

drakmodern who once ruled and appearing to rule!

Tiamat seal:

00th

Absu, the depth and the abyss personified as Tiamat husband!

Absus seal:
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0th

Hubur, the demonic witch and chaos' high priestess who Tiamat orders created the eleven 

anti-cosmic gods who must defeat Marduk!

Huburs seal:
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Shadow Hunter's Speech

Tian has been broken into eleven parts and the dark gates are now open!

I am Shadow Hunter, Akhkharu, which empties mortals astral blood and brings death to those who walk 

in the light!

My shadow is Namtarus suffocating mantle, which darken my enemies dreams! I'm the immortal night 

wanderer, who spread fear and destruction among the poor and serve the undead dragon's eternal 

wrath!

I am the shadow walker, ekimmu as light gods of fear and the eternal darkness of his anger bred 

out!

I Huburs chosen warrior who's angry chaos bloodthirsty herald! Night, darkness, death and the 

mysteries of black gentleman I am, watching over the dark doors that lead beyond life and 

death dimensions!

I'm a creation astral blood, which is the cosmic life force, and through my veins, which are the 

links that lead to the angry chaos undead gods, Channel I back the stolen blood to the chaos 

that all the cosmic originates from!

In my footsteps burns Kingus black fires that brings enlightenment and power to the powerful and 

burn to ashes the unworthy, who dare to stand in my way!

My astral claws tearing the seven cosmic tyrants shackles and cut deep rifts in the false 

reality delicate veils, only blinds the unworthy! My astral breath is the plague stormy 

winds in Pazuzus name violates the middle those not bend to my divine will!

I Uruku, the undead dragon priest, who in hell hot winds progressing through the eternal 

night dark mists!

I Apsus avenger, kneeling before my darkness throne, O ye human cattle or feel the undead 

chaos dragon's terrible and eternal wrath!

I Ushumgal-Akhkharu, kneeling before my bloodstained throne, O ye who walk in the light, with the 

dragon's black wings I've transcended life's weaknesses and become one with the immortal, dark gods! I 

am a Vampire!

Fall down before my death-shade or perish!
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"Ushumgal-Akhkharu Zi-Zi, Igi-Gun Gun Bar A Ni-Za-Dub! Silim-Madu 

Uruku Gizzu! "

Akhkharus seal
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Demo Illogical Glossary

1. Mushmahhu = Horned snake.

2. Ushumgallu = Drake.

3. Bashmu = Horned kite.

4. mušḫuššu = WRATHFUL SNAKE DRAGON.

5. Lahmu = Demo Warrior.

6. Ugallu = Storm beast / lion demon.

7. Uridmmu = angry lion.

8. Girtablullu = Scorpio man.

9. UmU Dagrutu = violent storm.

10.Kulullu = Seafood art.

11.Kusarikku = Bull man.

12.Alal = Holocaust demons.

13.Allatu = Evil death demon Ereshkigals son, also called namtar / 

Namtary / Namtaru.

14.Ardat-Lili = Succubus.

15.Ashakku = Demon which attack human brains.

16.Lilitu = Lilith.

17.Ahhazu = Evil demon spread epidemics.

18.Lamashtu = female demon who spread fever and kills pregnant.

19.Ekimmu = immortal vampire demon.

20.Gallu = demon that haunts dark places.

21.Hampa = King of air demons.

22.Pazuzu = Hampas son, plague and fever God, the southwestern wind of death master.

23.Irkalla = Ereshkigal.

24.Kur = The place where the dead were staying (Arallu).

25.Labartu = Onda ghosts.

26.Labassu = Onda phantoms.

27.Lubara = The Stand and the deadly diseases god.

28.Maskim = Onda demons (Uttuki Limnuti).

29.Galla = Underjordens demons.

30.Neti = watchman of Arallus ports.

31.Namtar = (Namtaru) Killing evil demon who attacks life with sixty deadly diseases. 

Namtar is also the Sumerian word for fate.

32.Nedu = (Neti) He who guards the entrance to the land of the dead.

33.Udug = A of the subterranean evil demons.
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34.Rabinu = Demon hiding in the shadows and over the falls and kills his victims.

35.Sursunabu = Babylonian "Charon".

36.Nin-Kigal = Ereshkigal Killing goddess and earth queen.

37.Ura = Pest Demon.

38.Allu = demon that haunts dark places.

39.Uggu = Death god.

40.Akhkharu = Vampire.

41.Gelal = Incubus.

42.Idpa = Fever Demon.

43.Idimmu = Demon.

44.Larartu = Phantom.

45.Lalassu = Ghosts.

46.Telal = Demo Warrior.

47.Uruku = Larvae / leech.

48.Rabishu = Evil demo.

49.Dingir-Xul = bad God.

50.Utuk-Xul = devil.

51.Labbu = Demonic sea dragon.

52.Annuna = Underjordens seven judges.

53.Im-Hul = Evil wind.

54.Lil = Storm Demon (Lilitu).

55.Kashshaptu = Evil witch.
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